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Glossary of Kannada words 

 

Kannada Words  

 

English translations 

Aane Elephant 

Adadonne Two-foot-long wooden sticks, used by Jenu 

Kuruba people to dig tubers 

Adi ayya Ancestors spirit 

Ajja  Grandfather 

Attane  These are temporary tree houses built on 

trees near or inside the field to protect crops 

from wild animals such as elephants. 

Bandalaka A type of parasitic plant lives on trees.  

Bedi  Shackles 

Bella  Jaggery 

Bhoota Ghost 

Buddi Intelligence/Wisdom   

Buddivanta Intelligent  
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Bunde One of the important things used in the Gali 

Kareyuva ritual is Bunde. Bunde is made 

from a mature bottle Gourd. 

channagiddiya How are you? 

Elle The Boundary  

Gali kareyuvudu (Gali + kareyuvudu) A ritual practised by the Jenu Kuruba 

people to communicate with ancestors’ 

spirits. (Gali means wind, and kareyuvudu 

means inviting) 

Ganji  Rice-gruel 

Girijana People of the hills 

Guddappa A Jenu Kuruba person who acts as a bridge 

between Jenu Kuruba people and the forest 

deities.  

Haadi  Adivasi settlements 

Harake A form of votive offering 

Hondanike  Harmony 

Jaatre  Fair, Festival  

Jagala Quarrel 
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Jamma A special category of heritable land granted 

to some people of Kodagu by the colonial 

Government 

Kavadi  Kavadi is an assistant to Mahout 

Kedi Bad, Scoundrel 

Ketta haavu Bad snakes 

Kokke Kokke is local version of Ankush.It is made 

by nailing the metal hook at the end of the 

around two feet long wooden stick, Kokke is 

comparatively shorter than Ankusha. 

Kottige Cowshed 

 Kraal  Kraal is a wooden enclosure. Captured 

elephants are locked inside these for the 

first few months of training. 

Kulla Dwarf 

Kumki Trained elephants are called Kumki (in 

south India)/Konki (In North India and 

Nepal). Generally, Kumki elephants are 

used to capture, train and control elephants 

Kunkuma Vermilion 
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Kusure Nutritious food is recommended by 

veterinary doctors in the Dubare elephant 

camp. Kusure is packets of grass containing 

prescribed quantities of paddy, rice, maize, 

and salt 

Mada Musth (The word Mada is literally 

translated as Strong sexual desire, 

intoxication, overbearing).  

 

Maddu Maddu is a medicine, drug, black magic, or 

a special kind of supernatural power 

Mangalarati Waving of lights before a person or an idol 

of a deity (It is a Part of worship) 

Mantras Sanskrit hymn 

Mede Rick 

Moorane (Mooru+ane) Three elephants (Three +elephants) 

Namaskara  A gesture of worship, obeisance, and 

greeting 

Olle  Good 

olle haavu  Good snakes 
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Onti hogodu  Going alone 

Onti salalag Solitary male elephant 

Otte A long bamboo pole with burning kerosene 

dipped cloth at one end 

Papa  Sin, Wrongdoing 

Pinda A special rice ball 

Poli Unlawful 

pooja  The act or process of worshipping a deity 

Pundane  Rogue elephant 

Ragi Finger millet 

Swami Lord 

Tahashildar Revenue officer lower than the assistant 

commissioner 

Tappu Tappu is a mistake, sin, or failure to follow 

customary practice 

Yajamana Chief  
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Abstract 

The ecological breakdown is posing an enormous threat to the life of both humans and 

animals. The intensification of conservation-related conflict is one of the main ecological 

challenges faced in the Western Ghats of India. Therefore, this dissertation explores the 

complex interaction between humans and wildlife (Asian elephants) and between different 

groups of humans to find better approaches to sharing space with wildlife (Asian elephants). 

This study was carried out in both protected areas (Nagarahole Tiger Reserve and the 

Reserve Forests Kodagu) and agricultural areas located in the Western Ghats of India. In the 

study area, the expansion of modern agriculture, monoculture plantations, and the 

construction of dams damaged forests and wildlife and uprooted marginalised people. To 

prevent further damage to wildlife and biodiversity, fortress conservation reserves were 

established. As a result, a boundary between the agriculture zone and the conservation zone 

was established to inhibit human and wildlife movement between the two. However, many 

wildlife and people do not accept or adhere to the boundary. Several Adivasi people fight for 

their forest rights inside the protected area. Wildlife such as Asian elephants defies the 

barriers and venture into agricultural areas, sometimes feeding on crops and damaging 

properties.  

In this context, this study explored how different groups of people such as wealthy farmers, 

small-scale farmers, officials of the Forest Department, Adivasi people, and Mahouts interact 

with one another. Additionally, how do these people relate to both wild and captured Asian 

elephants? I used a multispecies ethnography approach as a methodology and focused on 

detailed stories and anecdotes narrated by inhabitants of the study area who encountered 

elephants frequently. During the 12 months of ethnographic fieldwork, I listened to over 250 

people’s stories; many of these stories described issues such as why some elephants kill 
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people, why some bless people, why some are playful while others are ferocious, how 

elephants take revenge, why they destroy houses every now and then, and why certain 

elephants eat meat cooked by people. These stories also deal with questions such as how 

some elephants are good, how some are bad, and how some are quarrelsome. There are also 

stories about socio-ecological change, including how coffee plantations destroyed the forest 

that Adivasi people, their deities, and wild elephants once inhabited. A few stories outlined 

conflicts between local farmers, Adivasi people, and the Forest Department.  

Based on the insights offered by these stories, the dissertation argues that elephants and 

human life are deeply entangled in the study area; the nature-cultures of both elephants and 

humans are interconnected. These stories highlight that most people in the study area are 

aware that elephants are agents and intelligent, emotional beings. For local people, each 

elephant is different, and people recognise individual elephants based on their unique 

characteristics. People believe that, as human beings, elephants also perceive and respond to 

individual humans differently. Many stories narrated in the dissertation are non-

anthropocentric in nature, and these stories are beneficial for envisioning possible new ways 

for humans and elephants to coexist. This study argues that religion, the belief system of local 

people, and socio-ecological change in the landscape influence the human-elephant 

relationships in the study area. Therefore, the current study stresses the inclusion of local 

cultural and ecological knowledge in wildlife management interventions.  
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

It was 2008. I was pursuing BSc in Biological Science in Bengaluru. One of my classmates, 

who was volunteering in a well-known wildlife conservation NGO, invited me to a talk by a 

famous wildlife biologist from India. In his talk, the wildlife biologist showed a photo of a 

man attacked by a bear. The bear had partially scalped him and bitten him in the eyes. 

Fortunately, the wildlife biologist was around when the incident happened and took the 

person to a nearby hospital, saving his life. After the incident, the person agreed to relocate 

from this protected area (PA). During his talk, the biologist argued that it is not possible for 

the human species and wildlife to live together. Therefore, the relocation of people from the 

Protected Areas is one of the important interventions that can be taken to reduce human and 

wildlife conflict. This made me think and over the years, my interest in this issue has only 

continued to grow (Bhat Dundi, 2017:1). 

After graduation, I started working as a research assistant in a wildlife conservation 

organization. I spent several months in and around the PA of Karnataka along with the 

research team to study leopards. We deployed camera traps and conducted an occupancy 

survey to confirm whether leopards are living in a particular area or not. While working, I 

came across many incidents that helped me understand how mainstream conservation 

ideology (Pretty and Pimbert, 1995) and modern agriculture practices (O'Gorman and van 

Dooren, 2017) try to create rigid boundaries between people and wildlife as well as 

agriculture and forest.  

For example, I witnessed forest authorities filing forest offence cases against the local people 

who caught fish and hunted animals (illegally) for their subsistence inside the PA. They also 
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filed cases against the local Adivasi1 people who entered the forest to collect non-timber 

forest products, such as lichens. In a few cases, I also witnessed these villagers protest and 

force the forest department to catch the leopards in their villages, as they were attacking 

people and their livestock. 

As another instance of human and wildlife conflict, I got an opportunity to witness a 

conflicting encounter between humans and elephants. Since we needed to deploy camera 

traps the following day in Bandipur National Park, we stayed at the forest camp (owned by 

the forest department) located at the fringe of the national park. Around eight o clock in the 

evening, I heard many people shouting from the agricultural lands that bordered the park. 

When I came out of the camp, I saw many farmers shining torches to scare away the 

elephants. A few minutes later, they drove two tractors and burst firecrackers to chase the 

elephants away. It took almost an hour to send the elephants back into the forest. Despite this, 

I heard the sounds of farmers shouting and firecrackers bursting until midnight.  

The next day after my work, I encountered a couple of farmers in a local tea shop. Although 

it was not part of my official work, I enquired about the previous night's incidents with the 

farmers because I was curious. According to them, almost every day, mostly during the 

harvest season and summer months, the elephants visit their fields to eat crops or drink water 

from irrigation tanks. The farmers slept on attane (treehouses) to protect their crops. When 

the elephants tried to enter the field from the forest, they shone torches and burst firecrackers 

to drive them away. Despite this, if the elephants continued to resist going back to the forest, 

they called more people and, if necessary, used tractors to chase them away. They added that 

 
1 . The term ‘Adivasi’ was first used in India in 1938 (Rycroft and Dasgupta, 2011). Although the literal 

meaning of the term ‘Adivasi’ is ‘original inhabitants of a given place’, it is used as a substitute for the word 

‘tribal’ in India (Van Schendel, 2011). 
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they would make it a matter of immediate concern during the elections if the forest 

department failed to keep “their” animals inside the forest in the future. 

Although wild animals, such as leopards and elephants inhabit or enter many villages, only a 

few villages wanted to take action against them. This made me ask why some people are 

ready to live with the surrounding wildlife while others are not.  

Many of my experienced colleagues and other wildlife conservationists with whom I 

interacted closely keep discussing with me how the local Adivasi people and peasants are a 

significant threat to wildlife. For them (the conservationists), wildlife conservation means 

creating completely human-free protected areas. They are worried about poaching and the 

extraction of non-timber forest products by the farmers and Adivasi people. For instance, 

while travelling inside a protected area to deploy the camera trap, we came across a jackfruit 

tree. A young Adivasi man who worked as a temporary staff of the forest department came 

with us to help us pluck the fruit. However, one of my senior colleagues stopped him and 

explained that since the jackfruit tree is within a protected area, it belongs to the wild 

animals; people do not have the right to pluck or consume its fruits.  

My experience of living in a village made me take objection with the wildlife 

conservationists'/biologists' view that wildlife conservation means creating a separation 

between humans and wildlife. Although I completed my graduation in the city, I was born 

and brought up in a small village located in the middle of the Western Ghats of Karnataka. 

Like most of the region's residents, my family's main occupation is farming. In our region, 

almost all the paddy and sugarcane fields and areca nut and coconut plantations are found in 

valleys surrounded by vast tracts of semi-evergreen forests.  

The village residents depended on the forest for firewood, green manure, timber, and fodder. 

During my school days, we (my friends and me) used to walk around three kilometres along 
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the forest path to reach school. On our way, we used to eat various types of wild fruits such 

as Sampige Hannu (Flacourtia montana), Nerale Hannu (Syzygium cumini), Kavali Hannu 

(Carissa carandas), Halage Hannu (Elaeagnus latifolia), Bili mulle Hannu (Securina 

leucopyrus), and many more. We used to collect edible mushrooms and catch fish and crabs 

on the way back home.  

 

Fig.1: Malabar Grey Hornbill eating Papaya in our Farm (Endemic to the Western Ghats) 

On the other hand, various wild animals and birds visited the farms every day and left their 

marks in their own unique ways. The Malabar giant squirrel and the Indian giant flying 

squirrel made holes in the coconuts to feed on them. The wild boars used to visit at night-time 

to eat paddy, banana, Colocasia tubers, and dry coconuts that fell on the ground. Many birds, 

langurs, and monkeys stole fruits, including bananas, guava, sapota, papaya, jackfruit, 

mango, beans, and cucumbers. Occasionally, even leopards came to prey on the dogs. 

Although the people here shared space with the wild animals and birds, it was not peaceful 

coexistence. The villagers tried to save their harvests by guarding their paddy crops during 
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the night, chasing animals and birds from the farms, and by occasionally shooting them. 

However, the fact remains that they will not be able to stop the wild animals and birds from 

eating crops forever.  

 

 

                          Fig.2: Blue-winged parakeet (Endemic to the Western Ghats) 

My experience of living in my village and working in the rural areas of Karnataka taught me 

that humans and wildlife cannot respect each other's boundaries because these boundaries are 

unnatural and unreasonable  (Green, 2020). However, external forces, such as modern 

agricultural practices and exclusionary conservation, forced them to obey boundaries. Given 

this context, I wanted to explore human and wildlife interaction to think beyond the current 

fortress-like conservation model and modern agricultural practices.  

I studied biological science in my college. Hence, my knowledge of social science was 

minimal. Since a good understanding of both social science and natural sciences is very 

https://ebird.org/species/vehpar1?siteLanguage=en_IN
https://ebird.org/species/vehpar1?siteLanguage=en_IN
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important to explore human and animal interaction, I wanted to get training in the social 

sciences as well. After a couple of years of working with a wildlife conservation NGO, I got 

the opportunity to do my master's in Environmental Humanities from the University of Cape 

Town. During my MPhil degree, I was introduced to the literature of multispecies 

anthropology, which helped me design my master's research project by focusing on the 

Adivasi people and Asian elephant interaction in and around the Nagarahole National Park in 

Karnataka. I took my MPhil research one step further in my PhD thesis from the University 

of Roehampton. My supervisors' advice and guidance helped me to carry out more in-depth 

studies on human and elephant interaction during my PhD study.  

In this dissertation as well, I explore the complexities of human-wildlife (Asian elephants) 

and human-human interactions in and around the Nagarahole National Park and some parts of 

the Kodagu district of Karnataka. As I mentioned earlier, my MPhil thesis focused only on 

the interaction between the Adivasi people and the elephants. However, for this dissertation, 

in order to explore how different groups of people, such as the Adivasi people, small-scale 

farmers, wealthy coffee planters, the forest department staff, mahouts, tourists, and the wild 

and captive elephants interact with each other, I focused on the detailed stories provided by 

these people. Many of these stories try to explain issues, such as why elephants kill people, 

why they bless people, why they sometimes play with people sometimes, why they often eat 

crops, why they eat the meat cooked by people, why they destroy houses every now and then, 

and how they take revenge. These stories also deal with questions such as how some 

elephants are good while some are bad and how elephants respond back when people tease 

them (Bhat Dundi, 2017:13). I gathered these stories through one year of ethnographic 

research undertaken in the Nilgiri biosphere reserve. Building on the insights offered by these 

stories, the study examines how colonialism, capitalist agriculture, plantation forestry, and 
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the exclusionary model of wildlife conservation are shaping human and wildlife relationships 

in this landscape. (Bhat Dundi, 2017:13) 

Human-Wildlife Interactions in Anthropocene 

Mathur (2021:4) in her book Crooked Cats: Beastly Encounters in the Anthropocene, 

explains how stories told by her interlocutors in the Himalayas about human-big cat 

relationships are 'powerful depictions of life in the Anthropocene'). Like her book, the stories 

presented in my dissertation also indicate how the Anthropocene/Plantationocene  (Haraway, 

2015) influenced the human-elephant interaction. For instance, I was walking with Somayya 

on a mud path to his village. His village, Bommadu, is located on the fringe of the 

Nagarahole PA of the Kodagu region. Somayya belongs to the Jenu Kuruba community. 

They are considered Adivasi (scheduled tribes) by the Indian constitution. Earlier, they used 

to practice a nomadic way of life. Currently, most of them work as plantation labourers, while 

a few are employed by the forest department as daily wage labourers and elephant trainers.  

The mud path on which we were walking separates the coffee plantations from the PA. In this 

part of the PA, one can see long rows of monoculture teak plantations that had been planted 

between the latter part of the 19th century and the 1970s (Mahanty, 2003). In Kodagu, which 

is a part of the Nilgiri Biosphere reserve, a plantation is a type of dominant land use. These 

plantations of coffee were established during the colonial period. After that, both types of 

plantations never went away. Instead, over the years, they expanded in this landscape. 

Bommadu is sandwiched between the expanses of teak and coffee plantations. In this area, 

wildlife—specifically elephants, leopards, and wild boars cross the boundary between the PA 

and coffee plantations.  

Although there are exceptions, elephants usually leave the forest during the evening, spend 

the night in the agricultural areas, and return to the forest in the early morning. At the 
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agricultural fields, they eat crops, including rice, banana, jackfruit, mangoes, papaya, and 

coffee beans. Sometimes, solitary male elephants—named Onti salalag in the local 

language—and large elephant herds stay in the coffee plantations for months (occasionally 

for years). Several respondents told me that some elephants even gave birth in these 

plantations. According to the local people, the elephants born in a coffee plantation are 

plantation elephants; their home is the plantation (chapter 4). When I asked Somayya about 

plantation elephants, he informed me that when people do something wrong, their god comes 

in the form of elephants, tigers, snakes, or other animals and troubles them. He showed me 

large tracts of coffee plantations by waving his hand and continued: (Bhat Dundi, 2017:38) 

All these coffee plantations were forests around 20–30 years ago. The forest was 

inhabited by a variety of wild animals and the Adivasi people. Some of the Adivasi 

deities still reside inside the coffee plantations. Even today, our people worship the 

deities who inhabit these coffee plantations. However, the rich people cut the forests 

and planted coffee, not even leaving the sacred grove for us. The coffee plantations 

displaced the Adivasi people and the wildlife, including elephants, from their forests. 

Now, because of this, the elephants are entering the plantations and have started 

destroying the coffee crops and started eating the coffee fruit (very recently), bananas, 

and jackfruits. They even occasionally kill the people. Why? It's because these people 

made a grave mistake by establishing plantations on the land which was once a forest 

and the sacred grove of the deities (Bhat Dundi, 2017: 39).  

  Anthropologists documented similar stories from other parts of India too. For instance,  

(Govindrajan, 2015)  explains that some people of the Himalayas think deities send man-

eaters to punish humans who angered the deity and Mathur (2021) reports that many people 

of the Himalayas believe the big cats turn into man-eaters to take revenge against the people 
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who killed their family members. Furthermore, the people reason that the food shortage 

resulted from exploitation, such as deforestation, mining activities, and the dam construction 

by the Indian state and elite people for the rivers in the Himalayas forcing big cats to attack 

people. Therefore, people believe that the elite class is the root cause of the human-big cat 

conflict in the region (Mathur, 2021). Like the people of the Himalayas, many of my 

interlocutors too criticised the actions of the elite people and the government for the human-

elephant conflict. In her book on the interaction between humans and big cats, (Mathur, 2021: 

10) argued by stating, 'When my interlocutors in the Himalayas say that the big cats are 

attacking humans because of the historical injustices of our human actions and what we are 

inflicting on the cats, their statements aren't just a reference to karmic retribution. Rather, 

these are astute observations that bring the damage of the Anthropocene to light'. Her 

argument applies to many of the stories featured in my research.  

Anthropocene 

Although humans have shaped and been shaped by the environment since their origin, the 

human influence on Earth has increased over the last few hundred years. From the 18th 

century, dramatic growth in the global economy, human population, agricultural areas, 

chemical fertilizer use, and urbanisation resulted in the destruction of forests, loss of 

biodiversity, changes of planetary cycles, and accelerated species extinction (Price et al., 

2011; Steffen et al., 2007). Therefore, for the first time in their history, humans have become 

the geomorphic forces responsible for biosocial devastation. Crutzen (2006) named our 

current period as the Anthropocene (the era of humans). According to him, humans have 

become geological agents responsible for the current environmental crisis (Sapp Moore et al., 

2021)  
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The Anthropocene concept came from natural science, specifically disciplines such as 

geology which strictly focuses on the geophysical changes occurring on Earth. For example, 

the earth system scientists and geologists are principally concerned with determining the 

exact origin of the Anthropocene’s "golden spike" to determine the origin of the 

Anthropocene. However, the concept of the Anthropocene is not only debated by natural 

science scholars but also the humanities and social sciences scholars (Moore, 2016). Chua 

and Fair (2019:1) explained that anthropologists, in particular, ‘have engaged with the 

Anthropocene both as a set of phenomena (e.g., climate change, mass extinction) and as a 

politically and morally loaded concept’. 

, Many humanities and social science scholars have written about the limitation of the 

concept Anthropocene. The concept places humans at the centre of the Earth and ignores the 

agency of non -human beings. Some geologists, earth system scientists, and ecomodernists 

think that in the Anthropocene, humans are masters of the Earth who can control and tame 

nature completely through human technology. Hence, this way of thinking promotes the use 

of the techno-fix approach to solve environmental problems (Hetherington, 2018)  

Scholars, including Haraway et al. (2016), challenge the notion of attributing the conditions 

of the Anthropocene to all humanity, as the term 'Anthropos' suggests. They suggest that not 

all groups of people have the power to do this in the same ways. For example, Harvey et al. 

(2019:3) argue that the term Anthropocene 'ignores the imperial histories that have produced 

the extremes of wealth and poverty that severely hamper the efforts to confront our current 

environmental conditions. Humans are implicated differently in creating these problems, and 

the poor are disproportionately affected by them'. Consequently, they have suggested terms 

such as 'plantationocene' and 'capitalocene' as more nuanced alternatives to the all-embracing 

and universally blaming Anthropocene (Haraway et al., 2016).  
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'Plantationocene' is used to show how the establishment of plantations and uncontrolled 

extraction by certain groups of people with particular worldviews are transforming as well as 

devastating the Earth. Various plantations have displaced countless groups of people and 

animals from their land and monopolized the necessary livelihood resources in the global 

south (Kenney-Lazar and Ishikawa, 2019). 

Plantationocene 

My study area is a classic example of the Plantationocene. Northern and Western Parts of the 

Ngararahole National Park border with coffee plantations (located in Kodagu District). In the 

early part of the 19th century, natural forests were burnt to establish a coffee plantation in 

Kodagu. However, in the middle of the 19th century, a pest, the coffee white stem borer, 

wreaked havoc on many coffee plantations (Rice, 1908). Therefore, in Kodagu and other 

parts of the Western Ghats, planters started growing coffee in the natural forests under the 

shades of the native trees to control pests and increase soil fertility (Pouchepadass, 1990). 

The native trees provided a green manure-regulated nutrient cycle and soil moisture. Native 

trees also supported many varieties of pollinators, birds and reptiles. Birds and reptiles 

regulated pests in the plantations. Since the law of post-colonial India bans native tree 

harvesting from coffee plantations, the planters illegally removed them and planted fast-

growing, non-native (Australian) silver oak trees in their place. As the law cannot restrict the 

harvesting of silver oaks, farmers can cut them and sell them at any time (Nesper et al., 

2017). A study by Nesper et al. (2019) showed that removing native trees reduced soil 

fertility and increased pest infection in coffee plantations. 

In the Eastern parts of the Protected Area, farmers grow many varieties of crops such as 

banana, vegetables, cotton, sugarcane, tapioca, ginger and a small amount of ragi and maize. 

Ginger cultivation has rapidly increased in the region in the last 10–15 years. Since cash 
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crops like ginger require a high input cost, many small-scale farmers cannot afford to 

cultivate cash crops. However, after ginger became popular (Münster, 2015), many rich 

investors/farmers from Kerala leased land from the region's smallholders to cultivate ginger. 

Unlike farmers who cultivate ragi, maize, vegetable, and pulses, ginger cultivators invested 

huge amounts of money in irrigation infrastructures such as boreholes and sprinklers. New 

irrigation technologies helped them to extract large quantities of groundwater even during the 

dry months. Alarmed by these developments, many farmers opined that large-scale 

groundwater extraction resulted in the drying of surface water bodies outside and inside the 

Protected Area. Today not only small-scale farmers (who cannot afford to invest in expensive 

irrigation infrastructures) but also wildlife face water shortages during the summer season. As 

I will explain later, water shortage brings elephants to farming zones where farmers store 

water in irrigation tanks.  

Several people in the region are now practising chemical-intensive farming as well. They use 

a variety of pesticides, fungicides, and herbicides to reduce the dependence on native forest 

and tree species. As Anna Tsing explains, one of the markers of the Anthropocene/plantation 

is the destruction of multispecies communities. Plantation/modern farming ecologies are 

highly simplified because they simplify the landscape by removing the living beings which 

are not useful for economic production (Tsing, Mathews and Bubandt, 2019). 

Today one can see several patches of abandoned teak plantations inside the Nagarahole 

National Park. To meet the demands of industrialisation, teak plantations emerged in the 

Western Ghats during the colonial period. They expanded over the years in this landscape 

during the post-colonial period. But from the 1970s onwards, conservation laws and forest 

policies restricted extracting and planting teak inside the Protected Area (Mahanty, 2003).   
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Both coffee and teak plantations carry the history of the displacement of native people and 

wild animals in the Western Ghats during the colonial and postcolonial periods. Some 

Adivasi people found employment in the teak and coffee plantations in the later years (Philip, 

2003: 47; Raman 2010: 1).  However, the enactment of wildlife conservation laws and the 

abandonment of teak plantations resulted in the second phase of displacement of the Adivasi 

people (Mahanty, 2003). 

According to Tsing et al. (2019), one of the main indicators of the Anthropocene is feral 

proliferation. While walking through the abandoned teak plantations of the region, one can 

see an invasive plant called Lantana Camara flourishing on both sides of the main roads that 

run across the Nagarahole PA as well as on the uncultivated/grazing lands of the surrounding 

villages. Lantana arrived in India along with the Europeans around 200 years ago (Royle, 

1840). Travel networks such as railways and ecological simplification created by plantations 

and scientific forestry helped lantana (a vigorous climbing plant) spread to many parts of 

India. The lantana invasion resulted in the abandonment of hundreds of coffee plantations in 

Kodagu during the latter part of the 19th century (Kannan et al., 2013). Münster (2020), in her 

article, explained how lantana intensified the human-elephant conflict in the surrounding 

areas of the Wayanad wildlife sanctuary in Kerala. Even in my area of study (which is 

located next to the Wayanad wildlife sanctuary), people explained that lantana reduces food 

availability for herbivores like elephants. They also link the increase in the frequency of 

forest fire incidence inside the protected forest to the abundant lantana growth. As stated by 

the people, both the food shortage and fire incidents made elephants angrier. In chapter two, I 

will discuss the history of plantations in my area of study. 
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Wildlife in the Plantationocene 

After interacting with Adivasi people, Mahouts and farmers, it seemed to me that Wild 

animal—mainly elephants—are trying to take back their ancestors' land. They uproot coffee 

plants, eat coffee berries, break irrigation pipes, and damage planters' homes and the 

labourers ‘quarters. Sometimes, violent encounters can take place between the people and 

wild elephants in plantations, ending up in both parties chasing and killing each other. For 

instance, an elephant called Subhash born more or less 38 years ago in this region became a 

so-called rogue elephant and started roaming in and around the plantations and human 

habitats. He killed at least nine people and many dogs before he was caught by the forest 

department two years ago. Most of his victims were poor migrant daily wage labourers who 

came to work in the plantation. Many of these people did not have prior experience of living 

with elephants. When an elephant turns into a so-called rogue elephant and starts to threaten 

the life of workers, injuring or killing them, the work ceases in these plantations. As there is a 

shortage of plantation labourers in this region, planters do not want to lose workers. Often, 

with the help of the forest department staff, they chase the elephants away from the coffee 

plantations. If the forest department does not respond positively to their request, they fire 

small pellets to scare and chase away these elephants. Although these pellets rarely kill them, 

they are highly painful and create wounds on their bodies. However, there are rare occasions 

when planters kill elephants by shooting or electrocuting them. If the elephant is highly 

ferocious and kills many people and damages property, then many local organizations such as 

labour unions and planters' associations come together in protest to capture it. On many 

occasions, even the local politicians and media join the protesters. It is worth noting that the 

chances of capturing an elephant will increase if the elephant happens to kill planters instead 

of plantation labourers.      
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It was in Dubare elephant training camp, that I met Subhash. Compared with other camp 

elephants, Subhash was physically weak. His front left leg was swollen. After interacting 

with Subhash, other elephants of the training camp, and their mahouts for several days, it 

appeared to me that Subhash was not comfortable with tourists who were there to take a 

photograph with him or feed him kusure (packets of grass containing prescribed quantities of 

paddy, rice, maize, and salt). After days of extended conversations with Mahadeva, a roughly 

30-year-old mahout who had been training Subhash over the last two years, I came to know 

that when Subhash was captured, there were many gunshot wounds on his body. Mahadeva 

showed me some pellet marks on his body. Pointing towards some lumps on the skin, he told 

me there are still some pellets inside these lumps. According to Mahadeva, Subhash's 

condition was critical when the forest department caught him; he was severely wounded. 

Mahadeva offered pooja (rituals, worship) to their deity for Subhash's early recovery, in 

addition to using traditional medicine to cure his wounds. Although Subhash has recovered 

from injuries, he still has pain in his front left leg and is suspicious of people.  

Human and Wildlife Conflict 

The story of the human and elephant interactions I mentioned above is a typical example of a 

human-wildlife conflict. According to IUCN, ‘Human-Wildlife conflict (HWC) can be 

defined as ‘negative interactions between people and wild animals, with consequences for 

both people and their resources and wildlife and their habitats’ (IUCN(WCC), 2020:1). In 

different parts of the world, there is a conflict between local people and a wide variety of 

animal species, including elephants (Chartier et al., 2011), big cats (Goodrich, 2010),  bears 

(Can et al., 2014), wild boar (Colomer et al., 2021), and ungulates (Storm et al., 2007). In 

many cases, human-wildlife conflicts result in the depredation of crops and livestock and in 

rare instances, a situation where both humans and animals injure and kill each other.   
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Several conservation biologists believe that the human-wildlife conflict is a result of the 

competition between them for space, food, and other resources (Banerjee et al., 2013). 

According to these biologists, the expansion of human habitation and agriculture and 

environmental change as well as an increase in wildlife numbers contribute to the 

intensification of the conflict between humans and wildlife (Mishra, 1997; Treves and  

Karanth, 2003). Many conservationists assume that these conflicts increase the people's 

animosity towards wildlife as well as the conservationists who want to conserve them. 

Sometimes, the local people end up killing or injuring wildlife and opposing conservation 

interventions. Therefore, conflicts may threaten both wildlife conservation and human well-

being (Inskip and Zimmermann, 2009). 

Today, human-wildlife conflict is one of the leading causes of the current crisis of mass 

extinction. Biodiversity/wildlife offers various services such as water regulation (Merriman et 

al., 2018), seed dispersal (Campos-Arceiz and Blake, 2011), pollination, zoonotic disease and 

pest control (Braczkowski et al., 2018), and many more. Therefore, a sixth mass extinction 

may cause devastating effects on the Earth's ecosystems on which people are also dependent 

for survival. Thus, resolving this conflict is one of the important tasks of the conservation 

sciences. 

Traditionally, conservation agencies reduced the number of members of conflict-causing 

species by killing them in large numbers as a conflict mitigation measure (Kinnear, Onus and 

Sumner, 1998; Rangarajan, 2012). However, many endangered and keystone species, such as 

tigers, lions, leopards, and elephants, are protected under conservation laws in many parts of 

the world. Thus, conservation agencies have shifted their conflict management strategy from 

being lethal to non-lethal. 
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In my area of study, conservation agencies initially constructed elephant-proof trenches to 

separate people and elephants; however, both the elephants and wild boar subverted trenches 

filling them with mud to cross them. When the trenches failed to prevent further elephant 

movement, they constructed electric fences. Today the elephants have learned to transgress 

the electric fences. Therefore now, government authorities are constructing barriers made 

from old rail tracks. Fencing restricts farmers and cattle who depend on the protected forests 

for resources. In this case, the fences separate agriculture from the conservation zones. Since 

many wildlife biologists believe humans and wildlife cannot coexist, they suggested 

relocating people who are living inside the conservation zone to safer spaces. For example, 

one of the prominent tiger biologists, Karanth states, 'We have to recognise that at least in 

protected habitats set aside for predator conservation, increasing numbers of people and 

livestock cannot coexist with predators. It is more logical to rehabilitate such people outside 

the protected areas adequately' (2006: ch.9, para. 19) . On the other hand, as I have explained 

in the story of Subhash, some farmers want to capture and relocate wild animals from the 

agriculture zone. Financial compensation is also provided to people who lost their property 

and lives or were injured due to a wildlife attack. In this dissertation, I discuss why conflict 

mitigation interventions in my area of study have had only limited successes.  

 Wildlife conflict mitigation interventions in my study areas are influenced by the conflict 

studies that emphasise material approaches or physical interaction between humans and 

wildlife. Most of these studies use natural science and quantitative social science approaches 

to studying human-wildlife interaction (Pooley et al., 2017). Therefore, they mainly focused 

on direct material losses incurred by the people due to wildlife attacks and quantification of 

economic loss (Karanth et al., 2018). But new literature on human-wildlife interaction shows 

that the direct material loss incurred by people from wild animals is only a small part of 

complex conservation issues. Dickman (2010:1), for example, argues that ‘peoples' attitudes 
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towards wildlife are complex, with social factors as diverse as religious affiliation, ethnicity 

and cultural beliefs all shaping the conflict intensity’. 

To overcome the limitation of the phrase 'human-wildlife conflict', Redpath et al. (2013) 

differentiate between human-wildlife conflict and 'conservation conflict. They argue that 

'Conservation conflict occurs when two or more parties with strongly held opinions clash 

over conservation objectives when one party is perceived to assert its interests at the expense 

of another' (2013:100). Moreover, they feel that the phrase 'human-wildlife' conflict explains 

the direct interaction between people and wildlife, while 'conservation conflict' deals with the 

interaction between different groups of people.  

In my study area (mostly in the non-coffee growing area), along with the crop loss and cattle 

loss from wild animals, the exclusionary conservation model also threatened farmers' 

livelihoods. As stated by the farmers, around 15 years ago, forest laws were not as strict as 

today, and they could graze their cattle in the PA. Most of the peasant families used to own 

more than 20 cattle each. However, after the strict enforcement of the grazing ban in the PA, 

the cattle numbers per family reduced to two or three because of the shortage of forage. 

Moreover, the tigers and leopards used to kill the cattle when they were grazing in the forest. 

However, it was not a major problem for farmers; they did not ask for any compensation or 

complained about cattle depredation by carnivores. Their view was that with more than 1,000 

cattle grazing in the forest, if tigers killed five or six animals in a month, it was not a serious 

problem. Nowadays, however, a majority of families own only two or three cows, and if a 

carnivore were to kill them, it would be a significant loss for farmers as they would not be 

able to plough the land as well as they have to buy milk from the market. According to many 

farmers, tourists are the main reason behind the complete ban of cattle grazing in the 

Protected Area because they are largely interested in seeing and taking photographs of wild 
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animals. The presence of cattle and humans reduces the occurrence and visibility of wildlife 

in the tourism zone. That is why tourists do not want them in the forest. As stated by farmers, 

tourists took videos and photographs of the cattle and people in the forest and used these to 

report them to the authorities in order to prohibit the farmers from entering the national park. 

In addition to this, most of the tourists—who come from urban areas—strongly believe in 

pristine nature. In their view, protected forests should be free from all kinds of human 

activities, including cattle grazing. Therefore, in my study area, there is a conflict between the 

values of urban tourists and farmers as well.  

Several farmers pointed out that instances of cattle predation by carnivores increased in the 

village after the prohibition of cattle grazing. Earlier (before the complete ban on cattle 

grazing in the forest), carnivores killed and ate a few cattle in the forest. However, at present, 

as there are no cattle left in the forest, the carnivores have started entering the village to prey 

on livestock. Both the cattle predation by carnivores within the boundaries of the village and 

the prohibition of entry on farmers into the forest resulted in a conflict between farmers and 

the forest department and conservation organisations. Soon, this led to a situation where 

farmers attacked the forest department staff, including forest range officers, a few years ago. 

As a result of the attack, the forest department filed a forest offence case against around thirty 

farmers from the village. When talking with the farmers regarding this, it was evident they 

were outraged by both the forest department and by what they regarded as the 'department's 

wildlife'. They told me they had totally lost interest in the forest after the relentless fights 

with the forest department. Almost all of the interviewees expressed resentment towards the 

forest department and the Nagarahole National Park.  

For a villager who owns a small number of cattle, agriculture residues (paddy and maize 

straw) is enough to feed the cows. Their fuelwood demand is also met by crop residues such 
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as cotton straw. In return, they do not want any wild animals (according to them, they are the 

forest department's animals) straying into their villages or onto their agriculture. In this 

regard, they have been demanding a strict border between the forest and agricultural land. 

However, they also know that fences on their own cannot prevent wildlife from on feeding 

their crops. Therefore, they are asking for economic compensation for the loss. In chapter 4, I 

will discuss the issues of financial compensation in the study area.  

Towards coexistence 

Studies on the human dimension of wildlife conservation emphasise people's attitude, 

perceptions, culture/religion and tolerance level towards wild animals (Dickman, et al., 

2013). For example, in his study, Baynes-Rock,  (2013) explores how the traditional belief 

system of the people of the Hararge region of Ethiopia enables them to tolerate hyenas who 

occasionally attack them. According to their beliefs, ' hyenas are conceived of as beneficial to 

the human population due to their propensity to kill and consume unseen spirits, and their 

capacity to act in accordance with human societal values' (Baynes-Rock, 2013:421). A study 

by Bhatia et al.  (2017) examines the influence of religion, specifically Buddhism and Islam, 

on people's attitudes towards carnivores, such as snow leopards and wolves, in the Himalayan 

region of India. Moreover, a study by Gandhi  (2012) looks at the perspective of monkey 

catchers and the local residents towards monkeys in Delhi. A study by Kamau (2017) of 

human-elephant interactions in Southern Kenya highlights the socio-political contexts that 

influence local people's perceptions. Land rights, poverty, and power disparity in accessing 

natural resources shape the region's human and elephant interactions. 

 Münster and Münster (2012) and Margulies and Karanth (2018) explain how economic 

forces transformed the human-wildlife conflict in South India in recent years. For example, 

Münster and Münster  (2012) wrote that,  
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with the growing neo-liberalization of agriculture, farmers' economic stake has      

increased and ‘Agriculture has become more capital-intensive and speculative. Farmers 

take higher loans and higher risks today. For capitalist smallholders, a partial loss due 

to wildlife raids has come to represents a real threat to their livelihood (2012:45). 

As a solution to the conservation conflict, many scholars advocated for providing 

conservation education to communities. Moreover, they encouraged the education of local 

people so that they can have viable alternate sources of employment (Espinosa and Jacobson, 

2012; Marker and Boast, 2015). The participation of different stakeholders in conservation 

decision-making is also another important strategy for managing conservation conflict (Rust, 

2017). 

Most studies on human-wildlife interaction focus on conflict. In this regard, a quantitative 

study by Bhatia et al. (2020) shows that a large number of scientific literatures on human and 

wildlife interaction emphasise the concept of “human-wildlife conflict”. However, Peterson 

et al. (2010) noted that the phrase “human-wildlife conflict” is problematic because the term 

implies wildlife being conscious human antagonists. Therefore, he recommends using the 

phrase “human-wildlife coexistence”. In recent years the literature of conservation has started 

moving beyond human-wildlife conflict framing to examining the more complex 

relationships, such as the coexistence and tolerance between humans and wildlife (Frank, 

2016). Jalais (2014),in her book Forest of Tigers: People, politics and environment in the 

Sundarbans, explores how local people and tigers share space in the Sundarbans, India.  

'Aiyadura (2016) in her work for instance, highlights the belief system of the Mishmi 

community of North East India in which they consider tigers as their brothers; a belief system 

that enables them to protect tigers and coexist with them.  
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Frank’s (2016) idea of the conflict-to-coexistence continuum claims that conflict and 

coexistence are located at the opposite ends of the continuum. At one end, the negative 

attitude of people results in extreme conflict. The degree of the negative attitude of people 

decreases as it progresses towards the coexistence end of the continuum. Between these two 

poles, people possess different levels of positive/negative attitudes towards wildlife.  

However, the notion of ‘negative’ should be explored in the context of specific cases to 

understand whether and/or how local people are in a state of conflict with wild animals 

themselves or whether they are in conflict with other people about how wild animals, which 

intrude into human affairs and concerns, should be treated. Fletcher and Toncheva, in their 

recent paper titled ‘The Political Economy of Human-Wildlife Conflict and Coexistence’, 

offer an important focus on power and ask that researchers, ‘… also explore the overarching 

political-economic structures shaping human-wildlife interaction in their own contexts of 

study in order to more effectively address this important formative factor in patterns of 

conflict as well as coexistence’ (2021:1).  Although such power relations and political-

economic structures were not central to my work I do touch on them in local contexts. 

 Pooley, Bhatia, and Vasava (2021: 785) point out that ‘coexistence does not presume the 

absence of conflict’. In the view of (Hill, 2021), conflict is an integral part of multispecies 

coexistence. According to her, since a human-wildlife interaction is highly complex, the 

dualist frameworks of conflict-to-coexistence cannot adequately represent them.  

According to Carter and Linnell (2016:575).  ‘coexistence is a dynamic but sustainable state 

in which humans and large carnivores co-adapt to living in shared landscapes where human 

interactions with carnivores are governed by effective institutions that ensure long-term 

carnivore population persistence, social legitimacy, and tolerable levels of risk.’  
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Building from their work,  Pooley, Bhatia, and Vasava’s  (2021: 788) ‘the conception of 

coexistence assumes’ that ‘wild animals have the capacity to adjust to human presence in the 

landscape'. According to them, both human and nonhuman animals have the capacity to 

modify their behaviour/culture in order to share space with each other. I find their view 

nuanced and extremely helpful for thinking about the conflicts and the coexistences I 

encountered and sought to understand and explain. A final citation from their work: 

Tolerance and risk are just one (important) dimension here. Coexistence does not imply 

there is no risk; rather it requires the tolerance of risks and the management of risks 

such that they remain within tolerable limits. Effective institutions and social 

legitimacy allow for management actions to deal with the inevitable challenges – for 

humans (attacks on individual or livestock or destruction of crops or property) and 

wildlife (illegal killing or destruction of habitat) – when they occur (2021:785). 

Some scholars have already shown how animals modify their behaviour to adapt to the 

changing environment. For example, Hockings et al. (2015) show that a group of specialist 

frugivorous wild chimpanzees changed their feeding behaviour and became more omnivorous 

after long-term exposure to agriculture. On the other hand, groups of chimpanzees, whose 

exposure to agriculture were very recent, preferred fruits over other food.  

Contrary to earlier scholarship, which suggests that male Asian elephants are primarily 

solitary or live in mixed-sex groups, research by Srinivasaiah et al. (2019) reveals that male 

elephants who live in the human-dominated areas (agricultural zone) of South India formed 

stable male groups in the long term. These groups ventured into agricultural areas to feed on 

the crops. They argue that, although entering agricultural areas poses a high risk, 

anthropogenic change forces elephants to feed on high-energy food. The work of Brakes et 

al. (2021) demonstrates how studying animal culture, and the social learning of animals is 
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helpful in conservation management. They also (Brakes et al., 2019: 1) argue that 'social 

learning can also be exploited to ameliorate the human-wildlife conflict'. 

In my dissertation, I discuss how elephants learn new techniques such as tearing down fences, 

consuming new food such as coffee berries, breaking houses to eat groceries, filling up the 

trenches with mud, and recognizing dangerous places and people.  

In some Eurocentric ways of thinking, humans are considered above nature and are not part 

of it; instead, they control/tame nature. This view asserts that human wellbeing is 

independent of nature's wellbeing (Tsing, 2013). Therefore, conservation and modern 

agriculture/development, which is highly influenced by the Eurocentric worldview, assume 

humans and wild animals belong in different places. For instance, wild animals belong in 

forests while people belong in a civil society. As suggested by Schroer (2021: 1), 'the 

relational way of ‘thinking’, which is influenced by the indigenous ways of seeing the world, 

may help to imagine new ways of coexistence between people and wildlife. The multispecies 

anthropological framework allows researchers to incorporate the 'relational way of thinking 

in their research. Therefore, I use the multispecies anthropological framework as a theoretical 

framework to explore the human-wildlife interaction. In the next few paragraphs, I will 

narrate an anecdote to explain the relational/non-dualistic worldview of the Adivasi people in 

my study area which allowed them to negotiate with wild elephants and thus share space with 

them.  

Although the human-elephant battle has intensified in this landscape over the last couple of 

decades, many Adivasi families are fighting to live inside and on the fringe areas of the PAs. 

As I walked to the Haadis (Adivasi settlements), I observed that many of them were not 

protected from the elephants as they were inside the border of the PA. Many Adivasi people 

(mostly people older than 40) are opposing the construction of physical barriers between the 
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forest and agricultural land, saying that the wildlife is not a problem for them even though 

elephants regularly visit their Haadi and occasionally eat crops. When I asked them why they 

are opposed to the construction of a physical barrier, they responded by saying that their 

cremation grounds and places of worship are situated inside the forest. Even today, they 

collect honey, tubers, and other non-timber forest products from the forest, although it is 

illegal to do so. According to them, physical barriers are a potential obstacle to moving 

between the forest and agricultural land, which is why they are opposing the construction of 

them around their Haadi. According to several Adivasi people, living with elephants is not a 

problem. For example, Rama, the Adivasi man I mentioned previously, said that if the 

elephants wanted to kill them, destroy their houses or raid their crops, they could do so at any 

time. However, the elephants only trouble people when the latter have sinned. Many Adivasi 

people believe that an elephant is an incarnation of a god who will punish people when they 

commit sins or make mistakes concerning customary rules.  

Boja, a retired forest watcher from the Adivasi community, explained to me how the physical 

barrier constructed around the PA is dangerous to wild animals such as elephants. He said, 

'My eyes became wet when I saw the blood-stained metal spikes on the concrete wall'. He 

was speaking about a wall that had been constructed across the elephant paths to prevent 

them from crossing the boundaries of the Nagarahole National Park. Under the human-animal 

conflict mitigation schemes funded by both the state and central governments, apart from 

digging an elephant protection trench (EPT) and installing solar (electric) fences in some 

places, the forest department had also constructed concrete walls with metal spikes to prevent 

elephants from crossing the forest borders. While some elephants do cross the concrete walls, 

they do so with great difficulty get hurt by the spikes which are embedded on the surface of 

the walls (Bhat Dundi, 2017:40). 
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. Adivasi belief systems play a significant role in the sharing of space and living with 

elephants in the forest. According to their belief system, if an elephant eats a portion of the 

crops grown, it is a blessing, as this implies that they will have a better harvest. For instance, 

Gopal told me if the elephants put their 'hands' (in the study area, people called elephant 

trunks 'hands') on a clump of bananas and ate one or two plants, then the clump will give 

birth to more plants and produce more bananas (Bhat Dundi, 2017:40). 

.However, such traditional cultural perspectives are not so important for all people. For 

example, some young people expressed keen interest to leave the forest and settle in the 

rehabilitation sites (located outside the limit of the PA) because the forest department would 

not allow them to build houses inside the PA. They also restricted the construction of roads, 

digging of wells, and crop cultivation in the Adivasi Haadis located in the PA. Many young 

Adivasi people told me that the people who had already moved out of the forest and settled in 

the relocation sites are leading a good life. They have access to electricity and clean drinking 

water. Moreover, these sites were closer to main roads, schools, hospitals, and transport. In 

their view, such facilities are essential to climbing the ladder of progress (Bhat Dundi, 

2017:40). 

During the 20th century, a majority of natural and social scientists believed in human 

supremacy (Inglis and Bone, 2006). Stories of human mastery over other living and non-

living beings told by natural and social science convince us that there is no interdependency 

between humans and other species (Tsing, 2012). Therefore, as noted by Swanson (2019) 

most social scientists of the 20th century assumed that the 'social' was synonymous with the 

'human'. According to (Tsing, 2013: 27) 'If social means 'made in entangling relations with 

significant others,' clearly living beings other than humans are fully social—with or without 

humans'. Multispecies ethnography (Locke, 2018), more than human anthropology, and 
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Human-Animal Studies scholars (Haraway, 2016a) and (Marvin and McHugh, 2014) 

challenge the idea of human exceptionalism and call for decentring the human. In his article 

Kohn (2007) suggests a concept called the 'anthropology of life' to expand the limits of 

ethnography beyond the human.   

By challenging the ontological distinction between humans and non-human, the multispecies 

approach recognizes 'the interconnectedness and inseparability between humans and 

nonhumans' (Locke and Münster, 2015: 1) while highlighting the subjectivity and agency of 

nonhuman organisms (Govindrajan, 2018). 

As stated by (Kirksey and Helmreich, 2010:545), ' multispecies ethnography centres on how 

a multitude of organisms' livelihoods shape and are shaped by political, economic, and 

cultural forces'. To explore the changing relationship of humans and wildlife in the 

Anthropocene, scholars look at a variety of questions, including 'How does colonialism, 

capitalism and its associated unequal power relations play out within a broader web of life?' 

'What will count as conservation in our post natural world?' (Van Dooren et al., 2016;3). To 

find the answers to the above questions, they use ethnography to study both the animals and 

the environment as interconnected (Van Dooren et al., 2016).  

Many social sciences and humanities scholars who are inspired by the multispecies approach 

have published important studies on the relationship between human and non-human beings 

in the last few years. These studies are interdisciplinary in nature and draw insights from 

various fields, including natural science, philosophy, political geology, history, and 

indigenous studies. They study, for example, human-insect relationships (Raffles, 2010) 

human and landscape interaction (Ogden, 2011), investigates urban beekeeping practices 

(Moore and Kosut, 2013), the connections between capitalism, mushrooms, and pines (Tsing, 
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2015), human and animal relatedness in the Himalayas (Govindrajan, 2018), and human and 

man-eater interactions in India (Mathur, 2021). 

Multispecies Anthropology and Human–Elephant Interactions 

Elephants challenge the concept of the nature-culture dichotomy which categorises the 

animal as 'natural' and the human as 'cultural' (Locke, 2016). Locke (2013) argued that to 

understand human-elephant relationships in all their complexities beyond the nature-culture 

dichotomy, a critical inquiry into the social, political, ecological, and historical aspects of 

their interaction is required.   Locke (2013 and 2016),  proposed that his approach be called 

'ethnoelephantology', in order to understand the different relationships between humans and 

elephants in different socio-ecological contexts. He suggests that we need to ‘combine the 

methodological perspectives from the humanities, the social sciences and natural sciences 

(Locke, 2016:4). In addition that we need to consider elephants as agents and subjects with 

rich social lives and connections (Locke, 2016). Moreover, he also argues that we need to 

examine how the lives of both people and elephants, as well as their landscapes, co-evolved 

historically to study the entangled life of both humans and elephants. According to (Locke, 

2016: 4), the act of rethinking the human-elephant relationship involves the ‘denaturalisation 

of the so-called wilderness’ and recognising the idea that the natural and cultural landscapes 

of both humans and elephants are directly and indirectly influenced by each other. Lorimer 

(2010) explores human and elephant companionship in Sri Lanka. He uses multidisciplinary 

methodologies mainly using various study approaches, including assemblages, corporeality, 

and ethology. Barua (2014:1), on the other hand, uses ‘postcolonial environmental history, 

animal ecology, and more-than-human geography’ to examine how humans and elephants 

share space in Northeast India. His work creates a dialogue between more-than-human 

geography and postcolonial political ecology.  
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Hathaway (2015), in his essay titled Wild Elephants as Actors in the Anthropocene, explores 

the question of non-human agency in the age of the Anthropocene by taking the example of 

the wild elephants of South West China. According to him, the elephants there are historical 

actors and place-makers, and their behaviour is in a dynamic flow as they adapt to new 

situations. In this work, Hathaway makes the case that we can understand non-human agency 

differently, beyond the simple notion of 'resistance' and 'victims'. 

The article of Münster (2016b: 274), on human-elephant conflict in South India argues that 

‘to understand the complexities of the human-elephant conflict, elephants—like humans—

need to be taken seriously in the social, historical, and psychological terms'. She explains 

how elephants are both agents and subjects and how they shape each other's ecologies in 

South India. In his PhD study, Keil (2017a) reveals that both human and elephant lives are 

deeply entangled in Assam and Keil (2017b) explains why the people of Assam living along 

the forest border treat elephants as divine animals. In his PhD. Lainé  (2020) goes further into 

this by investigating the daily interaction between elephants, local deities, spirits, and 

Khamtis in Northeast India. His study highlights the role of elephant labour and explains how 

both the elephants and Khamati communicate while working together. My study is inspired 

by all of the literature on the aforementioned approaches, including multispecies 

anthropology and ethnoelephnatalogy. This literature made me ask a central and fundamental 

question, 'How do people living with elephants in the Western Ghats of India understand 

elephants and their changing relationship with humans?' My dissertation will be an 

exploration of this.  

Multispecies stories  

In this dissertation, I use stories and anecdotes to describe how human and elephant 

relationships in the plantationocene landscape are shaped by various actors of the landscape 
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such as coffee plants, teak trees and invasive species like the lantana shaped and keep shaping 

the landscape. Why story telling is important method to understand human and non-human 

relationships? According to Lestel et al.  

The description of singular animals requires the use of anecdotal and other evidentiary 

forms usually excluded from the scientific approach. While remaining averse to the 

projection onto animal others of Human or other improper characteristics, it equally 

shuns the projection of mechanism and its reduction of vital capabilities to 

programmed behaviours. The careful, close description of animal worlds gives the lie 

to reductionist accounts. Carefully used, anecdotes help elucidate complex questions 

of behaviour and culture’ (2014: 128). 

Scholars such as Moezzi et al. (2017: 1), in the fields of climate change and policy research, 

are beginning to use ‘stories to communicate with, influence, and engage audiences’. As 

argued by Moezzi et al. (2017:1) stories ‘serve as artefacts to be investigated in terms of 

content, actors, relationships, power, and structure; they can be used to gather information, 

provide insight, and reframe evidence in ways that more science-ordered formats miss’. 

 The advantage of good ethnographic narrative and storytelling is that they create multiple 

meanings which, in turn, tell multiple truths. Thus, they open to multiple possibilities and 

interpretations (Van Dooren and Rose, 2016). Inspired by the multispecies storytelling 

approach (Haraway, 2016b), I will be presenting non-anthropocentric stories of human-

elephant hybrid communities (Lestel et al., 2006).  

Dissertation Outline 

The primary focus of this study is human and wildlife relationships in a plantationocene 

landscape. This dissertation examines how different groups of people including the Adivasi 
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people, planters, mahouts (elephant trainers), and small scale farmers interact with different 

types of elephants ('good elephants', 'bad elephants', 'quarrelsome elephants' and 'trained 

elephants'), across different types of land, namely plantations, forests, and peasant agriculture 

lands.  

Chapter 2 

This chapter traces the socio-ecological history of the study area to explore the role of 

colonialism, the capitalist mode of extraction, and the exclusionary conservation model in 

transforming both the physical and cultural landscape of Kodagu and adjoining areas. It uses 

historical records, archival material, and oral history told by local people to construct the last 

200 years of landscape history. During the colonial period, the expansion of extractive 

plantations uprooted Adivasi communities from their land and livelihood sources. Today, it is 

the exclusionary model of wildlife/biodiversity conservation forcibly that continues to 

displace these communities from their homes. It also explores how Adivasi people respond to 

these interventions.  

Chapter 3 

This chapter focuses on the interaction between the Adivasi people and wild elephants inside 

the forest. According to many scientific publications and popular media reports, although the 

human-elephant conflict is a severe problem in the Kodagu and Mysore regions of South 

India, many Adivasi people want to live with elephants inside the PA and reserve forests. For 

the Adivasi people, the elephant is both an animal and a deity. Furthermore, according to 

them, each elephant possesses a distinct personality: some are good, some are bad, and some 

are quarrelsome. They also recognize the agency of various forest deities. This chapter 

explains how the non-dualistic worldview of the Adivasi overcomes the limitation of thinking 

which creates a sharp distinction between science and religion as well as knowledge and 
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belief (Du Plessis, 2018) . Thus, this chapter discusses the issues regarding the Adivasi-

elephant communication, an elephant's agency and personality, and how the Adivasi people 

and the elephants negotiate with each other to share space and resources in this landscape. 

Chapter 4 

This chapter explores the relationship between planters, farmers, and the elephants who visit 

and inhabit plantations (plantation elephants) and agricultural land. In this region, agricultural 

land and coffee plantation are two of the major land-use categories. Elephants pass through 

the plantation/agricultural areas while migrating from one part of the landscape to another. 

On the plantation/agricultural land, they eat crops, drink water reserved for humans and 

crops, damage plants, while some give birth and live in the plantation for months. In many 

instances, the human-elephant interface in the plantation/agricultural land turns into conflict. 

As a result, people protest against the forest department and demand the capture of the rogue 

elephants. They ask the government to construct physical barriers to prevent elephants from 

entering into human habitats. However, the fact of the matter is that the elephants know how 

to outsmart human intelligence and technology. This chapter will examine how landscape 

transformation influences the human-elephant interaction in this region. 

Chapter 5 

For the last 4000 years, elephants have been captured, trained, and used in armies, temples, 

and religious ceremonies by rulers of pre-colonial India. Since the colonial government found 

trained elephants very useful for dragging logged timber, a large-scale capture of wild 

elephants began during colonial India. Many of the captive elephants continued to work as 

labourers in post-colonial India until the Supreme court of India imposed a ban on the felling 

of trees in 1996.  
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Since timber extraction more or less stopped in India after the Supreme Court order, most of 

the timber elephants lost their jobs. So, to provide work to some of the timber elephants, the 

Karnataka Forest Department (a branch of the Government of Karnataka), which owns and 

manages the Dubare elephant camp, started employing them in the tourism industry which is 

owned by them. This chapter focuses on the relationship between captive elephants, tourists, 

and animal rights activists in the Dubare elephant camp of Karnataka, India 

Chapter 6 

This chapter examines the lives of the trained elephants. Once a rogue or ferocious elephant 

is captured from the plantation, the forest department brings it to the elephant training camp. 

Adivasi mahouts, who have captured and trained elephants for centuries, use their traditional 

knowledge to pacify these ferocious creatures. According to mahouts, elephant training is not 

a one-way process; both mahouts and elephants train each other in this process. Mahouts look 

at the elephants in three ways: a child, enemy, and god. Many deities, herbal medicine, 

music, and dance also take a significant role in the elephant training process. The main aim of 

this chapter is to explore the contact zone between human institutions and the captured 

elephants in the elephant camp. This chapter discusses the love-hate relationship between the 

captured elephants, mahouts, and elephant deities 

Chapter 7 

Here I explore the question of how one might imagine new conservation models in a hybrid 

world where the boundaries between human and non-human and nature and culture are 

blurred.   In the Kodagu region, the exclusionary model of conservation and commercial 

agriculture (both products of modernity) try to erect an impermeable boundary between 

humans and wildlife. However, both these groups want to resist and break this boundary. As 

elephants and other wildlife move around the landscape, there is no distinction between 
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human land and wildlife land. Therefore, this chapter uses concept of the animal agency to 

explore the possibilities of co-existence with wildlife in a hybrid landscape. 
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Chapter 1.2           

Fieldwork as Immersion  

I have been following stories of human-elephant conflict in newspapers and on television 

since my college days. However, I had not seen a single wild elephant before I began 

working with a wildlife conservation NGO in 2013. During my time with this NGO, we 

travelled extensively within the Nilgiri Biosphere Reserve and worked in many national parks 

in the southern part of Karnataka for months. I encountered hundreds of wild elephants. In 

some instances, the elephants destroyed our camera traps, but a couple of times, the elephant 

herds ignored us even when we were watching them from a very close distance. Although the 

focus of our work was not on human-elephant interactions, my curiosity about this topic led 

me to converse with a couple of local people and learn how they interact with elephants. 

A young Jenu Kuruba man named Kunjan was working as a field assistant in our team. He 

was from the outskirts of the Madumalai Protected Area, located in the Nilgiri Biosphere 

Reserve. He would tell me stories of how the people there avoided elephants while collecting 

honey from the forest at night. Once, when he returned to work after a break, his face was 

swollen. He told us that he fell while escaping an elephant attack. He told me stories of 

elephants in musth and those of Makhna elephants.  

While we worked in Bandipur National Park, we stayed with forest watchers in an 

antipoaching forest camp located in the core area of the national park. One of the forest 

watchers, who belongs to the Adivasi community, would drink alcohol and walk around two 

to three kilometres to the camp from his home at the end of every weekly break. We would 

find him sleeping on the way some days, even though herds of elephants grazed and browsed 

close by. I asked him once whether he had no fear of elephants. I also asked him what he 
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would do if the elephants attacked him. He simply laughed and told me that the elephants are 

like his children and would never attack me.  

Interactions with Kunjan and the forest watcher made me realise that the Adivasi way of 

thinking is somewhat different from that of the non-Adivasi people. However, this 

assumption of mine was based on my brief interaction with Adivasi people. I wanted to 

explore how the ways of thinking of different groups of people, such as Adivasis, small-scale 

farmers, and wealthy planters, differ with respect to interactions with elephants.  

I chose the field site in and around the Nagarahole National Park for four reasons. First, 

Adivasi people of the region live both inside and outside the protected area. Second, besides 

Adivasis, people belonging to different classes and castes, such as rich coffee planters, poor 

agricultural labourers, caste Hindus and Dalits, live there. Third, the Nagaralore National 

Park is part of the Nilgiri Biosphere Reserve. As per 2002 to 2005 and 2007 to 2010 elephant 

census, approximately 10,000 wild Asian elephants live in the Western Ghats. Of them, 

around 5900 elephants live in the Nilgiri Biosphere Reserve (Baskaran, 2013). Fourth, I 

speak the same Kannada language as the local people. I hoped this would help me overcome 

the communication barrier that researchers often experience. 

My uncle, who was the editor for a Kannada daily newspaper, introduced me to a reporter 

Ravi from the H D Kote Taluk. South and south-eastern parts of the Nagarahole are located 

in the H D Kote Taluk. On the 1 March 2018, I visited H D Kote and met Ravi at around 1 

pm. As I was explaining my research to Ravi, he received a phone call informing him that a 

herd of elephants had damaged banana plantations owned by a Dalit leader named Mahadeva, 

who was from Bhimana Halli, a village located a few kilometres away from the border of the 

national park. Bhimana Halli is located around 15 kilometres away from H D Kote. Since I 

needed a vehicle to travel there, I decided to hire one. However, Ravi told me he needed to 
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take photographs of the damaged banana plantation and the statement of Mahadev to publish 

a report in the newspaper; so, he could take me to the site. We travelled to the banana 

plantation on his motorbike.  

After spending a couple of days in the H D Kote area, conversing with Ravi, Mahadeva and a 

couple of residents, I learnt that elephants enter the villages during the night most of the time. 

As Keil (2017a) explained, similar to the case in Assam, elephant behaviour is highly 

unpredictable in Karnataka. Sometimes, the elephants continue going to some villages for 

many days at a time; at other times, people do not see them or any sign of their presence for 

months. Mahadeva told me that was the first time in the last three months that the elephants 

had been to his village. A few villagers said that elephant herds sometimes travel twenty 

kilometres or more every day. Therefore, I decided to use a vehicle to travel back and forth in 

the study area.  

During the first two weeks, with the help of Prakash, a local and Somanna, an Adivasi leader, 

I travelled extensively to the H D Kote area to explore the dynamics of elephant movement. 

Based on the information provided by people of the area, I carried out my study in twenty 

villages/Haadis located both inside and outside the Nagarahole National Park in the H D 

Kote Taluk. I spent from March to July in the H D Kote area. The maximum distance 

between two human settlements in the area is around thirty kilometres. Some settlements, 

however, are situated next to one another. In these settlements, people reported encountering 

both individual male elephants and elephant herds at least once a week. In some villages, it 

was as frequent as once in two or three days. Some elephant herds had destroyed crops, 

damaged houses and killed people, including a high-ranking forest officer.  

As the interaction between mahouts and captive elephants also constitutes part of my study, I 

decided to conduct fieldwork in the Dubare elephant camp. The camp is located in the 
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Kodagu district (the North-eastern side of the national park). Dubare camp is one of the 

important training centres for captured elephants in Karnataka and is owned by the Karnataka 

Forest Department. Although I requested for permission to carry out study in Dubare from 

the Forest Department in November 2018, it took almost two months for me to secure it. I 

began my study in the last week of December 2018.  

My interaction with mahouts revealed that several of the elephants in the camp were rogue 

before their capture and training. In order to resolve human–elephant conflicts in the region, 

most of these animals were captured from nearby coffee plantations. On learning this, I 

became interested in how coffee plantations affect human–elephant relationships. In the first 

few days of March 2019, I travelled to some parts of the plantation. On the way, I 

encountered herds of elephants a few times and also interacted with a few people. I met 

Shashi, a harvester, in the pepper plantation. I learned from him that, before becoming a 

plantation labourer, he worked as a daily-wage employee for the Forest Department, and his 

team was tasked with chasing elephants from coffee plantations to reduce conflict. He hosted 

me and guided me as I carried out the fieldwork in the area. I used a vehicle to travel around 

thousands of hectares of coffee plantations every day to meet my interlocutors and see 

elephants2.  

The Western Ghats 

The Western Ghats runs alongside the west coast of India, from Kanyakumari to the river 

Tapti. Although the Western Ghats occupy only six per cent of the total landmass of India, 

they harbour 4000 flowering plant species, which make up 27% of the nation-wide total.  

 
2 I will offer a short piece concerning ethics in an appendix and I will include a copy of the Participant Consent 

Form. 
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Fig.3: Map showing The Western Ghats and Nilgiri Biosphere Reserve 

Source: (Gadgil, 2011) 

High biodiversity and high endemism make the Western Ghats one of the biodiversity 

hotspots of the world. For example, 56% of the 645 evergreen tree species found in the 

Western Ghats are endemic to the region. A total of 350 (20% endemic) species of ants, 330 

(11% endemic) species of butterflies, 225 (62% endemic) species of reptiles, more than 500 

species of birds and 120 species of mammal have been documented in the Western Ghats 

(Gunawardene et al., 2007). Since my childhood, I have encountered many large animals, 
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including elephants, tigers, leopards, dholes (Asiatic wild dogs), gaurs (Indian bison), 

sambar, spotted deer, grey langurs and wild boars In the Western Ghats. The Nilgiri tahr and 

the lion-tailed macaque are endemic to the Western Ghats. A total of 88 protected areas 

occupies nearly 15% of the Western Ghats’ landmass, which is an effort to protect 

biodiversity. Both Nilgiri and Agasthyamalai Biosphere Reserves are located in the Western 

Ghats (IUCN, 2012). 

 

Fig 4. Map Showing protected areas of Nilgiri Biosphere Reserve 

Source: (Satish et al., 2014) 

The human population density in the Western Ghats is more than 300 people per square 

kilometre, which is the highest of all the global biodiversity hotspots (Reddy et al., 2016). 

Some parts of the Western Ghats accommodate a comparatively large Adivasi population, 

such as the Nilgiri Biosphere Reserve. Many residents of the Western Ghats practice 
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agriculture and animal husbandry, and they grow crops such as rice, coconut, areca nut, 

pepper, coffee, rubber, tea, cocoa, cardamom, banana and ginger.  

Adivasi 

There are many Adivasi communities in the Western Ghats. They are also called girijana 

(people of the hills) in my study area. The term ‘Adivasi’ was first used in India in 1938 

(Rycroft and Dasgupta, 2011). Although the literal meaning of the term ‘Adivasi’ is ‘original 

inhabitants of a given place’, it is used as a substitute for the word ‘tribal’ in India. In South 

Asia, colonial researchers and administrators introduced the term ‘tribe’. The British believed 

that communities living at the margin of mainstream Indian society and outside the caste 

system (non-Muslims and non-Christian), such as the ones living in forests or hilly areas, 

were primitive and autochthonous and called these communities tribes. Many communities 

that practised pastoralism, hunting and shifting cultivation for subsistence lived in remote 

areas. These communities often did not possess a written script and were categorised as tribes 

by the colonial government. However, anticolonial leaders and politicians of India wanted to 

bring all sections of the Indian society into the anticolonial movement whilst maintaining the 

dignity of each community. Therefore, the term ‘Adivasi’ was used to replace the derogatory 

term ‘tribe’. However, the Indian constitution still uses the term ‘scheduled tribe’ (Van 

Schendel, 2011). Currently, the Indian constitution provides special reservations in education, 

government jobs and elections to members of Adivasi communities, modernise them and 

create equality between Adivasi communities and other socially, economically and 

technologically advanced (mainstream) ones (Van Schendel, 2011). 

Although numerous Adivasi communities were inhabiting the Kodagu and Mysore districts 

during the time I conducted my fieldwork, I interacted with three different Adivasi 

communities, including Jenu Kuruba, Betta Kuruba and Yerava.  
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Jenu Kuruba 

The main occupation of the Jenu Kuruba people is honey collection (‘Jenu’ means ‘honey’ in 

Kannada). However, wildlife conservation laws have now made it mandatory to obtain 

special permission from the government to collect honey from protected areas. Therefore, 

many Jenu Kuruba people have moved away from their primary occupation. Nowadays, they 

work as coffee plantation labourers. People who are originally from places that are far away 

from coffee plantations migrate and stay in the plantation for four to five months; others 

travel between their Haadi and plantations almost every day. 

Earlier, Jenu Kurunas spent weeks away from their settlements, collecting honey. They used 

to carry around two-foot-long sticks, called adadonne, with them to dig tubers in order to 

feed themselves while collecting honey. They were accustomed to hunting rabbits, birds and 

small animals for food. Within the Jenu Kuruba community, there are many specialist groups. 

People from one of these groups are experts in capturing and training wild elephants. Many 

of the mahouts in Karnataka today are Jenu Kurubas 

Jenu Kurubas are one of the 75 Adivasi groups that are classified as particularly vulnerable 

tribal groups (PVTGs) by the government of India. PVTGs are more vulnerable than other 

Adivasi groups in India due to their decreasing population, extremely low literacy level and 

poor economic circumstances (Sahani and Nandy, 2013). Therefore, in my study area, the 

government runs free residential schools for Adivasi children and provides free food to fight 

malnutrition in Adivasi people. During my visit to Jenu Kuruba Haadis, I observed that the 

walls of most houses are constructed using bamboo and mud, and the roofs are covered with 

grass. 
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Fig.5: Adivasi House in Kakanakote Forest (fringe area of  the National Park) 

 

Fig.6: Adivasi woman of Kakanakote Forest. 
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However, government housing schemes are supplying the people with materials such as tiles 

and cement. Today, some beneficiaries of the schemes have constructed houses with tiled 

roofs. The Jenu Kurubas grow bananas, cucumbers, pumpkins and jackfruits around their 

homes. They also grow coffee and pepper in small patches of land. 

Betta Kuruba and Yerava 

In the study area, the combined population of the Yerava and Betta Kuruba communities is 

much lower than that of the Jenu Kuruba community. Yeravas were praedial slaves in 

Kodagu during the precolonial period (Iyer, 1948). After the British took over Kodagu, they 

required labourers to work in coffee plantations. Therefore, they abolished praedial slavery in 

Kodagu (Raman, 2002) and employed most of the liberated Yeravs in coffee plantations 

established by Europeans and caste Hindus. Betta Kurubas (Betta means cane in Kannada) 

traditionally were food gatherers and bamboo workers. They weave baskets, mats and other 

items from bamboo and sell them in markets.  

Although all these Adivasi communities lived separately in different Haadis in the past, some 

Jenu Kuruba, Yerava and Betta Kuruba now live together in shared Haadis. According to 

Somanna, they would not eat together or touch one another earlier. However, in the 1970s, 

when conservation-induced displacement started in the Nagarahole National Park, all the 

Adivasi people felt the need to unite and fight for their rights. Therefore, from the 1980s, all 

three Adivasi communities started mixing. Although most people marry within their 

community even today, a few intercommunity marriages have occurred in the last few years.  

In my study area, the Jenu Kuruba people worship numerous forest deities. Many of them 

reside in protected areas and coffee plantations. Although concrete buildings/temples have 

been constructed for a couple of deities in recent years, most deities live within or under large 

trees. People of Anemalada Haadi asked me to see their deity, who is called Anemalada 
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Odeya(Fig 7 and Fig 8). When I went there, I saw four stones with the size and shape of an 

elephant calf placed under a couple of plumeria trees on the bank of river Kapila. In the 

middle of the river, another large, elephant-shaped stone was placed. According to the story 

told by the Jenu Kuruba people, all these stones are elephant deities. Another elephant deity 

called Ammale lives in two different sites: inside the protected area and near the Dubare 

elephant camp. They constructed a temple for Ammale inside the protected area. Inside the 

temple, there are many finely sculpted stone statues of elephants.  

 

Fig. 7: Anemalada Odeya Deity (elephant deity) 

Although both Yerava and Betta Kuruba people occasionally worship the deities of the Jenu 

Kuruba nowadays, their community deities are located in the adjoining forests of Kerala and 

the Chamarajnagar district of Karnataka.  
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Fig 8. Anemalada Odeya Deity (elephant deity) 

Kodavas 

In contemporary Kodagu, two major corporations, Tata Coffee and Bombay Burmah Timber 

Company (BBTC), own a significant amount of coffee plantations. Other than the 

corporations, individuals from different communities, such as Kodavas, Brahmins, Syrian 

Christians, Muslims and Gowdas, cultivate coffee. Of these, Kodavas are the largest 

community. There are many theories on the origin of the Kodava people. One claims that 

they were the original inhabitants of the land, but some other theories assert that they were 

outsiders in the region who came from the northern and western parts of India. Some claim 

that the Kodavas were foot soldiers of Alexander the Great, while some say that these people 

came from Iran (Assadi, 1997).  
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Since the pre-colonial period, many Kodavas have owned a special category of heritable land 

called jamma. The land was granted to Kodavas by the Raja of Kodagu in exchange for their 

military and other services to the Kingdom  (Vijaya, 1993). The Raja also provided them with 

agricultural slaves to cultivate the land. After the British occupied Kodagu, Kodavas helped 

the British suppress the rebellion in the colonial period, including Canara Rebellion in 1837 

(Srinivas, 2003). Since the colonial government was dependent on Kodavas and other jamma 

holders for military and police services in Kodagu, the British provided free land to them and 

exempted them from the Indian Arms Act in 1861, which allowed them to possess guns 

without a license (Vijaya, 1993). Most Kodavas own substantially large pieces of land in 

Kodagu, and they are relatively wealthy. They live in large houses and own four-wheel 

vehicles, and some have built resorts and homestays on their land. The children of some 

Kodavas study in cities and work there. Some Kodavas have settled in cities and appointed 

managers to look after their plantations. Scheduled caste people (of the lowest castes) and 

Adivasis from different parts of South India work as labourers in these plantations.  

The neighbouring areas of the south and south-eastern parts of the Nagarahole National Park 

are mostly occupied by small-scale farmers belonging to Okkaliga Gowda and Lingayata 

communities, scheduled castes and Adivasi communities. Okkaliga Gowdas are the dominant 

community in these regions.  

Ethnography 

To begin this section, I will offer a general, orientating summary of my research methods. 

Later in the chapter, I will comment on the specifics as they developed in context. A key, 

foundational element characterising ethnographic research/methods is that of ‘being there’ 

and ‘being with’ those with whom we study/research. (As an aside, I follow Tim Ingold’s 

position that ethnographic engagements should never be framed as being with subjects of 
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research, a demeaning categorisation. As Ingold phrases it, ethnographers, although he 

includes other researchers, ‘ learn from those with whom … we study (2013: 2 emphasis in 

original) ). The title of Daniel Bradburd’s ethnographic research with the pastoralist Komachi 

people of Iran, ‘Being There: The Necessity of Fieldwork’ (1998) succinctly captures a 

fundamental requirement of ethnographic research, the necessity of fieldwork. 

Here I offer three definitions of ethnographic methods, from now classic, but still immensely 

useful, handbooks. These texts were foundational in my thinking about how to plan for, and 

then conduct, my fieldwork. The first is from sociological ethnographers, Martyn 

Hammersley and Paul Atkinson, commenting on the term ‘ethnography’: 

……We see the term as referring primarily to a particular method or set of methods. In 

its most characteristic form it involves the ethnographer participating, overtly or 

covertly, (NB. I do not approve of the latter DBD.) in people’s lives for an extended 

period of time, watching what happens, listening to what is said, asking questions – in 

fact, collecting whatever data are available to throw light on the issues that are the 

focus of research (1995:1). 

John Brewer, another sociologist, adds further important points about context and the nature 

of the material generated: 

…..Ethnography is the study of people in naturally occurring settings or ‘fields’ by 

methods of data collection which capture their social meanings and ordinary activities, 

involving the researcher participating directly in the setting, if not also the activities, in 

order to collect data in a systematic manner but without meaning being imposed on 

them externally (emphasis in original 2000: 6). 
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Finally, developing from Brewer’s point about the participant element of participant 

observation, a comment from social anthropologist, Charlotte Aull Davies: 

…..participation is almost certainly not the major data-gathering technique. Rather, 

participation in the everyday lives of people is a means of facilitating observation of 

particular behaviours and events and of enabling more open and meaningful discussions 

with informants (1999: 71). (NB I prefer the dialogic term ‘interlocutors’ rather than 

the interrogative ‘informants’.) 

In my fieldwork I started with the best contacts I could find, these people introduced me to 

others, and gradually my web of interlocutors widened. Some I met for one-off conversations 

or interviews but in general, relationships were developed over time as I immersed myself in 

the daily lives of people and their engagements with elephants. 

This, as I commented above, is a general orientation, and theoretical context, of my research 

methods. I will offer, in what follows, specific comments about particular aspects of the 

research as they developed during the course of my fieldwork. 

My fieldwork began in the H D Kote Taluk. After traveling across the study area, I took the 

help of Somanna and Ksheera Sagar to design my fieldwork. Both Somanna and Ksheera 

Sagar worked in an NGO in the region over the last 30 years. Since their work focused on 

Adivasi rights, they travelled extensively in the Adivasi areas, and both the Adivasi and 

farming communities respect them. Although both Somanna and Ksheera Sagar retired a 

couple of years ago, their vast knowledge about Adivasis and the lands guided me in my 

fieldwork. After a couple of days of discussion with them, I decided to stay inside the 

Kakanakote and Balle Forest for two months to explore the human–elephant interaction. The 

Kakanakote and Balle Forest is in the southern part of the national park, and I visited around 

9 Haadis in the area. Somanna accompanied me, and we stayed in the Adivasi residential 
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school located in the Macchur Haadi., In the Kakanakote forest, Adivasi Haadis are 

established in the buffer area of the national park. The Adivasi people living in the interior of 

the forest moved to buffer areas after exclusionary conservation began in the region.  

We visited Adivasi houses during the daytime to listen to the stories of the people. Since 

most of them were familiar with Somanna, they readily, and vividly, recalled memories of 

activism. I would wait for their conversation to end before I introduced myself, but after a 

few minutes of conversing with the Adivasi people, Somanna would introduce me to them, 

saying that I was a doctoral student and was there to study elephants. In the first few days, I 

learned that Adivasi people are very keen on talking about their forest rights and activism 

issues. Therefore, I began conversations by asking them questions about their history, their 

life before migrating to the current settlement and their relationship with the Forest 

Department. Slowly, I would try to shift our conversation towards their interaction with 

elephants, asking them how they protected their crops from elephants, how they avoided 

elephants while carrying honey out of the forest, when they had a close encounter with an 

elephant the last time and what they did if elephants chased them and so on. Although these 

questions helped shift the dialogue towards elephants, in most instances, our conversations 

went way beyond these questions. For hours, people told me stories about elephants. They 

showed me elephant footprints and dung near their houses, damaged crops, uprooted coconut 

trees, broken legs of people attacked by elephants, elephant temples, elephant carcasses, 

roads and forest paths used by elephants, trees on which elephants rub their body to get relief 

from itching and trees on which interlocutors climbed to escape elephants. All these stories 

were narrated in minute detail.  

Many of these stories contained supernatural elements such as deities and spirits. Before 

reading the literature on multispecies anthropology, I would have considered these stories 
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superstitious and the people telling these stories primitive. Understanding the theoretical 

framework of multispecies anthropology helped me listen to these stories without judging the 

narrators.  

During the early days of the fieldwork, I realised that elephants visit the river every night to 

drink water. Since I wanted to observe elephants, I decided to go out at night. However, 

Soamnna warned me that it was dangerous to venture out at night for people like me who are 

not skilled enough to escape elephant attacks. A teacher in the residential school also 

supported Somanna’s argument and told me that, a few weeks ago, an elephant had killed a 

man who was walking back home after visiting his relative. Since the school is located on the 

bank of the river, I was advised to spend the nights on the terrace of the school building in 

order to watch elephants. Although no elephant came near the school during my stay, I could 

hear them around 0.5 to 1 kilometre away at night. As Haadis are located between the forest 

and the river, elephants walk through these Haadis to reach the river most of the time. Almost 

every night, I saw and heard people shouting, bursting crackers, shining torches and 

sometimes trumpeting elephants by standing on the school terrace in the dark. Looking from 

a distance, I could not make sense of the situation. The vivid narratives of the people, 

however, allowed me to imagine the detailed picture the following day.  

Since many young people would leave for work early in the mornings or migrate to a nearby 

coffee plantation for four to five months, I mostly interacted with middle-aged or old men 

and women. However, I also interacted with young people occasionally. 

After two months of fieldwork inside the national park, I focused on villages located outside 

and on the fringes of the protected area.  

Although I had seen elephants inside the national park and in the forest areas, I had not 

witnessed the way they interact with people inside the human settlements. Therefore, I 
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wanted to observe human-elephant interaction in the agriculture zone. During my fieldwork, I 

learned that farmers guard their crops from elephants by spending nights in treehouses built 

inside their fields. When I requested them to allow me to spend some nights in a treehouse, 

they agreed. In October 2018, I spent a few nights in a treehouse. These treehouses are 

constructed by placing several bamboo poles between two branches of a tree. Many farmers 

climb on the tree using a ladder at around 9 pm during the crop season. Many of those who 

spend the night in treehouses drink alcohol to cope up with the cold. They shine a powerful 

torch every half an hour or on hearing any sound to check for elephants. When I was 

spending the nights in the treehouse, elephants entered a farm located on the border of the 

forest. The farmer who was guarding the crops in that farm shone the torch and shouted to 

alert other farmers who were guarding crops in their farms. Another time, all the farmers 

began to shout and shine many torches towards approaching elephants simultaneously in 

order to deter the animals. Fortunately, both times, the elephants went back to the forest 

without any resistance. However, the farmers told me that sometimes the elephants resist and 

damage crops. If the elephants show high ferocity, the farmers do not climb down the trees to 

chase it. Instead, they burst crackers and shine their torches from the top.  

The first few months of fieldwork taught me that, if we cannot go close enough to elephants, 

we cannot observe detailed human-elephant interactions in the dark. In order to go closer to 

elephants, one needs to be courageous and have the skill to escape elephants attacks like 

many Adivasis and some farmers do. Therefore, for researchers such as me, who do not 

possess such unique skills, narratives, anecdotes and accounts of people who interact with 

elephants frequently provide more insights than direct observations.  

In H D Kote, farmers showed enthusiasm about talking with me. I talked with people in their 

homes, on the village streets, agricultural lands, bus stops, tea shops and community halls. 
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Many times, the conversation went beyond the scope of the study. In villages, sometimes, 

many people gathered together started discussing among themselves issues related to 

compensation, the Forest Department, crop destruction by wild animals, the relationship 

between rainfall and forest, construction of fences around the protected area and economic 

compensation for cattle predation by a carnivore. Although my questions initiated discussion, 

I failed to manage them. Such group discussions provided me with new insights into the 

community’s belief system, their relationship with the forest, wildlife and the Forest 

Department, power relationships within and between communities and politics of 

conservation in the region.  

Later, when I moved to the plantation areas of Kodagu, I encountered more elephants in the 

daytime, unlike in H D Kote. I often observed elephants in plantations, forest fringes and 

main roads. I also interacted with people and listened to their stories. In the Kodagu area, 

while narrating stories, some people showed me video clips of human-elephant interactions in 

plantations, which they had recorded using their mobile phones. Most of these video clips had 

been recorded by plantation labourers, planters and daily-wage staff of the Forest Department 

who are tasked with chasing elephants in the plantations. They shared around thirteen videos 

with me. The video clips also provide a glimpse of elephant behaviour in human-elephant 

contact zones.  

As I have mentioned, I began my fieldwork in March in Kodagu. Since the monsoon brings 

heavy rains to the region, I wanted to finish my fieldwork before June. Therefore, to save 

time, I wanted to only talk with people who interact with elephants frequently. Sashi helped 

me choose my interlocutors. I spoke with former and current employees of the Forest 

Department, employees of Tata Coffee who track elephants inside their plantations to protect 

the coffee workers, planters and labourers who interact with wild elephants almost every day. 
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As most of my interlocutors were busy in the daytime, my fieldwork began at 2 pm and lasted 

till 9 pm. From morning to noon, I spent time in the Dubare elephant camp, observing trained 

elephants.  

Trained Elephants and Mahouts 

After receiving permission from the Karnataka Forest Department, I started my fieldwork in 

the Dubare elephant camp in the last week of December. The camp is located on the bank of 

Kaveri and is well known for training captured elephants in Karnataka. Every day, hundreds 

of tourists visit the camp to see elephants. I spent hundreds of hours observing interactions 

between Mahouts and elephants as well as between tourists and elephants for almost five 

months. I talked with all the Mahouts and their Kavadis (helpers). I also participated in 

annual elephant festivals organised by the Mahouts. In the Dubare elephant camp too, I 

followed my earlier method of listening to stories to collect data. Every day, I sat with 

Mahouts as they fed, washed and trained elephants. Although our conversation started with 

questions such as where they caught the elephants and how many years ago, they caught the 

elephants, some incidents and stories narrated by the Mahouts made me explore questions 

that I had never thought of before. For example, while I was conducting the fieldwork, an 

elephant called Gopi escaped to the forest. According to many Mahouts, the reason for 

Gopi’s escape was a lack of trust between Ammale (the elephant deity) and the Mahouts. 

This explanation provoked me to ask new questions and explore new issues.  

Data and Analysis 

By the end of the fieldwork, I had talked with more than 250 people and recorded around 200 

conversations using digital voice recorders, with my interlocutors’ permission. I transcribed 

all the recordings and translated them into English. After carefully reading the translated 
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material, I recounted the stories by combining the narratives of people and my own 

observations.  

Am I an Outsider or an Insider? 

In my opinion, while carrying out the fieldwork, I played the roles of both an outsider and an 

insider. I interacted with the people in the official language of Karnataka, Kannada. People 

from communities such as Jenu Kuruba, Yerava, Betta Kuruba, and Kodava are well versed 

in Kannada. However, each of these communities possesses its own language to 

communicate with the community members. The members use Kannada to communicate 

with outsiders. 

Like several other people of Karnataka, my interlocutors considered people from other 

communities, other castes, other districts, other classes and people from cities as outsiders. 

For example, both Lingats and Gowdas are farming communities inhabiting my study area, 

and their economic states are almost similar. However, Lingayats do not eat food cooked by 

Gowdas, as Lingayats are vegetarians and Gowdas are non-vegetarians. In addition, many 

caste Hindus consider Dalits as outsiders. Inter-caste marriages are more or less absent in the 

study area even though people of different castes live in the same village.  

During the fieldwork, I learnt that many Adivasi people and farmers consider the Forest 

Department staff and the government officers who are born and brought up in adjoining 

districts as outsiders. They argued that if a son/daughter of a farmer from their region 

becomes a forest officer, he/she could understand the problems they face. But many forest 

officers are from other parts of Karnataka. Since they are outsiders, they cannot help the 

farmers much. Some Adivasi people told me that, although the Forest Department staff learn 

reading and writing in schools, they cannot understand the forest. Many of the forest guards 

and foresters who work in the national park are from the drylands of north Karnataka and had 
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never even seen forests and wild animals before. Therefore, to navigate the forest and manage 

forest fire incidents, such officers depend on the Adivasi contract labourers hired by the 

Forest Department. Adivasi Mahouts also criticised the appointment of Mahouts from 

farming communities, as they claimed that farmers know nothing about elephant training.  

It is no surprise that I am also an outsider in my study area. For instance, when Gopi a camp 

elephant escaped to the forest, the Mahouts went looking for him. I requested the Mahouts to 

take me to the forest with them so that I could observe how Mahouts carry out search 

operations. However, they rejected my request, saying that it was dangerous to take unskilled 

people along, as I did not possess the necessary skills, such as climbing trees or running in 

bushes to escape if Gopi tried to attack. Moreover, when I stayed in the Haadis or spent 

nights in treehouses, many interlocutors suggested that I refrain from going out in the dark 

since I am inexperienced.  

Although I am an outsider, I wanted to mingle with the people of the study area as much as 

possible. My previous work experience in the region taught me that there is a conflict 

between the local communities and the Forest Department and that the local communities are 

critical of conservation NGOs who support the creation of human-free conservation areas. 

Therefore, I avoided taking the help or support of either the Forest Department or any 

conservation organisation. Instead, I tried to contact local leaders who are well known among 

both Adivasis and farmers. Fortunately, I found Somanna and Ksheera Sagar, both of whom 

are well respected by both Adivasi and farmers in the region. They trusted me and showed 

their support by introducing me to people in my study area and helping me gain the trust of 

the people.  
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Chapter 2 

Coffee and Teak: Stories and History from a Plantationocene Landscape 

Transformations of landscapes influence human and wildlife interactions across the world; 

therefore, it is important to take account of socio-ecological factors that shaped the landscape 

(Ghosal et al., 2015). This chapter uses archival material and oral history to construct the 

landscape's last two hundred years of socio-ecological history. The main purpose of the 

chapter is to give the reader an orientation to the key historical process which have resulted in 

plantations, intensified agriculture, forest and Wildlife decline and the present regimes of 

conservation that attempt to regulate the lives of local people and elephants in the landscape 

of my fieldwork area.  

History: Colonial India from 1800 to 1947.  

Plantations brought a dramatic change to the landscape of Kodagu. Both capitalism and 

colonialism were the main forces behind the origin and expansion of plantations in this 

landscape. In other words, the histories of plantations, colonialism, and capitalism are 

intertwined (Philip, 2003). The present socio-ecological problems of this landscape cannot be 

decoupled from the histories of plantations. Therefore, the next two sections of this chapter 

focus on the history of plantations in the Kodagu region. 

 Headrick (1988: 209-211)  argues that plantations were the product of a new form of 

imperialism. In the imperialism of the 16th and 17th centuries, European nations enslaved, 

taxed, and forced people of the tropics to harvest tropical products for European markets. In 

the latter part of the nineteenth century, Europe used more sophisticated methods of 

producing and marketing tropical products. Plantations of rubber, timber, coffee, tea, cotton, 

sugar, and other crops contributed significantly to the needs of industrializing Europe. 
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Peasant agriculture and plantations had emerged as a solution for supplying products for the 

world market. In India, the colonial government supported the European planters in 

establishing plantations on fertile and well-watered land. Although peasants were previously 

growing crops for their own consumption and local markets, this new imperialism convinced 

them or forced them to grow commercial crops for export (Headrick, 1988: 209-211). For 

example, Shortt (1864),  shows how natives of the Kodagu region planted coffee after the 

European planters established the coffee plantation in this region. In his book, A Handbook to 

Coffee Planting in Southern India, he wrote that:’ 

‘The natives of Coorg are daily opening their eyes to the profits derived from coffee 

cultivation, and it is not uncommon to see their threshing floors for rice filled with coffee’( 

1864: 172). 

New imperialism transformed the forest and rural areas by altering agriculture from a 

subsistence to a capitalist mode of production in this landscape during the colonial period. 

Before the arrival of colonialism, much of the land was owned by the state3  , and some 

portion of the land was possessed by upper-caste Hindu landlords in South India.   The lands 

were occupied by people from several communities, including the Adivasi, who treated the 

land as their communal property and a few communities were bonded labourers. Through 

their customary practices, they utilized the land for their subsistence. Although they practised 

shifting cultivation and collecting forest products from the land for their livelihood, they were 

not allowed to sell the land itself (Raman, 2010: 20).  

 
3 The State was collecting taxes from peasants and landlords, in some instances state leased land to communities 

to cultivate valuable spices such as cardamom. State was also granting the land to communities which served in 

the army of King. However the land granted by king was restricted for sale  (Nanjundaiah, 2008).  
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As a result of the imperial resolution4 in 1824, the process of conversion of forests into 

plantations accelerated in South India. As the first step towards the commodification of land, 

fertile forest land was re-labelled as wasteland by the colonial government and these lands 

were granted to European planters for free or for a reduced price. These plantations displaced 

many local communities, including the Adivasi, and some members of these communities 

were then recruited as workers in plantations. However, native landlords were also 

encouraged to grow commercial crops or to sell their land to European planters. The colonial 

government legitimized the encroachment of forest land by coffee planters in order to 

maximize revenue to the state through taxes (Bhat Dundi, 2017: 34; Raman, 2010: 21). 

A Muslim saint and pilgrim, Baba Budan, introduced coffee to South India in 1600AD. 

Coffee was then grown in small quantities by a few villages in the area of the Western Ghats. 

However, it was not a commercial crop until British entrepreneurs started growing coffee in 

plantations (Shrivastava, 2020).  

In the 19th century coffee plantations mushroomed all along the Western Ghats of South India 

from Kanyakumari to north of Mysore. By the mid-nineteenth century, the area under the 

coffee plantation was reported to be 14,613 acres in Wayanad and 13,500 acres in Nilgiris by 

the mid-nineteenth century. Between 1855 and 1882, there was a 35 per cent increase in 

coffee exports from South India  (Bhat Dundi, 2017: 35; Raman, 2010: 21)  

The British occupied the Kodagu in 1834. A Mr Flower, a planter from Europe, created the 

first coffee plantation in Kodagu in 1854. In 1855 and 1866, respectively, Mr H. Mann and 

Dr Maxwell opened their coffee estates. Within fifteen years, coffee cultivation area occupied 

 
4 The court of Directors passed the imperial resolution in 1824 and asked the Madras government to provide the 

forest land to Europeans for commercial use (Raman, 2010: 21). 
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around 85,780 acres of forest land in this area, of which 55,750 acres were owned by 

European planters and the remaining 29,930 acres held by the Kodavas; the dominant 

community of present-day Kodagu (Richter, 1870)  

Large-scale forest clearance commenced in the Coorg after the arrival of European planters 

because planters were interested in virgin forests and bamboo jungles for planting coffee  

(Pouchepadass, 1990). For example, Shortt, explained how to destroy a good forest before 

planting coffee: 

Good virgin forest should be selected although it has been proved within the last few 

years, that thick Bamboo jungle yields splendid crops of coffee. This or other land 

having been selected, the planter commences clearing the land by felling trees. There 

are two modes of operating: 1st by completely felling the trees, and subsequently 

destroying them by fire or otherwise removing them from the land. The second by 

partly destroying the trees and setting fire to them (1864: 14). 

As coffee plantations increased and forests diminished in this landscape, the Coffee White 

Stem Borer (a species of beetle – Xylotrechas quadripes) infected and destroyed many 

plantations by, as its name suggests, by attacking the stems of coffee plants. In 1868 a 

commission was established to investigate the reason for the devastating infection. According 

to the report of the commission, deforestation was the leading cause of the invasion of this 

pest (Pouchepadass, 1990). Coffee had transformed the Kodagu landscape significantly and 

the White Borer was a result of this transformation. According to  (Rice, 1908), extensive 

felling of trees and burning of the forest for planting coffee as well as the clearing of 

undergrowth and cleaning the surface of the coffee plantation floor (mainly for aesthetic 

reasons), made the soil unfertile. This resulted in the malnourishment of coffee plants, 

making them vulnerable to infection from the White Borer.   
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Plantation Forestry (Teak) 

After the destruction of the forests of northern Europe, western Europe, Ireland, and England 

between the 16th and 18th centuries, for the shipbuilding, iron smelting, and leather tanning 

industries, there was high demand for timber in Britain to supply the Royal Navy and 

commercial industries (Guha, 1983). In 1807 the East India Company acquired, by royal 

decree, the rights over Indian teak and other valuable timber species because these woods 

were found to be an excellent raw material for shipbuilding  (Philip, 2003: 59). The local 

population was totally forbidden from using these species. This was the first step to the 

establishment of control over forest resources by the colonial government in India ( Bhat 

Dundi , 2017: 35; Macura et al., 2011) 

As I mentioned earlier in this chapter, tropical products were in high demand in Europe. To 

transport these products from different parts of India to nearby ports, railway networks were 

essential. By 1921 some 37,000 miles of railway lines connected urban centres, agricultural 

regions, and ports  (Sivaramakrishnan, 1995). From 1853 onwards, timber extraction 

intensified to build railway networks because teak, and other valuable timber-yielding 

species, were used to construct railway sleepers. For example, in the Madras Presidency of 

South India, every year more than 250,000 sleepers were produced from 35,000 trees. With 

the help of Germany, the Imperial Forest Department was established in 1864 to ensure the 

availability of timber to railway companies. Dietrich Brandis, a botanist from Bonn 

University, was appointed as the first Inspector General of Forests in India, and this was the 

beginning of plantation forestry in India. To harvest and grow timber the colonial government 

established the Imperial Forest Department. From 1864 onwards, large tracts of forest were 

cut down to create monoculture teak plantations (Bhat Dundi,2017:35; Gadgil and Guha, 

1993:121 ).  
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A considerable degree of control over the Kodagu Forest was initiated by the enactment of 

Indian Forest Act, 1878. This act classified forests into two categories: reserve forest and 

protected forest. This eliminated most of the indigenous forest management institutions that 

existed in precolonial India ( Pouchepadass, 1990; Saravanan, 2016). 

Since the colonial government established full control over the reserve forest, local people 

and their animals were prohibited from entering the reserve forest. However, the forest 

department could exploit this forest commercially. Although the protected forest was also 

controlled by the colonial government, these forests were temporarily open to local 

communities, on payment of a fee, for the collection of fodder, firewood, other non-timber 

forest products, a limited amount of timber, as well as access to water. In return, villagers 

were expected to help the forest department to control forest fires  (Pouchepadass, 1990) 

To introduce scientific forestry in India, there was a need for trained people. Therefore, the 

colonial government arranged a training programme at the French National School of 

Forestry at Nancy for British people who wanted to join the Imperial Forest Department. 

Newly trained staff learned techniques such as calculating the quantity of timber availability 

in the forest, establishing monoculture plantations of economically important species, 

preparing the working plan, maximizing wood production by preventing local people from 

their forest, and planning to minimize soil erosion  (Fisher, 2018a:145). By 1890 a total of 56, 

000 square miles of reserve forest and 20000 square miles of the protected forest came under 

the control of the colonial government (Gadgil and Guha, 1993:134).   

During the latter part of the 19th century, working plans were prepared, forest boundaries 

were demarcated, and timber-yielding tree species plantations were established nearly every 

year in the forest of Kodagu to maximize timber production. According to the working plans, 
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it was clear that the main interest of the forest department was not conservation or protection 

of the forest but timber extraction (Dickinson, 1887: Philip, 2003:60;).  

The Indian Forest Act 1927 further strengthened the colonial government’s control over the 

forest. This act allowed forest officials to arrest forest lawbreakers without a warrant and 

permitted the Imperial Forest Department to regulate private forests which were not officially 

owned by the government (Haeuber, 1993). 

Local communities and plantation 

As in other parts of the Indian subcontinent, several Adivasi groups lived in the forests of 

South India and their livelihoods were entirely dependent on the collection of forest products, 

such as honey and tubers, medicinal plants, as well as hunting and shifting cultivation 

(Saravanan, 2016). Many agricultural communities were also reliant on the forest for 

firewood, grazing their cattle, wood for agricultural tools as well as green leaf compost. 

Colonial forestry laws criminalized these activities and considered people who carried them 

out as destroyers of the forest  (Saberwal and Lele, 2004) 

The colonial government banned shifting cultivation and other forms of forest-based 

livelihoods because both plantation forestry and cash crop plantations were competing with 

forest dwellers for land and valuable timber species were also present in the area where 

shifting cultivation was practised. Grazing by cattle, firewood collection, and green compost 

collection by peasant communities were restricted for the same reason   Bhat Dundi,2017:37; 

(Gadgil and Guha, 1993: 123). 
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For instance, Cleghorn, in his letter to the Government in 1858 declared that:  

‘It is not possible, nor is it desirable, to suppress the kumari5 cultivation altogether, as 

the growth of the various millets is necessary to the aliment of certain classes of 

people; but I think it most important that it should be greatly limited, as suggested by 

Mr Blane, and not permitted on the banks of navigable rivers, on the sea-shore, close 

to trunk roads, or in any locality where superior timber exists. The revenue arising 

from the tax of E. 1 per acre is trivial compared with the value of the wood lost to the 

state, and it is well known, that in the unfrequented valleys of the ghats much kumari 

takes place without the knowledge of the Revenue officers, European or native’ 

(1861: 126). 

Labour historians, (Raman, 2010 :45)  and (Philip, 2003: 63) argue that excluding both 

peasant communities and forest dwellers from their traditional sources of livelihood provided 

a cheap labour force for both plantation forestry and crop plantations. For example, in 

theSouth India, the Jenu Kuruba communities were allowed to practice kumari (shifting 

cultivation) in those forest lands where valuable timber species were absent. In exchange for 

shifting cultivation in the designated area, they were forced to carry out activities of planting, 

weeding, and raising teak seedlings for the plantations (Philip, 2003:69).  

Deputy Conservator of Forests Coorg (Kodagu) Dickinson (1885) noted that:  

The abolition of kumri cultivation has too caused several families of Kurumbars(Jenu 

Kuruba) to emigrate, so that it is with much difficulty that the felling and logging of 

the usual quantity can be done, without increasing that quantity (cited in Gupta, 2020: 

84). 

 
5 Shifting cultivation is translated as Kumari in Kannada.  
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Not only on the forest land but also the Colonial Government claimed authority over some 

wild species. The Preservation of Wild Bird and Game Act 1887, and the Indian Fisheries 

Act 1897 controlled local people from accessing wild birds, game animals and fish. (Fisher, 

2018a:147).  In 1870, years before the enactment of these acts, a Game Association formed 

by white planters Nilgiris area of South India prevented hunting of game birds, fish and other 

game animals by people who were not members of the Game Association. However, they 

rewarded people who hunted otters and wild cats who are a threat to game birds and fish 

(Rangarajan 2012, ch.5, para.3) 

 Philip (2003:47), shows that Jenu Kururba people whom the colonial government employed 

to fell teak trees in the Wayanad area (adjoining to Kodagu) initially resisted cutting large 

trees because they believed that large trees are sacred. However, the colonial forest officers 

forced Adivasi people to give up their belief system to take part in the modern economy. 

Since the Imperial Forest Department depended on Adivasi workers to carry out forest 

extraction and planting, the colonial government started schools with the help of missionaries 

to train Adivasi children as forest workers. Many foresters believed that scientific and 

disciplined forest work was far superior to Adivasi livelihood activities, such as collecting 

forest products and hunting. Therefore, foresters thought that school education would make 

them civilized people (Bhat Dundi,2017:37; Philip, 2003: 68).  

Wildlife and their Habitats 

The decline of wildlife in this landscape is a result of the transformation of agriculture from 

subsistence to a capitalistic mode of production and colonial environmental management 

practices. The colonial government particularly treated depredation by carnivores as a threat 

to human life and barrier to cultivation. In the Madras Presidency from 1815 onwards, the 

colonial government rewarded people who killed such animals (Rangarajan, 2011: ch.3). For 
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example, in both the Mysore state (Mysore was the princely state and neighbour of the 

Kodagu district) and the Kodagu district, 168 tigers, 318 leopards, ten wolves, and 15 

hyaenas were killed in two years:1874 and 1875. The government spent a total of 3,545 

rupees as rewards for hunters (Rice, 1878). British sport hunters targeted large carnivores 

because they ate game animals such as deer and wild pigs. However, local communities were 

excluded from access to hunting  (Rangarajan, 2012:ch.5)), argues that:  

Sport hunters debated what was worse for the deer in a forest: a pack of wild dogs or a 

group of tribal trappers. Just as foresters hoped to increase the volume of timber cut in 

their patch of woodland, they also worked to enable deer and antelope to multiply 

(2012: ch.5, para.13). 

Reductions in living space for wildlife by means of the expansion of plantations and killing 

of wildlife (by sport hunters and planters) contributed to the sharp decline in their 

populations. For example, in the state of Mysore, the tiger population reached such a low 

number that it resulted in the restriction on tiger shooting in the state in 1921. However, tiger 

numbers continued to decline after that as well. In 1931 the Mysore state reclassified the tiger 

as a game animal, rather than vermin, by enacting the law to stop the further decline in tiger 

numbers. Although this law restricted the killing of tigers, landowners were permitted to kill 

tigers on their private estates after obtaining the necessary license (Rangarajan, 2011:ch. 3). 

Elephants were considered vermin and their elimination was encouraged by financial 

incentives provided during the initial period of the East India Company rule in India. As the 

influence of the British government spread across India, the number of Asian elephants also 

started declining in various parts of the country from 1800 as a result of sport hunting as well 

as the expansion of agriculture. For instance, some individuals killed more than 100 elephants 

(one person killed more than 1000 elephants) in the 19th century (Trautmann, 2015: 313). In 
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addition to killing, around 2,000 elephants were captured every year, during the late 19th 

century in India (Rangarajan, 2012: chapter 2 para 5) 

Elephants were crucial parts of the British army and their timber business, thus the Madras 

Presidency of British India passed a law to restrict the killing of elephant herds in 1873. 

However, owners of cardamom tea and coffee plantations who had cleared the elephant 

habitat to make space for these plantations were granted permission to shoot the elephants on 

their private lands and farms for self-defence purposes and to safeguard their property  (Bhat 

Dundi, 2017:5; Rangarajan, 20012: ch.5.) 

Postcolonial India 1947 to present 

In postcolonial India, coffee production by native people (upper-caste Hindus, Christians and 

Muslims) intensified in Kodagu. Government subsidies and support helped the coffee 

industries in this region. Today, Kodagu is one of the major coffee-producing districts in 

India and contributes to around 33% of the total national production  (Garcia et al., 2007). 

After the Coffee Board6 permitted an open market for coffee in the 1990s, there was an 

increase in coffee prices, and this resulted in a further increase in coffee plantations  

(Ambinakudige, 2006). Between 1977 to 2007, 30% of the forest was destroyed for coffee 

plantations to double the coffee production in the Kodagu district (Garcia et al., 2007). One 

study,  Puyravaud et al. (2019), shows that between 1960 and 2010, a total of 6,761 square 

kilometres of forest was cleared in the prime Asian elephant habitat of Kodagu and other 

adjoining districts of the Western Ghats for the expansion of agricultural areas and for 

infrastructure development, such as large water reservoirs and road construction.  

 
6 Coffee Board was established by colonial government in 1942 under the control of Ministry of Commerce and 

Industry to promote the sales of coffee. https://www.indiacoffee.org/about-us.html, accessed 24 September 

2019. 

https://www.indiacoffee.org/about-us.html
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After independence, instead of adopting more socially and ecologically sensitive forest 

management strategies, the postcolonial government followed the path of the previous 

colonial government (Jewitt, 1995). Widespread destruction of forest and uncontrolled 

extraction of natural resources continued. The National Forest Policy 1952 failed to recognize 

the rights of local people on village commons and nearby forests; further, in the name of 

national interest, it prohibited them from using nearby forests. Instead, it promoted plantation 

forestry and timber production across India to supply timber to wood-based industries, such 

as paper-making and plywood fabrication, and export as well. The expansion of railways and 

road networks enabled the extraction of more wood and minerals as well as the construction 

of large infrastructure projects such as dams for hydroelectricity generation in previously 

inaccessible areas. As extraction of forest resources and modern developmental projects such 

as dams and mining increased in postcolonial India, many forest-dependent communities, as 

well as wild animals, lost their forest and habitat ( Guha, 1983).   

For example, regarding the Nagarahole National Park, almost all villages located around ten 

kilometres from the border of the national park (southeastern part) are less than fifty years 

old. Villagers pointed towards large tracts of agricultural land and told me this entire area was 

a forest fifty years ago. Farmers moved to the current area and started cultivating after their 

land was submerged in the Kabini and Taraka reservoirs, which were built by the government 

in 1974 and 1984, respectively. As per the official record, it is a total of 15,960 acres of land, 

of which 6,950 acres of forest and 9,010 acres of agricultural land was submerged in Kabini 

backwaters (Assadi, 2014). Since almost all of the Adivasis lived inside the forest, they did 

not possess land records. Consequently, they were displaced without any compensation. 

However, farmers who lost agricultural land received compensation in the form of land inside 

the forested areas, which were occupied by Adivasis earlier. This again displaced many 

Adivasi families. To explain how displacement from dams created trauma in Adivasi people, 
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I will translate a couple of paragraphs from a Kannada novel titled Jenu Akashada 

Aramaneyo by Ksheera Saagar. Ksheera Saagar, who worked with an Adivasi welfare NGO 

for more than 30 years in HD Kote - my study area: 

While constructing a dam to Taraka River inside the Kakanakote forest area, government 

officials and contractors asked Adivasi people to join the construction work. They offered 15 

rupees daily wage, which was more than the daily wage provided by farmers to work in their 

fields. However, Adivasi people rejected the offer because these outside people may pollute 

their caste and culture. In addition, it was rumoured that the contractor was planning to offer 

Adivasi people to the dam as human sacrifice. 

The Adivasi lifestyle depended on only a minimal amount of money; they used to sell 

broomsticks, gooseberries, wild turmeric, and Indian hog plum in the village market once in a 

while to buy used clothes. Apart from that, they used to save a small amount of money after 

selling these forest products to buy new clothes once in a year during the fair of Lord 

Mahadeshara. Therefore, along with the fear of pollution of caste, fear of human sacrifices, 

and non-requirement of money also made them not participate in dam construction work. 

Once the dam was almost constructed, around fifteen government officials, including the staff 

of the forest department, visited the Eranagada Haadi. They told people to vacate the Haadi 

because both the houses and the agricultural land would submerge once the water level 

increased. However, Kalayya and other Haadi people did not want to leave the forest, so they 

requested that officials allow them to settle in a place inside Elle (the boundary of the 

ancestor land of the people of Eranagada Haadi) where the backwater could not reach. Since 

the Elle was extending up to four kilometres from the Haadi in the forest, the forest 

department refused their request (2008: 21-22).  
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A character in the novel, Kalayya, the chief of the Haadis says: 

 We have to leave behind our deities and ancestors if we move out of our Elle and 

cannot survive without them. So, we decided to sink with the sinking Haadi. 

Although government officials returned from the Haadi that day, local staff from the 

forest department started forcing us to vacate the Haadi. When we refused, they 

began torturing us every day: they thrashed if they saw people collecting tubers or 

fuelwood in the forest. Backwater started consuming agricultural land foot by foot 

every day and slowly entered the Haadi during the rainy season. Both harassment of 

the forest department and the backwater forced us to vacate our land. Rangayya, a 

village servant, showed us a place to stay when we came out of the forest that night; 

we slept on the bund of someone’s agricultural land like a pile of stones. 

There was a sign of worry on the face of the head man, Kalayya, who was sitting in a 

corner holding both his knees. Kalayya was asking himself, could deities and 

ancestors stretch their helping hands outside the Elle, could their magical power work 

here? Could they transform themselves into tubers, fruits, wild boar, deer, rabbits, 

lizards, and edible leaves to feed their children? After glancing at the surrounding 

area, he asked himself if ancestors and deities could not help how to find food for his 

people in this open area with no fruit-bearing trees, no tuber plants, no animals or 

birds (2008:17-18) 

Ksheera Saagar’s novel provides a detailed picture of how displaced Adivasi people struggled 

on the hard-to-cultivate small pieces of barren land. Many of the landless Adivasis worked as 

daily wage labourers in agricultural land owned by the farmers.  
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Wildlife Conservation 

By the time of independence, only 3,000 tigers survived in India, and elephant populations 

declined in many parts of the country (Gadgil and Guha, 1993:171). In postcolonial India, 

wildlife populations and their habitat further declined due to sports hunting and habitat loss 

due to the expansion of commercial agriculture and plantation forestry. Many elite and 

middle-class Indian men continued the colonial legacy of sports hunting. In many instances, 

forest officials themselves organized hunting sports for elites  (Rangarajan, 2012: ch.4)). In 

postcolonial India until 1970, wildlife was depicted as a barrier to economic production. For 

instance, crocodiles were considered detrimental to fish production in water reservoirs. Thus, 

authorities hired contractors to kill crocodiles. Furthermore, the easy availability of pesticides 

helped poachers kill tigers and leopards in quite large quantities, to sell their highly valuable 

skin in the international market (Saberwal et al., 2001:40). On the other hand, in the 1950s, 

some urban middle-class Indians, naturalists, and few foresters were writing and publicly 

talking about the consequence of forest and wildlife destruction. For example, environmental 

and nature writer M. Krishnan, ornithologist Salim Ali, and British planter E.P Gee, who 

stayed in postcolonial India, advocated for strict nature and wildlife conservation. Through 

their writing and thinking, they influenced many urban and mostly elite Indians and 

politicians like Smt Indira Gandhi  (Rangarajan, 2012: ch.7). Smt Indira Gandhi became 

Prime Minister of India in 1966. Because she was interested in environmental conservation 

issues, in 1967, she allowed the United States-based Smithsonian Institution to carry out a 

survey of the states of Indian wildlife and forest. The report highlighted the need for more 

protection for wildlife  (Fisher, 2018b:197). 

In 1969 the International Union for Conservation of Nature’s (IUCN) tenth general assembly 

was organised in New Delhi, and it included the tiger in the endangered species list. 
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Worldwide Fund for Nature (WWF), an international wildlife conservation lobby 

organization, considered tigers to be at the edge of extinction. Thus, Indira Gandhi’s 

government enacted the Wildlife Protection Act in 1972 to protect endangered wildlife 

species. With the help of international organizations such as WWF and IUCN, the 

government of India launched Project Tiger, and nine protected areas were established in 

different parts of India in 1973 to protect tigers and their habitats (Saberwal et al., 2001:41) 

 Guha (1997), an environmental historian, identifies different types of people who backed the 

wildlife conservation movement in India. His list includes urban elites, foreign tourists, 

influential politicians and officers, biologists and naturalists, and international conservation 

organizations. However, Adivasis, farmers, and herders who lived with wildlife and 

interacted with them daily are not identified in the movement. Guha (1997) argues that 

people who supported the wildlife conservation movement considered that local communities 

are destructive to wildlife, and their livelihood practices destroyed wildlife.  

Protected areas are increasing rapidly all over the world as a common strategy for conserving 

biodiversity (Palomo et al., 2014). Today, in India, wildlife and its habitats are conserved 

through the extensive networks of protected areas. The Wildlife Protection Act of 1972 

provided the legal framework and strengthened the protected area networks. There are many 

categories of protected areas, namely National Parks, Elephant Reserves, and Wildlife 

Sanctuaries. Today, they occupy around a total of 5% of the geographical area of India. The 

government exclusively controls and manages these protected areas because the 

establishment and management of protected areas are strongly influenced by national 

concerns for conservation. However, in terms of these concerns for conservation, it is felt that 

people and wildlife cannot co-exist because the presence of people in the forest causes 

resource degradation and, thereby, threatens wildlife (Kabra, 2009). At least at the policy 
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level, this concept of conservation demands the exclusion of local people from the protected 

areas. In this model of conservation, there is no space for traditional knowledge of local 

communities in the management of protected areas (Rastogi et al., 2012). Since the 1970s, 

more or less 100,000 people have been displaced from the protected areas in India, and 

currently, there are around three to four million persons residing in the protected areas 

(Shahabuddin and Bhamidipati, 2014).  

Nagarahole National Park 

Nagarahole was a reserve forest during the colonial period. In 1953, 284 Km2 of the forest 

attained the status of wildlife sanctuary. In 1975, the area of the sanctuary increased to 571 

km2, and in 1983, Nagarahole became a national park. Government authorities marked the 

185.85 km2 areas as the core of the national park and, thus, prohibited the entry of local 

people there (Assadi, 2014). Some members of a few Adivasi communities, such as the Jenu 

Kuruba, Yarava, and Bettakuruba, lived in the forest and worked as teak plantation labourers. 

The forest department stopped planting and harvesting teak trees after this landscape was 

transformed into a protected landscape from its previous production landscape in 1975 

(Mahanty, 2003). 

While walking to Jungle Haadi (located at the buffer area of Nagarahole )on a footpath, we 

were passing through an old teak plantation (planted before 1972). Ravi, a roughly 50-year-

old Adivasi man who was my host and guide, told me that all these teak trees are raised by 

his people. The forest department used to give them specific pieces of forest land to prepare 

the plot for teak planting. They cleared the land by burning it and planted teak. They were 

also allowed to grow ragi (a dark-coloured grain similar to finger millet) and other food crops 

between the rows of teak plants for three to five years. In return, they were asked to protect 

teak sampling from fire as well as watering teak plants and weeding in the plantation. Once 
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the teak plants became mature, the forest department allocated them another piece of forest 

land on which to repeat the same procedure. According to Kariyappa, ragi produced during 

the planting of the teak was not enough to survive on for the entire year; however, they were 

allowed to collect wild tubers, honey, and small game animals from the forest, and forest 

officers often hunted spotted deer and sambar deer for the Adivasi workers. Along with teak 

plantation work, they also cultivated crops such as paddy in the marshes (Bhat Dundi, 2017).  

 

Fig.9: Adivasi settlements inside the abandoned Teak plantations of Nagarahole National 

Park 

After the prohibition of planting and harvesting teak in the Nagarahole protected area, the 

Adivasi people who worked as labourers were no longer considered useful to the forest 

department. Therefore, in the Nagarahole National Park region, wildlife conservation-related 
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displacement began in the 1970s, and the majority of the displacement took place between 

the 1970s to 2000. A report by the divisional commissioner of Mysore district (Nagarahole 

Hole National Park is part of Mysore District) states that Adivasi persons were displaced 

without providing them an opportunity to claim their fundamental rights. In addition to that, 

displacement was carried out without meaningful rehabilitation packages, and the 

government authorities failed to ensure livelihood security for displaced families. After 

displacement, many Adivasi people turned into bonded labour7 and agricultural labour 

(Assadi, 2014) 

As per the  (Assadi 2014) report, approximately 3,418 families were displaced until 2014, 

which constitute around 11,568 people from the Nagarahole National Park, after enforcement 

of the Wildlife Protection Act 1972. Today, only 45.87 per cent of displaced families own 

houses, and most of these houses are not in good condition and they are so small that they 

cannot accommodate all members of the large family. Only 24.54 per cent of displaced 

families cultivate in small pieces of land, and a large portion of these lands does not legally 

belong to them.  

Immediately after the displacement, most people started settling down in villages located in 

fringe areas of the national park. The lower-level government staff, such as village 

accountants, allowed Adivasi people to settle down in village commons, uncultivated revenue 

lands, and degraded forests. Adivasi people spent years clearing this land to make it 

cultivable. However, a large portion of Adivasi people did not possess any official land 

records. Therefore, as per the government definition, they are encroachers on government 

lands and village commons. This resulted in the forceful occupation of land cultivated by 

 
7‘Bonded labour is a contemporary form of slavery (UNHCHR), where labourers are forced to accept 

exploitative conditions of work until the debt is repaid. Debt is at the root of the system’ (Upadhyaya, 

2004:118). Bonded labour abolished in India in 1976.  
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Adivasis from village landlords and government authorities. For example, in some instances, 

people from the dominant village caste or village landlords occupied lands cultivated by 

Adivasis by creating fake land records. In a few cases, the forest department occupied 

cultivation land, claiming that Adivasis had cultivated on forest land, so they should vacate 

immediately. The revenue department also transferred Adivasi cultivation land into schools 

and student hostels  (Ksheera Sagar, 2008:64) 

The exploitation of Adivasi people by government agencies and village elites resulted in the 

creation of a non-government organization called Budakattu Krishikara Sangha (BKS) in the 

1980s. Somanna, a founding member of the BKS, told me initially that three to four youths 

from the displaced Adivasi communities, with the help of a couple of city-based 

organizations, started focusing on Adivasi land issues. Over the years, many Adivasi men and 

women, both living inside and outside the protected area, became part of BKS.  

To explain how BKS handled Adivasi land issues, I will translate another passage from the 

book by Ksheera Sagar. The following passage is an account of Rajanna, founder of the BKS: 

After creating BKS, we visited government offices one after another for a couple of 

years to resolve land issues. However, government officers did not even allow us to 

meet them, to discuss with them. Next, we organized protests and marches, and road 

closers; thousands of men and women supported us by participating in it. Adivasi 

women sang and danced in the protest march, and these songs and dances provided us 

energy to organize more such protests. This started making an impact on government 

officials and local politicians. They started recognizing us and allowing us to discuss 

with them. News of our protest reached the district commissioner of V P Baligar in 

the latter part of the 1980s, and he contacted us to know more about our problem.  
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In the late 1980s at Manchagana Haadi, village elites wanted to occupy the land 

farming by Adivasi people for the past 15 years. Like elites of other villages who 

already occupied Adivasi land, they showed us fake land records and asked us to 

leave the land immediately. However, women and men of the Manchagana Haadi 

protested and sent back the village elites. Village elites brought the police force with 

them to evacuate Adivasi. However, the women of the Haadi built a human chain to 

protect their land. Police pulled them, hit them to break the chain, and arrested them at 

the end. Some local newspapers published the story of the Adivasi protest and the 

arrest of women protesters. Many non-Adivasi people, human rights organizations, 

and Adivasis from other areas supported the protesters and gathered at the protest site 

in the next few days. After seeing a huge crowd at the protest site, police forces 

started vacating the protest site. For the first time in history, the district commissioner 

of Mysore district V P Baligar visited an Adivasi Haadi. During his visit to 

Manchagana Haadi, he asked the people to explain their problems. However, people 

felt shy initially, and no one came forward to talk with the officer because they had 

never interacted with such a high-ranking officer. Later, although I, a founder of BKS, 

came forward to discuss. I was shy, my voice was shivering. I told the commissioner 

that “Sannamma (a middle-aged Adivasi woman, a leading figure of the protest) 

would have explained to you everything accurately if she was not in jail”. Then the 

commissioner replied, “You are fighting for your rights, do not worry, tell him 

everything.” Commissioner’s friendly approach gave me some courage. I explained 

how our people suffered after displacement and how village elites and police, and 

local government officials exploited us. After listening to me patiently, the 

commissioner asked the assistant commissioner, “Although Adivasi people have been 

cultivating the land for the last fifteen years, why have you permitted village elites to 
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occupy the land.” The assistant commissioner showed the documents provided by the 

tahashildar (revenue officer lower than the assistant commissioner). After an inquiry, 

the district collector found that the tahashildar and his assistant took bribes from the 

village elites to register the land in their names. Later, after years of interrogation in 

courts, the Manchagana Haadi people got their land back (2008: 92-97). 

In the later part of the 1980s, to increase the size of the national park, more forest areas 

(mainly the reserve forest) became part of the national park. Once again, the forest 

department tried to vacate the Adivasi people, who were already living in the forest for 

generations. Unlike the 1970s, people started resisting displacement in the latter part of the 

1980s with the help of BKS. The forest department used trained elephants to destroy Adivasi 

houses in many of the settlements. They planted eucalyptus and bamboo on farmlands and 

filed forest trespassing cases against Adivasi men. Although a few Adivasi families left the 

forest, others resisted the evacuation and resided in the forest (Bhat Dundi, 2017: 39).  

The Adivasi resistance became much stronger after the 1990s. In 2000, the forest department 

tried to vacate the Adivasi people living in the Majjanakuppe Haadi, which is situated in the 

Sollepura Reserve Forest (at that time, Sollepura Reserve Forest was situated at the border of 

Nagarahole National Park. Currently, the reserve forest is part of the national park). When 

Adivasi people refused, the forest department filed a case against 19 Adivasis, saying they 

were trespassing the forest. Police arrested all 19 people and took them into custody. 

Kempanarasayya, one of the 19 Adivasi men who were arrested by the police, died in police 

custody. The forest department prohibited the entry of the people in and around the 

Majjanakuppe Haadi areas after the arrest. However, hundreds of protesters from both 

Adivasi and non-Adivasi communities entered the area forcefully and demanded to carry out 

the cremation of Kempanarasayya in front of his hut to provide justice to him. Newspaper 
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reports on the issue drew the attention of human rights activists. The Government of 

Karnataka appointed a committee headed by one of the well-known human rights activists, S. 

R. Heremath. The committee highlighted human rights violations done by the forest 

department (Ksheera Sagar, 2020). The government halted the displacement of Adivasi 

people from the Majjanakuppe Haadi, and 2,016 people of Majjanakuppe Haadi received 

land right under the Forest Rights Act (Ksheera Sagar, 2020: 28-31). 

From the later part of 2000s onwards, Adivasi displacement almost stopped, and voluntary 

resettlement began. In 1999, the Government of India introduced a scheme called Beneficiary 

Oriented Tribal Development (BOTD) to rehabilitate Adivasi people who volunteered to 

move out of the national park (Srinivasa and Bhat, 2010). From 1999 to 2007, 280 families 

were rehabilitated under the scheme. All of the rehabilitated families received three to five 

acres of farmland and 100,000 Indian rupees for developmental activities such as housing, 

preparing farmland, seed, fertilizers, saplings, and cattle (Assadi, 2014). 

Forest Rights Act 

Opposition to displacement by Adivasi people from almost all parts of India and severe 

criticism of the exclusionary conservation model by human rights and Adivasi activists 

resulted in the drafting of the Scheduled Tribes Bill by the Ministry of Tribal Affairs 

(MOTA). The bill was co-written by legal experts and civil society members in 2005 (Bandi, 

2014). Wildlife conservationists and the Ministry of Environment and Forest (MoEF) 

opposed many aspects of the bill, saying that its execution would pose a threat to wildlife and 

the forest. However, pro-Adivasi groups defended the bill and argued it would help correct 

historical injustice done to Adivasi people and forest dwellers. To resolve the difference 

between the two groups, the bill was referred to the Joint Parliament Committee (JPC) in 

2005. The recommendation of the JPC was also contested by the groups of wildlife 
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conservation. After groups of ministers intervened to resolve the difference, some changes 

were made to the bill and in 2006, the Scheduled Tribes and other Traditional Forest 

Dwellers Act was enacted by the Indian parliament  (Bhullar, 2008). The act provides various 

rights to scheduled tribes and traditional forest dwellers who are living in the forest: the right 

over agricultural land and homestead, the right over community land/community forest, the 

right to harvest non-timber forest products in the community forest, and the right to conserve 

and protect wildlife and biodiversity in community-owned forest and adjoining bodies of 

water (Kumar and Kerr, 2012). FRA 2006 defines the eligibility criteria for claiming rights 

from the state by scheduled tribes and non-scheduled tribes (forest dwellers) and outlines the 

procedure to claim rights from the state  (Sarker, 2011).  

There is a provision in FRA to create critical wildlife habitats inside a protected area if the 

activities of local communities (people who are living in the protected areas) do permanent 

damage to wildlife. Inside the critical wildlife habitat, the rights of local communities can be 

modified entirely or partly. However, prior to the establishment of critical wildlife habitat, 

forest rights holders and other stakeholders’ consultation is necessary. In addition to that, 

FRA makes it mandatory to carry out scientific research to prove the negative impacts of 

human activity on wildlife (Broome et al., 2014).  

Two months before the enactment of the Forest Rights Act, an amendment was made in 2006 

to the Wildlife Protection Act 1972, to create critical tiger habitats inside and outside the 

protected areas. Critical tiger habitats are human-free zones. The amendment makes it 

mandatory to consult local rights holders and obtain free consent from village councils before 

creating a critical tiger habitat and relocating local people. In a nutshell, both Forest Rights 

Act 2006 and Wildlife Protection Act (Amendment 2006) recognize participatory processes 

while relocating rights holders inside the protected area. Right holders who want to relocate 
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receive cash of 1,000,000 Indian rupees or 1,000,000 Indian rupees worth of property and 

materials such as land, house, seeds and agriculture-related equipment (Broome et al., 2014). 

During fieldwork, I learned that in Nagarahole, the protected area participatory process is 

almost absent while relocating the people or granting land rights (in terms of the Forest 

Rights Act). For example, as maintained by Rama, a member of the village-level forest 

committee, most of the village committees constituted in the study area were influenced by 

government and forest officials. Such officials dominated the Adivasi members while 

preparing a map and delineating the area of each claim. In Rama’s Haadi, initially, the forest 

officials forced the Forest Rights Committee to demarcate less than an acre of land for each 

claimant. However, there was a provision to grant up to 10 acres of land to each family under 

the terms of the act. Since Rama is a Forest Rights activist, he received training on the 

implementation of the Forest Rights Act (2006), so he organized the people and opposed the 

Forest Rights Committee’s decision. They rejected the land offer made by the government 

under the Forest Rights Act (2006). Instead, people demanded that they were provided with 

all the land they cultivated before their settlement, which was part of the national park. There 

was a clash between the inhabitants of the Haadi and government offices. In the end, the 

involvement of a member of the legislative assembly (MLA) and local politicians made the 

government officials carry out a land survey transparently. Today, many families in Rama’s 

Haadi own more than two acres of land. However, in many other Haadis, Adivasis able to 

secure only less than half-acre of land (Bhat Dundi, 2017:47-48). 

FRA implementation: Going out or staying in 

During both my Masters's and PhD fieldwork, I came across five groups of people – I will 

use italics for ease of progression through them. The first group of people were happy with 

relocation packages, and they had already moved out or applied for relocation. For example, 
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Jagadish Jodbetti, a reporter from the Kannada Daily, introduced me to Pankaja in a forest 

inspection bungalow (IB) of Thitimati Village. Pankaja was a member of the district council. 

She represents people living in and around the Thitimati, and she belongs to the Yarava 

community. Two years previously, Pankaja moved out of an Adivasi Haadi located on the 

fringe of the Nagarahole National Park. As they did for other relocated people, the forest 

department gave her a small two-room house, three acres of agricultural land, and three 

hundred thousand Indian rupees as compensation under the rehabilitation scheme. For the 

first three years after relocation, the forest department provided seeds, fertilizer, and 

pesticides to cultivate crops. She now lives in Hebbala, one of the relocation sites established 

for an Adivasi who was willing to move out of the National Park permanently (Bhat Dundi, 

2017:40). 

Pankaja told me that in the relocation site, they have access to electricity and clean drinking 

water and that these sites were closer to main roads, schools, hospitals, and transport, unlike 

the Haadis located in the park. She was very busy and was about to leave on an election 

campaign, so she asked me to call her after one week, by which time she would arrange 

accommodation for me in one of the Haadis located inside the Nagarahole National Park to 

carry out the fieldwork for this study. She told me that around sixty-five families from the 

Tithimati village council area had already submitted claim letters for relocation. She also said 

that members of her community should come out of the forest and form part of the 

mainstream society in order to climb the ladder of progress (Bhat Dundi, 2017:40). 

The second group of people wanted to leave the forest, as the forest department did not allow 

them to build new houses, construct roads to Haadis, or dig wells even though the village 

council was ready to provide money to carry out the activities mentioned above in their 

Haadis. Some of the Adivasi people received a plot of less than 100-by-100 feet. They think 
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that such a small piece of land is not enough to build houses for their children after marriage. 

Consequently, they wanted to relocate and applied for the same. However, when the forest 

department offered them three acres of land in the Mysore district and money, they rejected 

the offer saying that the land was less fertile, and water was scarce. Instead, they demand at 

least one acre of fertile farmland outside the national park in the Kodagu district (Bhat Dundi, 

2017:41).  

After discussing with many interlocutors, I learned that since coffee plantations are one of the 

primary sources of work for Adivasis who live in the region, they do not want to leave 

Kodagu. They explained to me how previously relocated Adivasis from Kodagu to the 

Mysore district kept coming back to Kodagu to work on the coffee estates. Every day, people 

left their homes around seven in the morning and travelled roughly forty kilometres to reach 

plantations. By the time they reached home again, it was almost ten o’clock at night. 

Therefore, many relocated people have left their new homes, leased their agricultural land to 

wealthy farmers from Kerala to grow ginger, and moved to workers’ quarters of coffee 

plantations or their relative’s houses in Adivasi Haadis  (Bhat Dundi, 2017:41). 

The third group of people opted for a relocation because the forest department filed bogus 

cases, such as forest trespassing; illegally harvesting teak, rosewood, and sandalwood; and 

killing deer against Adivasi men who were collecting non-timber forest products such as 

honey. For instance, Gopal, a middle-aged Adivasi man from an Haadi called Gonigadde, 

opted for relocation. He explained to me why he moved out of the forest: ‘I could not bear the 

torture of the forest department. They filed a bogus case against me, saying I was smuggling 

timber illegally. I fought in the court for five years, spending almost 50,000 Indian rupees 

before the court finally dismissed the case (Bhat Dundi, 2017:49). 
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The fourth group of people left the Haadis because a pro-rehabilitation NGO called Lift 

persuaded Adivasi people to promise a better life in a rehabilitation centre. Lift appointed 

some Adivasi men as their agents and offered them 15,000 Indian rupees if they were able to 

convince one Adivasi family to move outside the forest. Many times, these agents 

successfully convinced the Adivasi people (Bhat Dundi, 2017:50).  

The fifth group of people wants to continue to live inside the protected area (buffer zone). 

Their number is much higher than people who have already opted for the relocation. As per 

the Assadi (2014) report, 6,012 Adivasi people from 1,738 families currently live inside the 

national park, and 562 families have already opted for relocation. Many people who decide to 

stay inside the park are granted half an acre to three acres of land under the Forest Rights Act 

(as I mentioned earlier, many people who decide to leave the forest were granted less than 

10,000 square feet of land inside the national park). They cultivate coffee, pepper, bananas, 

and vegetables on their small pieces of land. Rama and Raju, who live in Ayorsolli Haadi 

located at the buffer area of the park, installed diesel water pumps to irrigate their crops from 

a nearby stream. In the Mucchur area, several Adivasi people from the Odigowda community 

installed irrigation systems to irrigate their paddy fields. Since many of them are already 

earning their livelihood by cultivating crops, they think there is no point in leaving their 

ancestors’ lands. As stated by them, if they opt for relocation, they will need to start from 

scratch (Bhat Dundi, 2017:44).  

Rama, a Forest Rights activist from Kodagu, also a member of the Karnataka Wildlife Board, 

a body constituted by the Government of Karnataka, who lives inside the protected area, said 

that they (Adivasi people) fought for their rights for over thirty years. They successfully 

brought the Forest Rights Act. Now, it would not look good if they left the place. As stated 

by him, Kodagu is one of the best places in the country, and they get good food, water, and 
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air in their place. He believes in activism, which helps them claim their rights inside the 

national park. He is hopeful about obtaining electricity and roads in their Haadis in a few 

years through similar activism (Bhat Dundi, 2017:44). 
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Chapter 3 

Elephants, Deities, and Adivasi: Human and Non-Human Interactions in 

and around the Nagarahole National Park. 

 

Introduction 

While conducting fieldwork in and around the Nagarahole Protected area, I came to know of 

an incident where two sheep that belonged to Kamalamma were attacked by a leopard. 

Although she and her neighbours managed to chase away the leopard, the sheep were left 

injured.  

Prakash, my guide, took me to Kamalamma’s house; she and her family live on the edge of 

the Nagarahole protected area. She belongs to the Adivasi (Jenu Kuruba) community. As 

Kamalamma's home is situated within the limit of the protected area, we had to walk on 

narrow wooden bridges to cross the Elephant Proof Trenches (EPT). EPTs are large channels 

(almost 1 to 1.5 meters in width and 2 to 3 meters in depth) constructed around the 

Nagarahole Protected area to prevent the crop-raiding elephants from crossing the border of 

the Protected Area. Since Elephant Proof Trenches blocked the Adivasi movement between 

the Protected area and the external world, people initially demanded the construction of a 

bridge on the EPT to enable human movement. However, the Forest Department did not 

acknowledge their demand, so the Adivasi started using a fallen tree as a bridge. 

When we visited, Kamalamma was sitting in front of her house, constructed from bamboo 

and with a grass roof. Banana plants and pumpkin vines surrounded her home. She was 

sitting amidst chickens who were busy eating worms and other things, while she chewed on 
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betel nut, tobacco, and lime. As we sat down to speak to her, she spat out the red betel quid 

from her mouth before engaging with us. She spoke of her encounter with wild elephants, of 

how her son followed the leopard to retrieve their sheep, of how the Forest Department was 

forcing them to move out of the forest area. Her family lived in a Haadi called Padasargadde, 

which was in the core part of the protected area around 25 years ago. There they practised 

agriculture alongside working for the Forest Department. Over the years, forest laws became 

stricter, and the Forest Department started removing people from the core areas of the 

National Park. As the chances of displacement were lesser on the edge of the National Park, a 

forester, also a well-wisher of the family, suggested her father move to the border of the 

protected area, where they now lived. However, the Forest Department is now forcing them 

to leave even this area to make the Nagarahole Protected area a human-free zone.  

As I was largely interested in understanding how people who live within the limit of 

protected areas (where there is no physical barrier between people and elephants) interact and 

negotiate with forest elephants, I asked Kamalamma to narrate some stories regarding her 

interaction with forest elephants, and she recounted an event:  

A few nights ago my children and I were asleep in the open area next to the house (it 

is common to sleep outside during the summer months) when around midnight, I was 

abruptly awakened by a sound. Upon looking in the direction of the sound, I saw an 

elephant standing near the pumpkin vine, roughly 10 to 15 meters away from us. I 

woke the children up and asked them to go inside the house. Not being able to walk 

well, I could not run into the house, so instead, I sat on the ground (where I was 

sleeping) and asked the elephant: Who sent you here? If you are here to murder 

people, please kill me and destroy my house. If you are not here to trouble us, please 

leave us. After listening to me, the elephant went away. 
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According to Kamalamma, only if people had committed papa (crime/sin) would the 

elephants bother them. To support her argument, she showed me the small banana grove 

planted around her house and said: 

 I am an old woman and most of the time I sleep in the open area outside the home if 

elephants want to kill me or eat the banana plants planted around my house they can 

do it easily. However, they do not trouble good people. 

During our conversation, she mentioned an elephant that had recently killed a high-ranking 

forest officer in the area. I was already aware of the incident, as many newspapers had 

published reports of it. According to a report, the Forest Officer along with his staff visited 

the area to monitor a forest fire when a tusker (male elephant/bull with tusks) who was hiding 

behind a lantana bush about 70 to 80 meters away, attacked and killed the Forest officer 

within a few minutes of him exiting his vehicle. Both the officer and his staff were helpless as 

they were unarmed when the incident occurred. The newspaper report called this incident an 

accident  (Dutta 2018). However, as stated by Kamalamma, the elephant attack was not an 

accident; the tusker killed the officer intentionally. She also mentioned how a few people 

from her Haadi who worked as fire controllers/fire watchers (the Forest Department appoints 

Adivasi people as daily wage labourers to control fires during the fire season) were managing 

the fire for the last three-four hours at that location and no one had seen the elephant until the 

attack. A fire watcher explained that the tusker came from nowhere and attacked the officer 

as if the elephant was waiting to kill the officer specifically. In the opinion of Kamalama and 

many other villagers, the elephant killed the forest officer because he wanted to stop a Jaatre 

(Fair, Festival) of the Adivasi goddess Mastamma. Several deities of Adivasi communities 

reside inside the Protected Area. Since many people from the surrounding villages (many 

farmers also worship some Adivasi deities) and Haadis participate in the festival, the forest 
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department and some wildlife conservation NGOs think that the presence of people, loud 

noise and fire incidents during the festival in the forest could disturb or harm the wildlife and 

the forest. Kamalamma informed me, ‘none of the previous forest officers tried to stop this 

festival, but this forest officer wanted to stop it; that is why Mastamma came in the form of an 

elephant to kill him’. 

We met Ramesh on the way back from Kamalamma’s house. His Haadi was situated around 

five hundred meters from Kamalammas Haadi, and while walking to his Haadi I observed 

that people cultivated crops such as ragi and cotton. I was curious to understand how they are 

protecting their crops from elephants and other animals, he told me that elephants usually 

come by at night to forage on the crops. People from the Haadi shine torches and yell at the 

elephants while throwing stones at them to chase them. Although some elephants withdraw 

after seeing the lights, few come back towards the people to pursue them. According to 

Ramesh, olle aane (good elephants) run away when people chase them; however, kedi aane 

(bad/ Scoundrel elephants) and jagalada aane (quarrelsome elephants) try to attack people. 

 Ramesh described that the elephant who killed the Conservator of Forest (the same incident 

Kamalamma mentioned the attack on the same Forest Officer in her account) was a kedi 

aane. He and a few other Adivasis had seen the tusker roaming this area a couple of times, 

and they claimed the tusker had only one tusk. Ramesh and his cousin Putta also thought that 

the kedi tusker did not like people. The tusker had pursued many people in the last few 

months. Once Ramesh, Putta and their friend were walking in the forest when the same kedi 

aane followed them for almost a kilometre. Usually, the good elephants reveal their presence 

by making sounds by breaking twigs, beating their ears or breathing loudly when they realize 

that people are walking towards them and even if people approach them accidentally, they do 

not attack people; instead, they mock charge to scare people. However, it seemed to Ramesh 
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and Putta that the kedi aane (tusker) stood silently, without revealing his presence intent on 

attacking them. Both of them thought that the kedi tusker was very buddivanta (intelligent) as 

many people had seen that the elephant had learnt how to open the tap of the community 

water tank installed in the Haadi.  

Although I am open to accepting the fact that non-human beings such as animals, plants and 

insects are persons and that they possess agency and intelligence after having read literature 

related to multispecies ethnography (Kirksey and Helmreich, 2010) and human-animal 

studies written by scholars such  (Marvin and McHugh, 2014; Ogden et al., 2013)  I was not 

ready to recognize the personhood and agency of supernatural beings  (Bubandt, 2018) 

such as the Deity. While Ramesh emphasized personality and agency of the kedi aane in his 

account, Kamalamma discussed the agency of the female deity Mastamma in her story as 

well as the role of their deity in protecting the crop. Therefore, after listening to both their 

accounts, I thought that Ramesh’s narrative was more realistic. 

Chakrabarty in  Provincializing Europe: Postcolonial Thought and Historical Difference 

discusses why it is difficult to deal with non-secular/supernatural aspects of material (data) in 

academia. He wrote that. 

 … even the most professional social scientists write on behalf of some kind of liberal 

secular form of reasoning, not because they embody liberal goodness any more than 

other mortals, but because that is the position built into their knowledge protocols and 

institutional procedures (2000: 236) 

I think my ignorance, or perhaps scepticism , of the non-secular aspect of ethnographic 

material (collected during my fieldwork), is a result of my formal education. Although I 

completed my higher education in India, our education system is highly influenced by 
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Enlightenment ideas which create a sharp distinction between science and religion as well as 

knowledge and belief (Du Plessis, 2018). Enlightenment ideas separated the human not only 

from natural but from supernatural as well (Fernando, 2018). To further explain how my 

education and enlightenment ideas influenced my thinking, I will narrate my own story in the 

next paragraphs. 

‘Nagara Panchami (the festival of the cobra) is among the many festivals we celebrate 

during the monsoon season. Some sects of the Hindus consider the cobra a sacred 

creature. In our paddy field, there is a cobra stone to which my grandfather used to 

offer puja (worship) during the Nagara Panchami festival. But, as he became older, he 

could not walk that far. He used to ask me to carry coconut, bananas, milk and turmeric 

powder to offer to the cobra stone. During the Puja, he would wash the cobra stone 

with water, then pour a cup of milk on it and break the coconut while saying mantras 

(Sanskrit hymn). After offering the puja to the cobra stone, we used to offer puja to the 

tiger stone. The Tiger stone is a statue of a tiger god which is situated inside the forest 

at the edge of the agricultural field. When I was in college, I thought that offering puja 

to these non-living stones was a kind of superstition and there was no rational/scientific 

base behind it. I felt that as a student of natural science (at that time I was studying a 

BSc in biological sciences) I was a rational and scientifically minded person who 

should not believe in irrational and unscientific rituals such as the worship of a cobra 

god and a tiger god the way my uneducated farmer grandfather did. For me, both the 

cobra and tiger were natural animals and stone an inanimate object unlike what my 

grandfather who thought that both the cobra and tiger were not just animals; that they 

were gods too. I once asked my grandfather, why are you offering puja to these non-

living stones? He told me that when he was younger, tigers used to kill and eat the 

livestock from the kottige (Cowshed), so his father used to offer puja and request the 
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tiger not to kill their cows. Although tigers have now disappeared from the forest 

around our village, he was practising the same tradition until recently and offered puja 

twice a year to the tiger stone’ (Bhat Dundi, 2017:28). 

While conducting fieldwork, I learned that the Adivasi people do not separate the natural and 

the supernatural or the material and the spiritual  (Bubandt, 2018). For instance, I once went 

with Somayya, Timma, and his in-laws to a sacred place worshipped by the Jenu Kuruba 

community. The deity resides in a banyan tree located in the Nagarahole National Park. They 

began to worship the deity by offering flowers and lighting incense sticks. First, they 

prostrated themselves, after which Timma’s mother-in-law started speaking to the deity; she 

asked, ‘Why are you testing me, what papa have I committed, if I have committed any papa 

(knowingly or unknowingly) please forgive me. I assure you I will not repeat the same 

mistake in the future.’ When I asked Timma why she was requesting the deity to forgive her. 

He told me that his mother-in-law had suffered from diarrhoea a few days ago and that they 

had admitted her to a hospital. According to the Jenu Kuruba cosmology, people get sick 

when they commit mistakes such as not following customary rules or if evil spirits or 

poisonous things enter the body of a person. Therefore, before admitting her to the hospital, 

her family members made Harake (a form of votive offering) to their sect deity saying that if 

she was cured of diarrhoea, they would offer pooja Which is why after she was cured of the 

diarrhoea to fulfil their Harake they offered Pooja to the deity in the forest (Bhat Dundi, 

2017:67). 

It is clear from the above presented ethnographic piece that, Jenu Kuraba thinking is not 

dualistic because they approach a doctor (natural) and their deity (supernatural) at the same 

time when they are suffering from a disease. Also, in the previous paragraphs in both 

Kamalamma's and Ramesh's accounts, they think that an elephant is both God and animal. 
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According to them, the elephant as an animal and the elephant deity both possess agency; 

they can think and seek revenge.  

Therefore, to explore ways in which the Adivasis relate to elephants (both as animal and 

deity), this chapter offers detailed stories told by the Adivasis who live in contact with the 

elephants. As most of these stories discuss entanglement between the natural (Elephant, 

Human) and supernatural (Deity), I present them as they are, instead of presenting a 

secularized version of these stories. 

Uncanny Tuskers and Angry Deities 

While conducting fieldwork in Kamalamma and Ramesh's settlement (Gadde Haadi and 

Sheegara Haadi), many residents informed me that a few weeks ago a large tusker had 

damaged seven homes in Malada Haadi over two days, but their Haadis had not been 

damaged by elephants. As Malada Haadi is situated at the border of the Nagarahole National 

Park and less than two kilometres away from Gadde Haadi and Sheegar Haadi, I asked 

residents of Gadde Haadi why the elephant was damaging houses only in Malada Haadi and 

not in the other two Haadis. My respondents claimed that some families (around 30 families 

out of 70) wanted to leave the Malada Haadi and settle in the relocation site. After about 30 

families opted for the relocation (mostly the youngsters) against the wishes of the other 40 

families (mostly elders), the entire Haadi stopped conducting the annual ritual/pooja due to 

this conflict within the community. As people stopped practising traditional rituals and began 

to ignore their deity, the deity was angered, who took the form of an elephant and destroyed a 

few houses to warn them.  

This was not the first time that I had encountered stories about angry deities taking the form 

of an elephant or possessing the body of an elephant to damage homes, for example, in 

Macchur Haadi and Balle Haadi (both Haadis are situated next to each other and about 20 
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kilometres away from the Malada Haadi), a kedi tusker damaged around six houses. 

However, unlike the tusker from Malda Haadi, the tusker that attacked the Machur and Balle 

Haadis broke into houses to eat rice, vegetables, oil and jaggery. Mara, an elderly person 

from Machur Haadi, thinks that the elephant is a very Buddivanta aane (intelligent) as it tries 

to establish the location of the groceries in a house by using its olfactory senses before 

breaking into a house. This is why the wall of the house/room where the grocery was kept 

was found broken on most occasions. Mara's perspective of an intelligent elephant was 

shared by residents of the other Haadis as well. For example, while conducting fieldwork for 

my Master thesis in 2016, residents of Gonigadde, Kodagi and Nagarahole Haadi narrated a 

story of a tusker who broke into more than fifty houses to eat groceries. First, I will describe 

the story of the Gonigadde, Kodangi and Nagarahole tusker then I will come back to the 

stories of Malada Haadi tusker 

Grocery Eating Tusker of Gonigadde, Kodangi, and Nagarahole 

‘For the last seven to eight years, a tusker had been damaging houses in Nagarahole, 

Gonigadde and Kodangi Haadis which are situated inside the Nagarahole National Park 

(almost 40 Kilometres away from Malada Haadi). The tusker used to visit the Haadi 

after 8 p.m. in the dark when people were asleep. 

Somehow the tusker was identifying the part or room of the house in which groceries or 

food was kept before breaking the wall or door of the house. The tusker ate vegetables, 

rice, eggs, oil, soaps, pork curry, and even money kept in a shirt pocket, which was 

hanging on the wall of the house. However, the tusker did not eat the beedis (a local 

version of a cigarette made by wrapping the tobacco flakes inside the leaf) kept in the 

same pockets of the shirt. As the tusker had entered the house through the front door in 
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a home where there was no back door (most of the Adivasi houses have only one door) 

people panicked and had no option but to creep under the leg of the elephant to escape. 

I was interested to know more about the tusker and visited the Kodangi Haadi with 

Somayya. When we entered the Haadi, we came across many damaged houses. Appu, a 

resident of the Haadi showed us his demolished home; the tusker damaged his home 

around two months ago. Not knowing if and when the elephant would return and 

demolish his house again, he had not attempted to restore his home (like many other 

members of the Haadi). Instead, he built a new small treehouse on the tall tree next to 

his broken house to keep away all the groceries, leftover food and pots from the tusker. 

When I asked residents of the Haadi, whether the tusker had attacked any people? They 

said no. Appu showed me a dark spot (darkened soil after burning firewood on the 

ground for long hours) on the earth in front of his broken home and told me some 

people (except children) slept outside the house next to the fire; however, the tusker had 

never attacked them. The tusker had never killed a single child who was asleep in the 

houses that it entered for food and grain. At first, on the tusker's approach to their 

homes, several people tried to stop the animal by using an Otte (a long bamboo pole 

with burning kerosene dipped cloth at one end), but they could not stop the tusker. 

Adivasis claimed that the tusker is not only intelligent but also courageous. Although 

they managed to burn his face by using the Otte (one can see the burnt mark on his 

face), unlike other elephants, he was not deterred by fire. 

According to residents of the Haadis this was the first time they were witnessing such 

an odd elephant. This made them believe that their deity was angry and expressing its 

anger through the tusker (by residing in the body of the tusker). When the residents of 

Godnigadde Haadi were asked what was triggering the anger of the deity, they replied 
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saying that all residents from Haadi together used to celebrate the festival every year 

until eight years ago. During the festival, they practised various rituals and offered 

pooja. However, in the last seven to eight years, a few residents of Haadi converted to 

Christianity, and a few others opted for relocation and left the Haadi against the will of 

village elders, which resulted in conflict within the community; they stopped 

celebrating the annual festival and offering pooja to the deity. Therefore, the deity was 

angry and punished them’(Bhat Dundi, 2017:30).  

Tusker of Malda Haadi Damaged Houses When the Forest Department Blocked his 

Way 

As I mentioned earlier, Malada Haadi is located at the border of Nagarahole National Park 

and sandwiched between the forest and vast tracts of agricultural land. The Forest 

Department erected metal fences (old railway tracks) and solar electric fences between the 

agriculture land and Malada Haadi to restrict the forest elephants' movement between the 

field and forest. Since they could not construct the metal fence at the entrance of the Haadi 

due to geographical reasons, they built tall (almost two meters high) and thick concrete walls 

to block the elephant’s movement. While entering the Haadi, Prakash showed me a damaged 

part of the concrete wall and said that the same tusker that had broken the houses a few weeks 

ago had damaged this as well. Around 8 a.m., when two residents of Malada Haadi were 

sitting on the platform enjoying the morning sunshine, the tusker came from the agricultural 

land. When the tusker saw them, it rushed towards them to attack; however, they jumped over 

to the other side of the platform. Although the tusker could not cross the platform, he 

damaged the platform with his tusks. He trumpeted a couple of times after getting an electric 

shock from the solar electric fence erected next to the platform in the process. Residents of 
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the Haadi think that the tusker might have been angry that day, which is why he tried to 

attack people, and when he was unsuccessful, he damaged the concrete wall.  

We walked towards a group of men standing in the sunshine to ask about the elephant. 

According to the inhabitants of the Malada Haadi, around two months ago it damaged five 

houses in the Haadi within two hours in the early morning. Although people were sleeping 

indoors when the tusker damaged the roof of four homes and broke the wall of one home, no 

one was injured. 

 

Fig.10: Elephant-proof fence of used railway track at the border of the National Park 

As stated by Madanna, (who was sleeping in his house when the tusker broke the wall of the 

house) around 5 a.m., the sound of the broken wall hitting the metal wardrobe awakened him. 

When he woke up, he smelt dusty air around him, in shock, he flashed the torch in the 
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direction of the sound, the wall behind the metal wardrobe had already collapsed. Madanna 

exclaimed that the wardrobe that stood between him and the wall saved him from the falling 

wall. 

 As people of the entire Haadi were frightened by the elephant attack, they did not come 

outdoors even though the tusker was breaking houses in the vicinity. They stayed silent inside 

their homes without switching on lights. Somamma, who is around 60 years old, claimed that 

in her entire life, this was the first time an elephant had attacked five houses in a single day. 

Since the entire Haadi was scared by the tusker attack, almost all the residents of the Haadi 

slept in the concrete government school building for the next few days.  

About a month after the first attack, the same tusker struck down two more houses. This time 

it revisited the Haadi at night around 9 p.m. Before destroying the houses, he paused near 

Ganesh’s house. As the front door of his house is made up of sewn together bamboo sticks, 

he could see through the gaps. Ganesh was sitting in the house with his wife and child when 

the tusker stopped in front of his home. Immediately after seeing the tusker through his front 

door, he had the presence of mind to turn off the lights. According to Ganesh, as light irritates 

some elephants (mostly bad elephants), they might break into a house if they see lights.  

As the tusker stood in the same place and kept raising the mud with his front leg for about 

half an hour, dust was entering Ganesh’s house through the bamboo door. His house 

happened to have only one entrance, so he and his family had no way of exiting the house. 

They patiently waited in silence and prayed to their deity to protect them from the tusker. 

Both Ganesh and his wife were frightened thinking about the horror that would occur if their 

child cried causing the tusker to break into their home. After about half an hour when the 

tusker moved a little away from Ganesh's house, he and his family ran into his father's 

concrete structured house which was located a few meters away. However, the tusker 
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followed them, uprooting the coconut tree next to his father's house. This frightened Ganesh 

so much that he felt he had stopped breathing. 

According to many respondents, although numerous elephants have been visiting the Malada 

Haadi for a long time (The tusker is relatively new to this region, he started roaming this area 

in the last eight to ten months), the attack on houses began couple of months ago, only after 

the construction of the metal fence between the Malada Haadi and the agriculture land. 

Several inhabitants of the Haadi argued that considering that the tusker could not easily move 

between the agricultural land and the forest after the construction of the metal fence, he was 

enraged and damaged the houses to convey his feelings. To support their argument, they 

narrated an incident: ‘While constructing the metal fence, the Forest Department had installed 

a metal gate in between the fences to enable the movement of the forest department's vehicle. 

The gate was not as strong as the metal fence, allowing the tusker to destroy the gate three 

times in the duration of a month to enter onto the agricultural land from the forest. After 

repeated failed attempts of preventing the tusker from entering the agricultural land, the 

Forest Department installed a metal fence instead of the gate. After which, the tusker started 

visiting the Malada Haadi frequently, damaging the houses. 

Women who visit the forest almost every day to collect fuelwood have seen the tusker several 

times. According to them, he did not belong to their forest, and he came from elsewhere. 

Although the women have come across many elephants while collecting fuelwood or working 

in the fields, none of the other elephants frightened them as much as the tusker because he 

wanders all over without any fear. Henceforth, whenever they go to the forest or move 

around human habitation, they carefully look, smell and listen for elephants and if they sense 

the presence of the tusker, the women change their path to avoid him. However, the women 

think that elephants of their forest are good elephants and considering that these elephants are 
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familiar with people, they know that people do not bother them. Therefore, they do not 

destroy houses or attack people like the tusker.  

While walking in Malda Haadi, Prakash and I encountered an uprooted coconut tree near 

Rama’s house, he told us that the tusker had uprooted the tree about fifteen days ago, eaten 

some leaves and then left. As Rama’s home is located at the end of Malada Haadi, the 

Elephant Proof Trench (EPT) dug by the Forest Department lies between his home and 

Nagarahole National Park. Since the EPT is around five to six meters deep, I thought that it 

was not easy for an elephant to transgress the EPT. On asking Rama how the tusker crosses 

such a deep trench, he asked me to walk around 100 meters along the EPT and showed me a 

path made by sloping the walls of the trench. According to Rama, the tusker is very 

intelligent and pushed the soil from the steep edge of the trench with his massive tusks and 

forelegs to make a way through the EPT and on many occasions has used this path to visit the 

Malada Haadi. 

When the tusker visited the Haadi the last time around fifteen days ago it was around 8.30 

p.m, when Rama and his family were inside the house. On hearing the footsteps of an 

elephant, he shone a torch in the direction of the sound to identify which elephant was 

walking in the Haadi (one Makhana and a group of female elephants visited the Haadi few 

times earlier that month crossing the trench using the same path). After seeing the torchlight, 

the tusker ran towards the light. When Rama realized that it was the tusker who damaged 

houses in the Haadi running towards him, he ran into the house and closed the door and 

switched off all the lights. After a few minutes, he heard the sound of a falling coconut tree. 

Seeing that the tusker was violent and that it was dangerous to leave the house, he did not 

attempt to come out of the house to chase him away.  
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Rama worked in the Forest Department as a daily wage labourer until recently, forced to quit 

after the Forest Department denied him his complete salary. As most of the Forest 

Department staff are from outside the region, they are not as skilled as the Adivasis, Rama for 

instance, who encounters elephants on a daily basis, both in the forest and the agriculture 

fields. Therefore, the Forest Department requires help from the Adivasi people to chase off 

crop-eating elephants from agricultural fields. 

While working with the Forest Department, Rama encountered the tusker and other elephants 

on many occasions. He narrated a story to explain why it is hard to force the tusker from the 

agricultural fields. ‘When elephants enter the agriculture land and start eating the crops, 

villagers inform the Forest Department staff and ask them to chase off the elephants from 

their field. I accompanied the Forest Range Officer many times to chase the tusker to the 

forest. Village people joined us in the process as well. Since some of us are familiar with the 

many elephants in the area, at first, we try to distinguish whether the elephants are bad or 

good. If they are good elephants, there will be no problem. They will run away without any 

resistance when we flash powerful torches at them, as well as yell at them loudly a couple of 

times. However, we need to be very careful while pursuing bad elephants such as the tusker, 

as we cannot predict their behaviour, we need to maintain a safe distance from them.  

Although we burst crackers, fired fake gunshots in the process of chasing the tusker, he was 

not frightened. Instead, he resisted, turned back towards the crowd and stared at them with 

anger. Once the firing provoked the tusker, he started charging at the Forest Department staff. 

When people dispersed in different directions, the tusker ran towards the Forest Departments' 

vehicle, which was parked on the main road near the agricultural field and pushed it down. In 

another instance, a villager switched on a light in his house when he heard the sound of an 

elephant eating crops from his field close to his house. When he flashed a torchlight towards 
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the direction of the sound, he saw the tusker eating the crop. Since the villager was not 

familiar with the tusker, he yelled at the elephant to drive him away from the field, causing 

the tusker to rush towards his home, leading to a broken concrete pole installed in the front of 

his house. 

Having had carefully observed the tusker and other elephants several times while working 

with the Forest Department, Rama had observed that they usually tried to eat as much as 

possible when they were in the fields. However, the tusker never rushed while eating; he 

wandered around and destroyed more crops than he ate. For example, last month, although he 

destroyed a raagi mede (Raagi Rick) he did not eat much raagi. Rama also observed that the 

tusker was not scared of fire; usually, the Adivasis use an otte (long bamboo pole with 

burning kerosene dipped cloth at one end) and fireballs made from kerosene-soaked clothes 

to scare away elephants. They also used fire to block the path that the elephants used to enter 

the Haadi, which did not deter the tusker as he might have had overcome the fear of fire from 

his previous experiences. When I asked Rama if an elephant could overcome the fear of fire, 

he told me that ‘Intelligent elephants could learn from their past experiences. For example, 

people started using firecrackers to scare elephants around eight to ten years ago and 

successfully chased them away from their fields. However, over the years, some elephants 

learned that although crackers sound like a gunshot, they do not cause them any physical 

harm. Some elephants learned to differentiate between the sounds of firecrackers and 

gunshots, because of which today some elephants do not run away when the residents or 

forest department staff burst firecrackers.’ 
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Revenge-Taking Elephants and Playful elephants,  

While conducting fieldwork I came across the stories of revenge-taking elephants and playful 

elephants, and stories of good and bad elephants. In this section of the chapter, I will recount 

a few of these stories to explain the above mentioned three types of personalities of elephants.  

Revenge -taking elephants 

 ‘Twenty-or-so years ago, when Ganesh from Tattekere Haadi was in his twenties, he 

and his friends would throw stones at a herd of elephants for fun when they walked in 

the forest. After throwing stones, they would run a few hundred meters along the game 

road made for timber transportation and, after making sure that elephants were not 

following them, they stopped running. Within a few seconds, a male elephant stepped 

out of the forest and started chasing them. Ganesh said the elephant may have followed 

them inside the forest parallel to the road. The others who were further away from the 

elephant escaped by climbing a tree. Ganesh ran a few hundred meters and then tried to 

climb a tree. He had only climbed a few feet from the ground when he saw the elephant 

standing close to him. He could not climb further, and his entire body started shivering. 

For around fifteen minutes, he clung to the tree with the elephant stood next to him. He 

fell to the ground in fear and the elephant took his leg, pulled him to the road and 

deposited him on a heap of Bandalaka (a type of parasitic plant that grows on trees) 

which was left on the roadside for burning by the Forest Department. For around half 

an hour the elephant made him roll around on the heap of Bandalaka by pushing him 

with its tusks. Then it left him for a few minutes. Ganesh said he closed his eyes in fear 

and when he opened them to see if the elephant had gone, he saw two tusks pointed 

towards his stomach. The tusks were so close that if the elephant had bent its head a 

little more, they would have pierced him. Again, he closed his eyes in fear. When the 
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elephant started pulling his leg with his trunk again, Ganesh started screaming. After a 

few minutes, the elephant left Ganesh’s leg and pulled up its own foot as if to kick him, 

but then left him without kicking and went away 

When Ganesh opened his eyes there was no elephant. He tried to stand but couldn’t as 

he was shaking and could not move his leg because of the pain. His brother and the 

other people who were sitting in the tree came down and took him to the government 

hospital located in Murkal village. The doctors injected him with pain killers and he 

returned to his Haadi by timber truck. Around seven-thirty in the evening, an elephant 

came close to the Haadi and started trumpeting. When Ganesha heard the sound he 

started screaming with fear. Although people from the Haadi chased the elephant by 

lighting a fire around his house and firing the clay balls with a bow, the elephant 

destroyed the pumpkin vine planted near his house and then went away. After that, he 

never saw that elephant again. It took him three months to recover from the shock and 

pain’(Bhat Dundi, 2017:31). 

‘In another story told by Malla, a man of around 75 years, one night during the mango 

season, an elephant was eating the mangos that had fallen from the tree in front of 

Malla’s house after shaking it. While the elephant was eating the mangos, Malla’s son-

in-law shot a clay ball at it. The elephant ran away leaving behind unfinished mangoes. 

The following night the elephant came back to the side of the house and without 

making any sound and it pushed the house from behind using its tusks while Malla and 

his son-in-law were sleeping on the front veranda. They woke up when they heard the 

sound of a wooden pole falling on the house next to them. When they shone a torch in 

their backyard to see what was happening, they saw the same elephant which had been 

eating mangoes the previous night. Malla believes that elephants get angry when people 
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disturb them while they are eating and they wait to take revenge’(Bhat Dundi, 

2017:62). 

Playful Elephants 

Around fifteen years ago Krishn’s five-year-old son was playing with other kids in the street 

of Tattekere Haadi . An elephant came out from the plantation and started walking in the 

same street as they were playing. When Krishn’s wife heard her child screaming, she came 

out of the house and saw that elephant was carrying her child in its trunk and walking away. 

Krishn’s wife followed the elephant along with a few other people from the Haadi. The 

elephant left the child in a field almost five hundred metres away from the Haadi and went 

into the forest. Krishna said the child was unscathed except for a few small scratches on his 

leg from the rough texture of the elephant’s trunk’ (Bhat Dundi, 2017:31).Since the elephant 

left the kid without harming him, Krishna thinks that the elephant carried the kid for fun. To 

show similarities between elephant behaviour and human behaviour, he mentioned how 

Adivasi people play with young birds, rabbits, and squirrels.  

In another story, a dwarf elephant (Kullane) living inside the Nagarahole Protected areas used 

to darg people (who are sleeping outside their house during the nights) up to 50 meters by 

holding their legs. However, the elephant never killed or injured a single person. Many 

people who encountered the short elephant told me the elephant was playful, so it used to 

play with people by dragging them.  

An Adivasi man told me a story of one more playful elephant. A few years ago, while 

walking in the forest at night encountered an elephant. The elephant pushed him to the 

ground and started playing with him by slowly rolling him back and forth on the forest floor 

for a couple of hours. In the end, the elephant left him and moved away without harming him.  
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If we Adivasi Leave the Forest, our Deity gets Angry and Does not Protect us. 

When Somanna and I used the highway that passes through the Nagarahole National Park to 

get to Nagamma's house, she revealed that she was initially frightened after seeing us walk 

towards her house because from a distance she mistook us for Forest Department staff. They 

had visited her home without their uniforms to arrest her husband a few times in the past but 

as we approached her house, she recognized Somanna. 

Although Nagamma’s family has been practising small scale paddy cultivation in the forest 

enclosure for the last two to three generations in the core area of the Nagarahole National 

Park, a Forest Officer had ordered them to stop paddy cultivation in the last year. As stated 

by Nagamamma, even though agriculture activities are restricted in the core part of the 

Protected Area, some people are allowed to cultivate crops after having negotiated with 

Forest Officials. However, since Nagamma’s paddy field is located next to the Interstate 

Highway, it is visible to everyone who travels on it, including conservation activists, 

journalists, and other higher officials. As Forest Officers do not want the fields to attract 

senior officials, conservation activists, and tourists, they insisted that Nagamma and her 

family members replace the paddy field with fruit-bearing trees to make the area look like a 

forest patch. However, Nagamma and her family members did not follow the Forest Officer's 

orders resulting in the Forest Department filing a forest offence case against them. 

A week later, a Forest Department staff came to arrest her husband (a week before I 

interviewed Nagamma); however, he ran into the forest and escaped. The next day, they came 

back and locked Nagammas house asking her to vacate the place. She told me she did not 

want to move away from the place where she was born and brought up. According to her 

mother-in-law, most of their deities live in the forest and if they left the forest, their deity 
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would be angered and would not help them live peacefully in the rehabilitation centre. She 

claimed that:  

 Out of thirty families, who left to the rehabilitation centre from the neighbouring 

Haadi last year, eight people have died within a year because their deity does not 

protect them from diseases or wildlife attacks such as elephant/tiger attacks, or 

snake bites (since rehabilitation centres are situated at the border of the 

protected area they are not free from wild animals’ 

Backing her argument, she showed me elephant footprints and dung in and around her home 

and told me that female elephant herds and tuskers walk around her house almost every day; 

however, they never killed anyone from her family because of their deity, Samayakutta. 

 Samayakutta is an elephant deity worshipped by a particular sect of Adivasi people) protects 

them. She narrated an anecdote to explain how the Samayakutta deity protected her when an 

elephant almost killed her:  

Around two years ago, I was preparing powder from hard mud in front of the house 

when an elephant walked up to me suddenly and stopped in front of me. As I was 

sitting on the ground, looking down, I did not notice the elephant. On seeing the 

elephant, my legs lost their strength and my body trembled in fear, not allowing me to 

run. Not knowing what to do, I tried to sit still and began to pray to the deity 

Samayakutta. A few seconds later when I turned my face towards the elephant, it was 

looking at me as well. The elephant was so close to me that at any moment he could 

have stepped on me or hit me with his large trunk. I lost hope in my life, closed my 

eyes, and told our deity that- everything (my life) is in your hands if you like you can 

protect me or kill me. My daughter-in-law who was inside the house, screamed in 

shock when she saw the elephant standing so close to me. When I opened my eyes 
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after hearing the scream, to my surprise the elephant started moving away from me. I 

am alive today because of the deity Smayakutta. 

Several people apart from Nagamma’s mother-in-law who were from different Haadis, 

narrated anecdotes to explain how they thought the deities protected them from dangerous 

elephants, here are two 

Story 1 

While Chukki and some other women from Gadde Haadi were collecting firewood, an 

aggressive elephant started chasing them, the women ran into a nearby temple to seek 

protection. The temple was so small that there barely was room for everyone in it. They 

began to pray to the deity to save them from the elephant. Within a few seconds, they heard 

the animal trumpet a few times and felt it move away from the temple. Chukki thought that 

the deity might have struck the elephant, causing it to trumpet before running away from the 

temple.  

Story 2 

Around forty years ago, when Kalamma was walking from Kaimara (the place where her 

relatives lived) to Machhur Haadi, which is approximately 20 to 25 kilometres away, 

elephants were grazing on both sides of the forest path. As she was alone, she was frightened 

after seeing so many elephants and started praying to the deity. Then she felt as though 

someone was walking behind her until, she reached Machhur Haadi. According to Kalamma, 

the deity had walked behind her to protect her in the forest that day.  
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Not all the seeds we sow will germinate, not all the crop we grow belongs to us 

After walking in and around the Bavali, Ane mala, Macchur and Bayrana Kuppe Haadis and 

having talked to people who lived in these Haadis, I realized that these Haadis were situated 

between the forest and the Kabini River, one of the major rivers in this region and a primary 

source of water for elephants. The majority of the elephants who live in this area walk 

through the Haadis daily to drink water and bathe in the river. When I asked inhabitants of 

the Haadi how they protected their crops such as Paddy, Raagi, and other vegetable crops 

from such a large number of elephants. Parvati, an Adivasi woman, who was around 50 years 

old said:  

Forest animals such as elephants, tigers, wild boar, deer, and the Adivasi people all 

belong to the same forest, we together make up one group. For generations, we have 

drunk water from the same water hole, eaten the same fruits and tubers. These 

animals that also belong to the same forest, eat some portion of the crop grown in the 

forest (forest enclosure) by people; they have the right to take their share because 

they also want to lead a good life, care for their young. Our ancestors used to say that 

elephants should walk on the agriculture fields at least once a year to get a good 

yield, many people even today believe that. If you have ever practiced farming in your 

life, you would know that you cannot expect to germinate all the seeds you sow, in the 

same way, you should not expect to eat all the crops you grow. 

Parvati explained to me that for the Adivasi people, forest animals were not a problem; 

however, the Forest Department staff were the problem. For example, as her home is old and 

leaks during the monsoon, she was building a small new house next to it. Forest Officers told 

her that there is no provision to construct a new house using outside materials such as cement 

and tiles in the National Park. However, when she told them she would use local materials 
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such as mud, bamboo, and grass to build the house, Forest Department staff warned her not to 

build a house close to the elephant path. They reasoned that several forest elephants used this 

route to move between the forest and river, the path being only a few meters away from 

Parvati's house. According to them, elephants are unpredictable and dangerous, they could 

destroy the house and kill her at any time. They recommended her to leave the forest and opt 

for a rehabilitation scheme so that she could build a nice house at the rehabilitation centre 

with the compensation money.   

Parvati took a deep breath and said: 

 After having studied in cities, learned how to read books, how to write on white 

paper with black ink, the Forest Officials think that they are experts of the 

forest.  They have the impression that we (Adivasis) are uneducated and ignorant 

people. Therefore, they want to teach us how to lead a good life based on their 

standards by making us opt for a relocation package and settle at the relocation site. 

They want to teach us how to practice modern agriculture at the relocation site and 

how to use advanced techniques involving chemical fertilizers and modern irrigation 

techniques in agriculture. They want us to be part of mainstream society. They think 

that they are helping us by preventing us from building houses where elephants walk. 

Do you think these Forest Officers have a brain? … All Forest Officers here work for 

a few years and are only bothered to protect the forest because the government pays 

them a salary and when they get transferred, move to another place and do the same. 

However, we have lived in the forest for thousands of years. We have walked around 

the forest collecting tubers, fruits, meat, and honey, and we know every inch of the 

forest. Forest Officers think that reading books, wearing the right clothes (uniforms) 

and traveling in vehicles make them the forest protectors. According to them, Adivasis 
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are a threat to the forest and wildlife. But that is not true. As I said earlier, all forest 

animals and the Adivasi live like one community in the forest, we have shared crops 

with wild animals for thousands of years and our deity decides how much crop should 

be shared between Adivasi and forest animals.  

We protected the forest from the forest fire all these years, even today the Forest 

Department hires us to control a forest fire. As many parts of the forest are 

inaccessible to vehicles, the fire engine is of no use. To control fires, we walk the 

forest day and night to beat the fire with freshly cut green branches of trees. We also 

have to isolate the fire-affected parts of the forest from other parts of the forest by 

creating a fireline to prevent the spreading of the fire. However, except Adivasis, who 

have traditionally known how to manage forest fires, most of the staff of the Forest 

Department lack these skills to control fire.  

 The Forest Department or Government agencies do not understand the fact that we 

are like fish in the water. Do you know what happens if they relocate us from the 

forest? We die like a fish that is removed from the river. People from my 

grandparents' generations never ate food from outside the forest; they never drank 

coffee or tea at restaurants, did not purchase fish and did not consume food grown 

using chemical fertilizers. However, from the last few decades, restrictions on the 

collection of forest products, imposed by wildlife/forest conservation laws, such as 

tubers, meat, fish and crab have forced us to consume food grown outside the forest. 

However, I still prefer to eat food from our forest and do not like outside food. Unlike 

the town people who drink borewell water, I prefer to drink water from flowing 

streams of the forest because I do not like the metallic smell and taste of borewell 

water. Without worshipping our deity who resides in the trees, without talking with 
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our ancestors who live in the forest, (it is believed that Adivasi ancestors take on the 

form of honeybees to live in the forest after their death) without eating herbal 

medicine available in this forest and without drinking flowing stream water, we 

cannot live happily. 

I asked Parvati why the people who belong to the farming community (non-Adivasi people 

who live mostly outside the forest and whose main occupation is farming) complain that 

elephants and other wild animals destroy their crops, and why the Adivasis treat forest 

animals as part of their community and share food with them? Parvati replied that people 

from the farming community trouble elephants and other forest animals who visit their 

farmland by bursting crackers, throwing stones, and sometimes they shoot elephants. Besides, 

they do not worship the forest deity, which is why elephants eat their crops almost every 

night and do not allow farmers to sleep during the harvest season. However, Parvati claimed 

that:  

There is a mutual understanding between Adivasi people, forest animals, and the 

deity. One cannot complain if elephants eat crops from the forest enclosure because 

elephants too, like us, belong to the forest. Both elephants and people have to adjust 

to each other to live peacefully in the forest. 

 Every year before sowing seeds, the Adivasis practice a ritual in which they request the deity 

to protect their crops from forest animals. In the majority of cases, the deity protects more 

than 50% of the crops for people and it allows forest animals to eat some portion of the crop. 

Apart from, Parvati, numerous other people also told me that if they get 50% or more of the 

crops, they were happy with the deity and after the harvest, they organized the festival as a 

part of their tradition and offer a small portion of the new crop to the deity before they take 

the crop into their homes. However, if forest animals eat more than the expected amount of 
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crops, people think that deity is punishing them by allowing forest animals to eat more crops 

because they might have committed some papa. Therefore, if people lose large amounts of 

the crop from pest attacks, variations in the rain and from forest animal attacks, they consult 

Guddappa, who can communicate with the deity, to know the cause and solution for the crop 

loss.  

In the next couple of paragraphs, I will narrate Rama, Nagi and Mare Muduki’s account to 

explain further how the Adivasis, deity and non-human beings cooperate to share the food in 

the forest.  

Rama kept raagi mede (straw rick) near his house just after the harvest. One night, when he 

was sleeping in the house, the sound of an elephant eating raagi mede woke him up. Rama 

came out of the house and tried to chase away the elephant; however, the elephant did not go 

away immediately. By the time the elephant left it had eaten almost one-fourth of the raagi 

mede. When I asked Rama whether he was angry with the elephant? He told me: 

The elephant came a long way to eat the raagi mede, let him eat some portion. That 

year seven sacks of raagi were left even after the elephant ate some, which was more 

than enough for me.  

According to Rama, since his agricultural land is a forest enclosure, it is completely 

impossible to prevent forest animals from entering his cropland and eating the crop; however, 

usually, forest animals eat only a small amount of the crop and leave a large portion of the 

crop for the people.  

In another instance, Naagi, a sixty-year-old woman from Bombukaadu Haadi defended 

elephants who eat crops, saying that ‘even though people have a small stomach compared to 

elephants, they go to cities to fill their stomachs and they taste new kinds of food and fill their 
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stomach. Elephants are also like us; they want delicious food and it is no wonder they eat 

crops such as sugarcane, paddy, and banana’(Bhat Dundi, 2017:64). 

According to the Jenu Kuruba cosmology, honeybees are ancestors of the Jenu Kuruba, as 

after their death, Jenu Kuruba people take the form of honeybees and live in a hive. In 

addition to that according to Jenu Kuruba belief system since honey is alms given to 

honeybees from flowers, they (honeybees) cannot take more than what is given to them, 

which means the bees have to share nectar with other creatures (Ksheera Sagar, 2008). This 

philosophy is embedded in the life of Jenu Kuruba people too. They think that deity/forest 

gives them alms in the form of food in a similar way flowers give alms to honeybees in the 

form of nectar.  

For instance, many Adivasi people claimed that if people from a Haadi, want to eat the meat 

of larger forest animals, such as a sambar deer or a chital deer, they cannot kill and eat 

without the permission of the deity. To request the deity, they consult Guddappa, a mediator 

between the people and the deity, who conducts a ritual in which they ask the deity, ‘If you 

are happy with our pooja please provide us with a dead animal within three days’. As the 

Deity does not have its own body to communicate with people, it enters the body of 

Guddappa and through him, the deity reveals the location of a dead animal. In most cases 

they would find large dead animals that had been killed by a leopard, tiger or wild dogs. 

Adivasis believe that the deity enters the body of a tiger, leopard or a pack of wild dogs to kill 

a large animal for the Adivasis. However, on a few occasions, the deity does not respond to 

the request made by the people and if they do not find a kill within three days of the ritual, 

they think that the deity was not satisfied with the ceremony. To find out why the deity is not 

responding to their request, the elders of the Haadi invite all the members from the Haadi to 

gather in the place where the deity resides and ask Guddappa why the deity did not respond 
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to their request. Once they received an answer from the Guddappa to repeat the pooja to 

correct the mistake they had committed earlier (Bhat Dundi, 2017:67). 

While conducting fieldwork, I learned that many Adivasi families who had settled outside the 

Protected area for the last 30 years or more and owned a few acres of agricultural land, unlike 

the Adivasis, who lived inside the forest, did not like the idea of sharing food with forest 

animals. Like most of the farmers who want to construct physical barriers such as electric 

fences and elephant proof trenches, Adivasi farmers too showed interest in physical obstacles 

to protect their crops from the forest animals. 

I think both the location (where they live) and the occupation of Adivasi people played a 

significant role in the food sharing practices of forest animals. For most of the Adivasi people 

who live inside the forest enclosure, agriculture is not their main occupation. Agriculture only 

provides a small portion of their food requirement (less than four months to feed the entire 

family) and as previously stated, they also collect forest products to meet their livelihood 

requirement. However, the Adivasis who are already living outside the forest, cannot collect 

forest products (forest law restricts their entry into the forest) and have to depend on 

agriculture entirely (either in their land or work as daily wage labour) for their livelihood. For 

that reason, I suggest that the Adivasis who have been living outside the forest for a long time 

do not like the idea of sharing crops with forest animals. 

Elephants listen to us if we speak well with them.  

Udbur Haadi is situated just a couple of kilometres outside the limit of Nagarahole Protected 

area. According to Kalayya who is a resident of Udbur Haadi, around thirty years ago their 

Haadi was a forest enclosure. Although they were cultivating crops in small patches of 

agricultural lands they did not hold land records. After the construction of the Kabini water 

reservoirs in the 1970s, the government converted forest land into agricultural land in and 
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around the Udbur Haadi to allocate land to farmers whose land was submerged in the 

backwaters of the Kabini reservoir. As the majority of Adivasi people did not possess land 

records, their land was also allotted to farmers as compensation by the government. Since 

forest protection laws were not as strict as today, in the 1970s, some of the Adivasi families 

moved to other parts of the forest. Several other people settled in Udbur Haadi and started 

working as agricultural labourers in the farmland of farmers. 

While talking to me, Kalayya, who is easily over 60 years old, recollected that before the 

arrival of the farmers to Udbur, the Adivasis used to follow the words of the Yajamana 

(Haadi leader, elder). Every year before sowing the seed, all the families of the Haadi used to 

gather in a place and discuss with Yajamana about the date of sowing the seeds. After the 

discussion, Yajamana would plant the seed first, once the seed germinated (usually within 

three days) other families of the Haadi were allowed to sow the seed in their part of the land. 

Once the seed germinated from the land of each family, Yajamana would that request deity to 

protect the crop from rain, pest, and forest animals.  

According to Kalayaa and other older inhabitants of the Haadi their elders used to talk with 

elephants, and they claimed that elephants could understand the language of the Adivasis. 

When elephants were blocking the path while people walked in the forest, Adivasi elders 

used to request the elephants (few older adults still request elephants) saying that: 

 We too live and walk in the forest for our livelihood and feed our children like you 

swami (lord) please do not trouble us. 

Kalayya narrated an incident to explain his claim further: Although Kalayya’s grandfather 

was elderly and his eyesight was not very good, he used to walk in the forest to collect the 

firewood. Kalayya accompanied his grandfather and grandmother several times when they 

were collecting firewood in the forest during his childhood. Once his grandfather walked off 
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into the forest. Since the grandfather's eyesight was not in good condition, he could not see 

the elephant who was grazing the grass in front of him and Kalayya and his grandmother 

were busy collecting the fuelwood some distance away. When Kalayyas’ grandfather realized 

that he was very close to an elephant after recognizing the smell of the elephant, he started 

shivering in shock. Immediately, he requested the elephant saying, “Please do not harm me 

swami” and started running away from the elephant. After hearing the request of Kalayya's 

grandfather, the elephant turned back and went away.  

This was not the only occasion, I encountered several other stories about the forest elephant's 

ability to understand the Adivasi language during both my Ph.D. and master dissertation 

fieldwork. Many Adivasis clearly described their verbal communication with forest elephants 

through their accounts. I will narrate some of these stories in the next few paragraphs.  

Story 1 

After Kalayya narrated the incident, Ningi, an older woman from Udbur Haadi told me an 

incident in which Ningi and other women from the Haadi were in the forest to collect 

firewood. While walking back to the Haadi, they encountered an elephant who was walking 

towards them on the same path (in the study area both people and elephants use the same path 

most of the time while walking in the forest).  

After seeing the elephant, all the women scattered in the forest, however, Nagi and another 

older woman did not run far away, they took shelter under a tree situated at the edge of the 

road. Nagi told the elephant that: ‘ 

You too like us, must be tired of walking in the hot sun (It was summer) in the forest, 

go drink water in the Kabini river, and eat some green grass.  
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The elephant walked past the tree under which Nagi was standing and did not attempt to 

trouble her. After listening to the anecdote of Nagi, I thought she was exaggerating the whole 

incident and how it could be possible for Nagi to stand under a tree fearlessly and converse 

with the elephant when a forest elephant was walking towards her. I asked Nagi: "Were you 

not scared of the elephant?" She replied: ‘No, I was not frightened, and she continued:  

A few hundred elephants live in this forest; they walk all around the forest, 

agriculture land, and encounter people almost every day. If they want to kill us, they 

can do that at any time; however, only a bad elephant kills people, and the majority of 

the elephants are not bad. It is true that good elephants too get angry and attack 

people if people scold them or use bad words. Hence, we should not make them 

angry.  

I am more than 60 years old now, I have encountered elephants’ countless times in my 

life and I am familiar with many of them. Whenever I encountered good elephants 

while walking in the forest path, I moved away from the path to give way for them, 

respected them by joining my palms (gesture of Namaste). They have not attacked me 

so far. However, if I come across elephants that I am not familiar with or bad 

elephants, I do not stand there or talk to the elephant. Instead, I would run 

immediately to escape from their sight. I hope now you have understood why I was 

not scared when I saw the elephant who was walking towards the tree under which I 

was standing. 
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Story 2 

While carrying out fieldwork for my master’s thesis in 2016, Somayya, a Yajamana of 

Gonigadde Haadi and a few Adivasi people together told me a story. As Gonigadde Haadi is 

in the core area of Nagarahole National Park, one needs to walk around two kilometres in the 

forest road to reach the Haadi. Raju, a resident of the Haadi, was walking to the Haadi at 

around 8 p.m., after his daily work in a nearby coffee plantation. As Raju was drunk that 

night, and he had not noticed an elephant grazing next to the forest trails until he approached 

it. The elephant pushed Raju aside and moved away, causing him to suffer minor injuries. 

Although Somayya and other friends of his, advised Raju to not walk through the forest after 

drinking alcohol at night, he did not follow their counsel. Two weeks after the incident, while 

Raju was walking to his Haadi in the dark, he noticed the same elephant and took another 

route to avoid the elephant. However, as he was drunk and a little angry with the elephant for 

having pushed him down the last time, he stopped around 100 meters away from the 

elephant, at first, he yelled at the elephant, then he challenged the elephant saying: 

"Oye aane (elephant), you pushed me last time… If you have guts push me now" and started 

running. The elephant followed him like a storm, pushed him down again and left. Like Nagi, 

Somayya too thinks that elephants get angry if they are yelled at. 

Story 3 

Maramma who was standing next to Nagi, claimed that when elephants were visiting the 

farmland, people (mostly elders) used to talk to the elephants (some people still do so even 

today) saying that: "Please do not eat everything, you eat half the crop and leave half for us; 

we need food to feed our children." After listening to the people, if they were good elephants, 

they would raise their trunk at the people and used to go away. However, elephants did not 
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respond to Adivasi leaders' requests if people commit papa such as not following customary 

rules. 

Changing Elephants and Changing people in a Changing Landscape 

Mara, an Adivasi elder, claimed that in the last 10-15 years, elephants had changed a lot. Like 

Mara, many Adivasis think that ever since the number of kedi aanes (bad elephants) have 

increased in the forest in the last few years, elephant attacks on people, crop damage and 

house damage caused by elephants have been rising in the region. For instance, until a decade 

ago, groups of Adivasis who collect honey (mostly male) used to camp in the forest for two-

three weeks during the honey collection season. They used to sleep under a tree by lighting 

campfires beside them and kept all the honey they gathered in large pots/containers with 

them. Although elephants had been around when people were collecting honey in the past, 

they had not shown any interest in eating honey. However, now, many elephants learned to 

(mostly the Kedi ane) eat honey by chasing off people who were asleep under a tree next to a 

fire. In addition to that number of housebreaking and grocery eating elephants were also on 

the rise. 

 As indicated by some Adivasis, an increase in the number of kedi elephants is a result of the 

change in the Adivasi and elephant behaviour (culture) as well as a change in the physical 

landscape. Earlier, people respected the village elders and had faith in their deity and shared 

food and other resources with other people in their Haadis according to their customary rules. 

For example, as per their customary rules, when meat is brought from the forest, they need to 

share it with at least twelve families. However, today, many people from the younger 

generation do not respect their elders, do not believe in a deity and do not follow the words of 

Yajamana. When I asked people what could be the reason for the change they responded by 

saying that after the construction of the Kabini reservoir and establishment of the Nagarahole 
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National Park in the 1970s, many Adivasis lost their livelihoods, and they had been forced to 

work as agriculture labourers in plantations. According to several Adivasi elders, people 

become morally corrupt after they frequently come into contact with the so-called civilized 

world. For instance, alcoholism which is one of the main causes of numerous problems in the 

Adivasi society today was almost absent in the Adivasi communities when they had very 

limited contact with the outside world (before they were forced to work as farm labourers) 

As said by the Adivasis, for alcoholic people alcohol is the deity and since alcohol corrupts 

them morally, they fight with each other, unlike their elders who helped each other. 

Furthermore, since some of the alcoholic people are poor, they (they spend a large amount of 

money on alcohol) start stealing to pay for their alcohol. Criminal and illegal activities also 

rose in the Adivasi societies after their exposure to alcohol and the outside world. 

Some Adivasi people claimed that today the majority of the people who are killed/attacked by 

elephants are drunken people and to punish alcoholic and bad people, their deity converted 

the many good elephants into bad elephants. According to a few other Adivasi people, since 

alcoholic people lose their sense and are over-courageous, they try to provoke elephants (like 

Raju) by yelling at them or throwing a stone at them. As well as a few times, very drunk 

people walk towards elephants unknowingly; as a result, elephants attack alcoholic people 

more often.  

As I said before in the previous chapter, Adivasis also claimed that the rapid expansion of 

agricultural land and the decrease of forest land after the construction of Kabini and Taraka 

reservoirs in the region after the 1970s displaced many elephants. Along with that, since the 

intensification of agriculture increased groundwater extraction, many water bodies dried up in 

the forest. Many Adivasis indicated that the total prohibition of fire in the protected area 

(earlier Adivasi people managed the forest by controlled burning) enabled the precipitous 
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growth of the Lantana camara (forest animals cannot eat Lantana camara) which reduced the 

availability of edible plants for forest animals. The growth of Lantana camera also enhanced 

the incidents of uncontrolled forest fires. According to several Adivasis people food, water 

shortage, and fire incidents resulting from the above-mentioned changes in the landscape 

made elephants more annoyed.  
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Chapter 4 

Coffee and Conservation: Human-Elephant interactions in the cultivated 

areas.  

Within a few days of starting fieldwork, I heard that an elephant's dead body was floating in 

an irrigation tank. I immediately called Sashi (who was assisting me during the fieldwork) to 

seek more details about the incident. Until recently, Sashi was working in a branch of the 

Forest Department (F.D.) called the Rapid Response Team (RRT), which is responsible for 

driving elephants out of and away from plantations. We drove a few kilometres on the narrow 

roads that crisscross the coffee plantations and walked almost a kilometre into the plantation 

to reach the spot. Already, around 100 people - including F.D. staff, residents, and media 

reporters- had gathered near the irrigation tank. The elephant was a sub-adult (approximately 

16 years old). A staff member of the Forest Department was tying a thick rope to the front leg 

of the elephant’s carcass to pull it out of the irrigation tank. The odour from the rotting 

carcass suggested that the elephant had died a couple of days earlier.  

After the carcass had been dragged out of the irrigation tank, when media reporters asked a 

forest official about the cause of death, he refused to speculate before the planned 

postmortem. The reporters then moved towards a group of planters and local leaders. Mr 

Kollida Dharmaj, an ex-member of the Zilla panchayat (district council) and a local planter 

came forward and stood before the microphones (there were approximately six from different 

news channels) and cameras. He prefaced his remarks by claiming to speak on behalf of the 

local planters.  

‘ 
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Fig.11: Dead elephant in the irrigation tank 

 

Fig.12: Coffee planters were talking with the media about the Human-Elephant conflict. 

Since the elephant problem is intensifying day by day, we cannot live here. Within the 

limits of our village, around 15 to 20 elephants are living in the plantations. The 
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elephants are so fierce that everyone in the area is scared to leave their houses and 

thinks twice before going out. Since we cannot predict elephants’ movements, our 

children are terrified to walk even to nearby schools. Elephants have destroyed 

hundreds of coconut trees, thousands of areca nut trees, and vast acres of paddy (rice 

crop) in our area. A couple of years ago, when a planter from the neighbouring 

village lost his leg in an elephant attack, we staged a dharna (sit-in) and protested 

against the Forest Department and the government. Initially, higher officers sent 

local officers (juniors) to negotiate with us. However, local officials are helpless; they 

do not have the power to take any significant decision to solve the problem of human-

elephant conflict. Therefore, we continued dharna until the Chief Wildlife Warden 

visited us. He promised us that the Forest Department would capture at least six 

ferocious elephants from the plantations within a month. However, they did not catch 

a single elephant from our area. Instead, they captured two elephants from a 

plantation owned by a senior forest officer of our district. 

…Although a few planters shoot and kill elephants, we are sympathetic to the 

elephants. The Forest Department is responsible for the death of elephants in the 

plantations. Due to their (Forest Department) carelessness, elephants are crossing 

forest boundaries and entering the plantations. We have told Forest Department 

officers many times over the last few years to either capture and relocate the 

elephants from plantations or displace us, the planters. We told them that if the 

government gave us five million Indian rupees per acre, we would be willing to sell 

the plantation to the government and settle down in the cities. They can purchase the 

plantations from us and merge them with the forests. It is good for both people and 

elephants. Today, through you (the media), we demand that the government find a 

permanent solution for the human-elephant conflict’. 
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A few studies show how human-wildlife conflict is framed in the English language media, 

both Indian and International. As Barua (2010) writes, incidents of human and wildlife 

conflict are polarised, and sometimes sensationalized in the media. Another study  Crown and 

Doubleday (2017)  on how human-leopard interaction is portrayed by the Indian and the 

international media, argues that international media shows leopards in a negative light, while 

the national media is more balanced in its coverage. However, both the national and 

international media focus only on negative incidents. During the fieldwork, I learned that 

dominant local people/organizations such as political leaders, forest officers, and 

conservation groups significantly influence how conflict incidents are framed by the media. 

For example, in the incident mentioned above, local politicians, who are supported by the 

majority of the planters, invited media persons to the site to explain how the decaying body 

of the elephant polluted the water of irrigation tank inside the plantations; they exploited the 

opportunity to accuse the Forest Department. In many other incidents where people are 

victims of wildlife attacks, local politicians and rich planters used media to build a narrative 

against the Forest Department and wildlife conservation. On the other hand, if a wild animal 

suffers due to human action, conservation organizations use the media to highlight how 

people are the main threats to wildlife. Therefore, in both cases, the media has published 

polarised reports blaming either the farmers or the wildlife in the region.  

During my fieldwork, I learned that the tension between wildlife conservation and farming is 

very intense in this agriculture/plantation-dominated landscape (see Chapter 2). The more I 

travelled across the lands and talked with people, the more I realized that farmers/planters 

and conservationists want to establish strict boundaries between forestry and agricultural 

areas, to prevent human-wildlife conflict. As explained in Chapter 2, modern Western 

thought (with its conceptual dualism of nature and culture as well as a romantic notion of 
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pristine nature)  was the main force behind the establishment of protected areas in India 

(Haila, 2000). 

In the modern Western imagination, agriculture has been conceptualized as taming or 

transforming nature into a culture, by civilizing humanity through land clearance and fencing   

(Saltzman et al., 2011). According to the narratives of early human history, agriculture helped 

humans build a civilization by moving away from being subjugated to nature, to establishing 

dominance over nature (O'Gorman and van Dooren, 2017).  For example, Lien et al., 2018) 

argue that: 

‘Since the nineteenth century, the idea that civilization can be traced to a particular 

place and time has been central to popular and scholarly imaginaries. As the story 

goes, civilization emerged from a specific shift in landscape practices, from hunting to 

husbandry, from gathering to farming. The most studied and discussed period of 

transition, called the Neolithic Revolution, occurred in the Middle East about ten 

thousand years ago. This was the transformative moment when human beings 

allegedly stopped being passively subject to nature and started to be subjects who 

expressed mastery over it human culture themselves by cultivating others through the 

domestication of animals and plants……It is an origin story that explains order 

through binary coupling: the civilized from the savage, the domestic from the wild, 

progress from regress…. This Euro-American story and its many variants have shaped 

the world we inhabit as well as our modes of cohabiting with fellow beings. They 

have sustained and justified bio-social relations that are now hegemonic, such as 

sedentary agriculture, private property, coercive husbandry, and extractive industry’ 

(Lien et al., 2018: 1-2). 
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Indian agriculture also transformed during both the colonial and post-colonial periods. The 

policies of colonial and post-colonial governments helped the modernization/ 

industrialization of Indian agriculture. Governments promoted, and continued promoting, 

intensive agriculture practices in India by providing subsidized electricity, chemical 

fertilizers, and water (Gupta, 2017). Consequently, many regions of the country experienced 

a shift in the relationship between agriculture and the forest (examined in detail in Chapter 2). 

Modern agricultural practices not only affect the ecology of the country but also have a 

significant impact on the cultures of farming communities (Vasavi, 1994). She argues that: 

The interface between local and modern agriculture not only reveals the cultural 

variations of different agricultural regimes; it also draws attention to the ways in 

which modem agriculture, which is part of India's development agenda and one of the 

agencies of modernization in the country, is reconstituting the rural cultures of the 

subcontinent. Pertinent to such a reconstitution are several emergent issues: the 

autonomy of agriculturists, the displacement of local agricultural knowledge; the 

erosion of local agrarian values; and the shifts in identity experienced by rural 

residents (Vasavi, 1994: 284). 

Although there is a fortress-like boundary between agriculture and the forest in the study 

area, wild animals such as elephants, wild boars, tigers, leopards, and some groups of humans 

(mainly Adivasi people, see Chapter 3) challenge the boundary. Wild animals endanger the 

lives and livelihoods of farmers/planters by breaking the boundary, destroying 

crops/property, and killing people. However, in a broader sense, they challenge the modern 

concept of the nature-culture divide and human mastery/ exceptionalism (over nature) 

(O’Gorman and van Dooren, 2017). According to the concept of human exceptionalism, 

humans are not part of a broader ecological community. Instead, they stand above ecology 
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and the lives of non-human animals (Smith, 2013). However, the powerful wildlife 

conservation lobby and wildlife protection laws enacted in the 1970s in India provide 

maximum protection to endangered species such as elephants, tigers, and leopards. Many 

respondents in the study area and other parts of India feel that the government and wildlife 

NGOs place a much higher value on the lives of wild animals than human lives  (Mathur, 

2019). 

In India, several political ecologists and social scientists have explored how wildlife 

conservation and human-wildlife conflict negatively affects local communities. Their studies 

highlighted the loss of human life, socioeconomic damage, and the impact on the social and 

mental well-being of people living close to wildlife  (Barua et al., 2013; Ogra and Badola, 

2008). However, given that, for the last few decades, political ecology approaches have 

incorporated an anthropocentric lens through which to study human and wildlife interaction, 

it is not surprising to see it failing to pay attention to the lives of non-humans such as plants 

and animals  (Schulz, 2017). In recent years, to overcome the limitations of the political 

ecology approaches by combining both human social justice and non-human social justice 

and questioning the dichotomies between people and wildlife, some geographical and 

anthropological scholars have used a more-than-human political ecology approach. Although 

this approach decenters the human, it still focuses on the socioeconomic impact of human-

wildlife conflict (Kiik, 2018; Margulies and Bersaglio, 2018; Srinivasan and Kasturirangan, 

2016). To explore the complexity of human and non-human interaction, I feel the more-than-

human political ecology approach is useful.  

Plantation Elephants 

While engaged in fieldwork in the Dubare elephant camp to study the bonds between 

Mahouts and their elephants, I learned that many elephants in the camp were captured from 
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nearby coffee plantations. I asked Mahouts where I could see the free-roaming plantation 

elephants. They said elephants could be seen on the roads of Pollibetta and Siddapura in the 

morning or evening. Therefore, for a couple of days, I drove on almost all roads of the area to 

look for free-roaming elephants. Since some portion of the main roads in the area run 

between kilometres of a coffee plantation on the one side and the Reserve Forest on the other, 

elephants have to cross the roads to move between the plantations and the forest. Considering 

how much I had heard and read about the human-elephant conflict in the area, I wanted to 

know how elephants (free-roaming) and planters (and plantation workers) in the area interact 

with each other in their everyday life. Therefore, I visited many plantations, planters' houses, 

and workers' quarters. During the fieldwork, I learned that although there are many small- 

and large-scale individual planters, private corporations like Tata Coffee and Bombay Burma 

Timber Company (BBTC) own large tracts of coffee plantations. These companies run the 

plantations through their managers.  

I met Vipin at the Farmers’ Cooperative Society of Maldare village. When I appraised him 

about my study, he invited me to his estate to see plantation elephants. Vipin is around 30 and 

lives with his wife and parents in a large farmhouse. A computer engineer by training, he 

worked for an I.T. company in Bangalore before he started managing his family's 80 acres of 

coffee plantations and a few acres of paddy fields. Vipin said that almost every day, they saw 

elephants on his family estate. Since his plantation is a small part of a larger plantation area, 

elephants may not stay in his plantation for the whole day; sometimes, they go to other 

estates. Vipin's home is located on a small hill, and one could have a birds-eye view of his 

plantation from his home. Though we stood on the veranda of the house and looked for 

elephants on the plantation, we could not see any. Vipin told me there were four elephants on 

the estate the previous day, and they could have moved to other plantations that day.   
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Vipin invited me to walk to the plantation with him. Robusta coffee plants occupied the 

understory of the plantation, and as it was shade-grown coffee, fairly old trees of silver oak, 

jack fruit, and other tree species were held overstory. Between rows and columns of coffee 

plants, there were well-maintained gravel roads. While walking through the plantation, Vipin 

showed me some of the coffee plants damaged by elephants, some with branches broken, and 

a few more entirely uprooted. According to many planters, since elephant calves are playful, 

they play with coffee plants by uprooting them and throwing them over their backs. Hence, 

elephant herds with calves damage more coffee plants than those without calves. Sometimes, 

sub-adult elephants and calves frolic with irrigation pipes by pulling them and stepping on 

them. A planter whose plantation is located immediately alongside a reserve forest said that 

in his plantation, elephants damage seven to eight irrigation pipes almost every day. Since 

elephants eat coconut and areca nut trees, several farmers have lost hundreds of areca nut and 

coconut trees in the study area, and in frustration, have stopped planting new trees. For 

example, Vinod, a planter, lost interest in farming and stopped planting areca nut trees after 

losing more than 300 areca nut trees in the previous two years. According to many planters, 

after planting a sapling of coffee, areca nut, and coconut, they have to wait for six to ten years 

to get yield, and if elephants destroy mature plants/trees (a tree which can produce crop), 

their efforts would be woefully wasted.  

According to Vipin and a few other farmers, elephants damage more coffee plants when 

planters and forest department staff try to chase them off the plantation. ‘Do elephants 

purposely damage plants?’ I asked Vipin and a few other farmers. Most of them were not 

sure. However, Kartik, a Forest Department staff member, suggested that since people use 

fireworks and gunshots to drive them away, terrified elephants accidentally damage the 

coffee plants while running helter-skelter through the plantation. He thought  that few 

elephants intentionally destroy coffee plants. Kartik shared a video to explain how an 
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elephant he identified as a matriarch purposefully uprooted a couple of coffee plants when the 

Forest Department staff tried to chase off the herd of four elephants. Kartik was sitting on the 

tree and video-recording the incident when the other members were chasing the elephants. 

This large matriarch ran towards the tree Kartik was sitting on, trumpeted a couple of times, 

and pushed a coffee plant in her way. Thereafter, she moved directly under the tree and stood 

there for a couple of seconds. She then rushed in another direction, violently uprooting a 

couple of coffee plants, trumpeting all the while. Once again, the elephant ran back and stood 

under the same tree for a while before running in another direction to damage more coffee 

plants. According to Kartik, it was the elephant's way of taking revenge and showing people 

that she would destroy the coffee plantation if people tried to chase her herd away from the 

plantation. 

 

Fig. 13: Elephant herd inside the coffee plantations (Photo shared by RRT staff) 
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As we were walking through the plantation, we heard the sound of a twig breaking. Vipin 

stopped suddenly, pointed his finger towards the bushes growing in the abandoned paddy 

field, and whispered: ‘It seems a few elephants are standing inside these bushes.’ We walked 

to another side of the bush to see whether there were elephants; he was right. There were 

three elephants, two adults, and a calf. We observed them for about half an hour with the 

elephants standing almost still. According to Vipin, elephants do not move much during the 

day (especially when the calves are with the herd); instead, they stand under the shade and 

relax. Most of the elephants are active after sunset. Vipin told me that this was a new herd, 

and he had never seen it before. In the opinion of Vipin and his father, when only a few 

elephants used to visit their plantation around 10 to 15 years ago, they were familiar with 

most of the elephants (people were aware of the behaviour of the majority of the elephants). 

In those days, elephants were not as ferocious as at present. Therefore, plantation workers 

carried out their job in one part of the coffee plantation, even if elephants were browsing in 

other parts.  

 

Fig.14: Elephants moving between coffee plantations (Photo shared by RRT staff) 
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Vipin showed me some photographs of elephants that visited his plantations around ten years 

back. During his college days, it was rare to see elephants on the estate. So, whenever they 

visited, he would take their photographs with great interest. Now, however, he has lost 

interest in elephants for three reasons: first of all, the majority of elephants are so fierce that 

he cannot go near them to take photographs. The next, according to him, elephants are today 

as common as street dogs and he can see them every day. The third reason is that today, 

elephants are not as majestic as they were; they are short in stature, with small tusks. He 

pointed out the photograph of a huge male elephant with long tusks; it was a picture of an 

Ajja (Grandfather) elephant. According to Vipin and his father, Ajja elephant's large body, 

long tusks, and human-friendly behaviour made him an ideal elephant.  

Many other planters of the areas also praised the Ajja elephant. As claimed by several of 

them, he visited a coffee plantation and ate jack fruit almost every day. However, he never 

hurt anyone, even when people walked close to him. Since he used to walk on the path 

(mainly constructed for vehicle and human use) inside the coffee plantations, he never 

damaged any plants or trees. Thus, people respected him, with buses and other vehicles 

stopping to allow him to make his way across the road and onto the main road. Vipin had 

taken the photographs of the Ajja elephant from as close as ten to fifteen feet. As stated by 

Vipin and his father, although not all elephants were as friendly as the Ajja elephant ten years 

ago, they were not as fierce as the majority of elephants today.   

Jojo Thomas, a wealthy 60-year-old planter who owns more than 100 acres of coffee 

plantations, lives on his estate, which borders the Dubare Reserve Forest. Near the entrance 

of his estate, next to his large house, many unripe jack fruits fall under the jack fruit trees. 

That day Shashi was with me, I asked him the reasons for cutting down the raw fruit and 

leaving it on the ground. What possibly could be the reason for chopping down raw jack 
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fruits and throwing them away! He explained that the pleasant aroma of ripened jack fruit 

attracts elephants, and many farmers chop them down before they are ripe and throw them on 

the ground. Some planters in the region started cutting down jack fruit trees and began to 

raise species like silver oak as shade trees for coffee.  

When I asked Jojo Thomas about the chopped jack fruit, he explained that often elephants do 

not eat fruit cut/touched by a knife; therefore, he chopped them and threw them under the 

tree. However, a sub-adult elephant visited his estate two days previously, ate some fallen 

jack fruit, and drank water from a tank near his house. According to Thomas, the elephant 

was notorious. The elephant kicked at many tires kept in front of his house to grow 

ornamental plants, as though playing football. Thomas also told me that the elephant had 

uprooted a few ornamental plants and avocado trees next to his house. He asked me to walk 

with him to show me a plastic water tank from which the elephant drank water by breaking 

the asbestos sheets which covered the container. The next day, he covered the tank with 

plastic sheets and kept huge stones on the four corners of the sheets to prevent elephants from 

drinking water from the container. However, the elephant pushed the stones aside, removed 

the plastic sheet, drank water, and crushed the tank. Since elephants walk around the house 

and sometimes climb the steps to the veranda and damage flowerpots, Thomas, and his 

family members consider it dangerous to go out at night. Hence, no one from his family goes 

out to chase elephants when they are around. Instead, they switch on the lights outside to 

scare them away. However, Thomas was well aware that one could not scare away a sub-

adult elephant simply by turning on a light.  

Female elephant herds do not kill people as often as solitary males. 

Vinod is a small-scale planter, with around 60 banana plants in his plantation. A week before 

I met him, a herd of 13 elephants ate almost all his banana plants in a single night. He said 
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that although an elephant herd could do a substantial amount of crop damage, they do not 

attack people as often as solitary male elephants do. For instance, a few nights earlier, a 

single elephant broke a water pipe close to his house. When he went out to drive it away, the 

elephant ran straight towards him to attack him. Vinod and a few other planters who live in 

the area told me that the elephant is new to the area. He started roaming in the area just a 

couple of months previously. Before him, there was another solitary male elephant in the 

area, and he was notorious. He used to wander throughout the area, almost all the time, along 

the main road and in front of the house and agricultural land. He was not at all afraid of 

people. The previous year, while Vinod was working in the paddy field along with a few 

other labourers, the elephant appeared suddenly and tried to attack them. However, luckily, 

they escaped somehow. Considering that the elephant was very aggressive and had charged at 

a few people, many planters told me they were scared to go out at night. Many of them even 

stopped going out for a morning walk because, unlike the majority of elephants, this elephant 

was not afraid of people. Vinod thought it was a trained elephant who had escaped from the 

camp. He noticed a tiny hole at the tip of its ear which seemed to him to be the sort of hole 

made by an Ankush (a type of hook used as an elephant goad, especially when training 

elephants).  

The elephant was shot and killed by a planter around six months later. Vinod said that, in his 

view, since it is dangerous to live with ferocious/notorious elephants, it is better to shoot 

them. As stated by Vinod, since planters kill elephants in self-defence, the Forest Department 

should not file cases against people who kill elephants. 

 While talking to people in different parts of Kodagu, I realized that at least one or two 

ferocious, solitary male elephants lived in most of the areas I visited. Mutturaj, a migrant 
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labourer who had worked as a coffee plantation manager for more than twenty years in the 

region, told me about one such elephant. 

For the last five to six years, a ferocious male elephant had been living in the vicinity of the 

plantation. In a previous couple of years, the elephant had killed three plantation labourers at 

the Chowdikad estate (Chowdikad estate borders his estate). Mutturaj knew one of the 

victims. The previous year, the elephant attacked the victim around 10 am while she was 

working in the coffee plantation. Since it was a rainy day, she and her co-workers could not 

hear the sound of the elephant. Since Mutturaj knew the victim personally, he visited the 

estate to offer his condolences and was horrified to find that the elephant had torn her body 

apart.  

Now Mutturaj does not go out of his quarters and chase the elephant after 7 pm, even though 

the elephant damages coffee plants, and eats bananas and papayas in the plantations. He 

lamented that that was not the case ten years ago. Around 10 to 15 people, including him, 

used to walk from Siddapur and Gonikoppa town (both towns are around 6 kilometres from 

his house) late at night after watching movies in theatres.  

Another male elephant, living in the large tracts of the coffee estate owned by BBTC, had 

chased people, often up to a kilometre, and injured a few of them. Just a month before my 

interview, when approximately 80 labourers were picking coffee, the elephant walked behind 

them and attempted to attack them. Fortunately, a couple of labourers who saw the elephant 

shouted, which helped the others to flee.   

Two years ago, another male elephant had attacked Vipin's brothers. While his brother was 

walking along a road near his house, a male elephant suddenly chased him and pushed him to 

the ground. Then the elephant tried three times to gore him with its tusks. Fortunately, 

because the tusks were very wide apart, his brother was caught between them, and the 
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elephant could not kill him. Vipin told me that despite seeing the elephant's strange behaviour 

(including its unusual head and body movement) near a bush close to the road, approximately 

fifty to sixty meters from his house, he did not realize that the elephant was trying to gore his 

brother. Since the elephant was behaving unusually, Vipin and his family members thought 

that the elephant might be in musth (rut). Therefore, Vipin and his family members began 

pursuing the elephant, setting off fire crackers, shouting, and throwing stones at it. When the 

elephant moved away from Vipin's brother, he got up and ran home. According to Vipin, 

when he was knocked down by the elephant, his brother fell on shrubs grown in the slushy 

area, with both the slush and the shrubs serving as a cushion, and his brother was not injured 

much. After some time, the elephant returned to the spot where it attacked Vipin's brother and 

started searching for him. Again, Vipin chased the elephant by setting off firecrackers.  

I asked Vipin why he thought the elephant had returned to the spot of the attack. Vipin told 

me that in some instances, elephants who are injured by gunshots had attacked people. So, 

Vipin thought that someone could have shot pellets and wounded the elephant. When I asked 

him why people hurt the elephants, he told me that this was due to the strict implementation 

of wildlife conservation laws; it is hard to kill an elephant. In several instances, the Forest 

Department had arrested the individuals who killed elephants and filed forest offence cases 

against them. Hence, many planters now shoot pellets to scare and drive away elephants. 

Although pellets are very painful and create wounds and infections, they do not die 

immediately (sometimes elephants die after months). It is not easy, therefore, for the Forest 

Department to trace and arrest the person who fired the pellets.  

Several planters and labourers claimed that one of the main reasons for the increase in the 

numbers of ferocious elephants today is the shooting and injuring of elephants. For example, 

Kartik, who works for Tata Coffee, said that the number of houses damaged by elephants has 
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been increasing over the past few years. He also informed me that nowadays, elephant attacks 

are so violent that in a few instances, elephants have torn their victims apart. In addition to 

that, they had started killing cows too. Therefore, he thinks that injured elephants are angry 

with people, and they intentionally attack people, kill cows, and damage houses. 

Elephants attack people only if people trouble elephants. 

Appayya, a planter, used to hunt when he was young, is now part of a local conservation 

group. He is a large-scale farmer with a coffee plantation of more than a hundred acres. His 

coffee plantation is quite far from the forest, unlike the BBTC and Tata Coffee estates or 

estates close to forests such as those of Jojo Thomas or Vipin. There are no resident elephants 

on his estates. However, elephants visit his coffee plantation quite frequently and stay there 

for a few days while moving from one forest area to another. Appayya raised small patches of 

trees with natural vegetation inside his estate. Since these patches provide plenty of shade, 

elephants find refuge under the trees. When I asked Appaya why he raised patches of native 

trees in a coffee plantation, he told me that he used to visit nearby forests many times a year 

when he was hunting, and Teak plantations occupied majority of the forest area. According to 

him, a forest without natural vegetation is not a forest at all; therefore, he started growing 

small patches of native species of trees in the plantation.  

Appayya often encountered elephants in the forest (when he was hunting), in plantations, and 

on roads, and he observed them. He claimed that they are sensitive and intelligent animals. 

He had seen a group of 3 female elephants attacking people and vehicles in the last few years 

in his area. Appayya felt that people and vehicles must have harassed the elephant herd in the 

past. Therefore, whenever they see people or vehicles, they try to attack them and chase them 

away. A couple of planters witnessed the same elephant herd chasing away a bus. It was 6.30 

am, when the bus driver saw an elephant herd crossing the road, he stopped the bus to allow 
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them to cross the road. However, unlike other elephant herds, this group began to chase the 

bus, and the bus had to reverse for almost a kilometre.  

According to Appayya, elephants are cautious when visiting the plantation where they were 

attacked and injured before. In addition to that, elephants can remember people who injured 

them by shooting and chasing them off by bursting crackers. For instance, not long before our 

conversation, a 68-year-old planter was killed by a matriarch when he was walking in his 

plantation during the day. The planter used to burst crackers and fire fake gunshots whenever 

he saw elephants in his estate; consequently, the elephant had killed him, apparently in 

revenge.  

Appayya told me elephants do not harm people who do not pose a threat to them. He narrated 

an anecdote to explain it further. Appayya never tried to chase away elephants with 

firecrackers or by firing gunshots and no elephant had harmed him until now, although they 

walked very closed to him many times. Once when he was repairing a sprinkler in his estate, 

a male elephant walked next to him (within a few feet from him). When he saw the elephant 

at such a  close distance, he was terrified. However, the elephant did not panic; he walked 

away calmly.  

Shree and Jayanna are both wealthy planters who too share Appayya’s opinion. Shree told me 

that most of the time elephants visit his plantation after seven in the evening and leave for the 

forest early in the morning. He tries to avoid elephants by not going out of the house from 

evening to morning. He told me that the period between dusk and dawn rightly belongs to 

wild animals and people should not venture out at that time. Although elephants damaged 

around 50 -60 coffee plants and a few pipes in his plantation every year, they never attacked 

him. Shree believes that since he avoids elephants and never attacks them, they are not a 

threat to his life.  
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According to Jayanna, elephants are very calm animals, but they panic and attack people 

when they are chased. He described an incident in which a panicked elephant herd had 

damaged vehicles a few days earlier. Five elephants became stuck in an irrigation tank where 

they had gone to drink water. When the Range Forest Officer arrived with his staff and 

equipment to rescue the elephants, many planters blocked their way. They told the Range 

Forest Officer that they would allow elephant rescue operations only if the Conservator of 

Forest visited the rescue site and promised people to take all measures to prevent elephants 

from entering human habitation. As an elephant calf was struggling to breathe in the tank, the 

Range Forest Officer requested them to allow his team to carry out rescue operations without 

any delay. However, people told him that even if all the five elephants were to die in the tank, 

they would not allow the rescue of the elephants until the Conservator of the Forest arrived. 

They argued with each other for a while, and finally, the Range Forest Officer was allowed to 

carry out the rescue. By the time the Forest Department started rescue operations, a large 

number of people had gathered near the irrigation tank to watch the rescue operations. 

As there was no proper vehicle parking space near the tank, many people who had come by 

vehicles parked them haphazardly along the road and almost blocked the way. The noise of 

the huge crowd panicked the elephants. The Forest Department began the rescue operation by 

digging a corner of the tank with a bulldozer to help the elephants climb out the tank. When 

the elephants started climbing, one by one, the crowd started shouting at them, and the 

already panicked elephants began running along the road. Since the road was half-blocked by 

parked vehicles, the elephants pushed and damaged a few vehicles on their way.  

Jayanna showed me the ample space left for elephants to walk beside his car, which was 

parked in front of his house. He told me that even though elephants used the area to walk 

from the main road to his plantation, they never touched his car. His sister's son created a 
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path for the elephants to walk in his estate by clearing plants on, and along, the path. Since 

elephants use the path to move inside the plantations, they had almost stopped stepping on or 

tearing up coffee plants. Therefore, in his estate, plant damage by elephants is relatively 

slight  

Tourism and hospitality have been a rapidly growing industry in the Kodagu in the last few 

years, and many national and international tourists visit Kodagu every year. Bopanna is a 

planter who also runs a homestay tourism business on his estate. He told me that when 

elephants visit his estate, he is happy because elephants attract tourists. Although elephants 

eat coffee plants on his plantation, he is not bothered because he extracts coffee beans from 

elephant dung to make coffee from them. According to him, his guests (tourists) loved 

drinking elephant dung coffee. Since tourists love to watch elephants, when elephants visit 

his plantation, he takes the tourists on the terrace of the homestay to show them how 

elephants eat coffee, and how they bathe in an irrigation pond located in his plantation. 

Bopanna claimed another benefit from the presence of elephants. Thieves are afraid of 

elephants, and if elephants frequently visit the farm, there is no theft.  

Because Appayya Shri, Bopanna, and Jayanna all consider elephants no danger to them and 

their property unless people distress them, they certainly do not attempt to drive elephants 

away when they visit their estate. Appayya did not even think about deterring them from his 

plantation by cutting down small patches of native trees or chopping down raw jackfruits 

from the trees. However, his son, who had studied and worked in Bangalore city for a few 

years and had now returned to take care of his family plantation, decided to clear native tree 

patches to prevent elephants from taking shelter under them. 

In the last few years, many elephants have begun to live, give birth, and raise calves inside 

the region's coffee plantations. Appayya now thinks that elephants might soon begin to take 
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up residence in his estate too and he thinks his son's decision might be pragmatic. According 

to Appayya, in the previous 20 to 30 years, the increase in the elephant population and land 

clearing for agriculture and teak plantation inside the reserve forests had pushed elephants out 

of the forest, thus intensifying human-elephant conflicts in the region. Therefore, Appayya 

believes that to reduce conflict, the government should keep the forest reserved for wildlife, 

by relocating all people living and practising agriculture within the forest's border. 

Plantation versus Forest: Where do elephants belong?  

According to a few labour union members, 47 labourers were killed and many more injured 

by elephants in the three years prior to my fieldwork. Since workers who became physically 

disabled in an elephant attack could not work, their lives become difficult; most of them do 

not have enough money for medical treatment or for meeting their daily needs. When I asked 

whether victims of elephant attacks receive compensation from the government, I was told 

that government compensation schemes primarily focus on people who are killed in elephant 

attacks, and it is not easy for an injured person to claim compensation. Besides, although 

large-scale farmers and corporations provide token compensation, small-scale farmers cannot 

afford to do even that. Therefore, members of the labour union told me, to protect labourers' 

lives and livelihoods, the government and plantation owners should prevent the elephants 

from entering the plantations in the first place. 

As mentioned earlier in this chapter, while travelling in the area, I observed that electric 

fences and elephant-proof trenches that are designed to separate coffee plantations from 

forest  had been put up at several places. When both the labour unions and the planters union 

started demanding stringent measures to prevent human-wildlife conflict, elephant-proof 

trenches were constructed in 2010. However, as the trenches failed to achieve the intended 

results, the Forestry Department has recently built solar electric fences using advanced 
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technology. According to a forester, climbing plants, which attach themselves to the cables of 

these fences, reduce the flow of electricity in them and hence their effectiveness. Therefore, 

there is a need for large numbers of staff to manage the fences. However, the Forest 

Department does not hire enough staff to manage them and thus the fencing technology too 

has failed to prevent elephants from crossing. 

Shekhar, who worked as a contract labourer in the Forest Department, maintained the fences 

for around nine months before quitting his job. He used to walk around nine kilometres every 

day to test them. When I asked him why he quit the job, he said that since he and many of his 

colleagues had not received their salary for the previous three months, many had left the job 

and started working as plantation labourers. According to Shekhar, although many elephants 

cross the electric fence, some elephants are scared to touch it. A camera trap installed by 

Shekar and his colleagues captured images of an elephant herd that tried to cross the electric 

fence. Initially, a sub-adult elephant from the herd approached the fence and touched it. It 

received an electric shock, trumpeted a couple of times, and retreated. Next, a female 

elephant walked close to the fence and returned without touching it. After that, the entire herd 

went away without crossing the fence. As narrated by Shekar, since the pole of the fence does 

not conduct electricity, some elephants have learned to break the fence by carefully pushing 

down the poles using their front legs. However, the elephant herd (the herd that went back 

without breaking the fence) still had yet to learn how to break down the fence. 

A month after Shekar started his job as a fence maintenance worker, Jojo Thomas 

complained that two elephants (one with a radio collar), a mother, and a calf (calf is around 

five-to-six years old) had been crossing the fence near his estate and visiting his plantation 
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for several days. When the Forestry Department verified the radio collar location data, they 

found that an elephant called Sahara8 had crossed the fence near Jojo Thomas’ plantation. 

Since the fence hangs vertically (unlike old-style fences made by tethering horizontal wires to 

poles), elephants can cross the fence only by either breaking the pole or simply walking 

through the vertically hanging cables. As high voltage electricity was flowing through the 

hanging cable, Shekhar thought that the elephants would not walk through them. 

Consequently, he and his colleague searched for broken poles to fix near the Jojo Thomas 

plantation. However, Shekar was surprised to see that there was not a single broken pole. A  

few days after the incident, while checking the voltage of the fence near Jojo Thomas’s 

plantation, Shekar and his colleague Masi saw two elephants, a female, and a calf, walking 

towards the fence. They tried to drive the elephants away from the fences by bursting 

firecrackers. However, since they were quite far away from the animals, they could not stop 

the elephants from rushing across the fence. Shekar told me he was surprised to see Sahara 

and her calf move across the high voltage electric fence as though there was no electricity 

flowing in the wires. 

Masi, who worked with Shekar, started working as a night watchman at one of the many 

forest gates after Shekar and a few other staff left the job. According to Masi, although some 

elephants stay in the plantation for months, many elephants walk to the estates from the forest 

at night and return to the forest early in the morning through the gates. Masi told me even 

though they close the gate at night to keep the elephants inside the forest, many elephants 

 
8 Shahara was one of the many female elephants who have been collared by the Forest Department to monitor 

elephant movement. Although radio collar location data is very useful for tracking and identifying elephant 

herds, many a time, high canopy cover in the region makes it harder to find the exact location of elephants. 
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made their way out of the forest by breaking the fence. He showed me a video of a male 

elephant who preferred to use the gate while walking out of the forest at night. The elephant 

usually left through the gate every night between 8.30 pm and 9 pm and returned through the 

same gate between 6 am and 7 am from the plantation. Masi had regularly seen the elephant 

during the previous year, and it never attacked anyone. He told me the elephant was so scared 

of the fence that he never attempted to break it and was even afraid to touch the damaged 

fence which does not conduct electricity. Masi thinks of him as a very innocent elephant. 

Since there is a shortage of food in the forest, Masi feels terrible for the elephant who cannot 

go to the plantation by breaking the fence. He, therefore, allows the elephants to go out of the 

forest (although planters demand that the gate be closed to prevent the elephants from coming 

out of the forest) by opening the gate. 

As claimed by Masi and the Forestry Department, elephant movement between the forest and 

the plantation was reduced somewhat after the construction of elephant-proof trenches and 

electric fences. Many forestry officers and planters think that a shortage of food and water 

inside the forest is one of the main reasons elephants are attracted to the plantation, where 

there is enough of both for them. Therefore, the Forest Department constructed several 

waterholes in the forest and fed two truckloads of sugarcane every day to elephants during 

the summer, in an attempt to keep them in the forest. However, none of these techniques were 

wholly successful in preventing the elephants from crossing to the plantations.  

Private fences and early warning systems 

I had a discussion with Kartik, who is in charge of the early warning system and electric 

fence installed by Tata Coffee. He said that because a few labourers had been killed and 

several injured by elephants while working in the coffee plantation, the company decided to 

construct private fences and establish an early warning system to protect its workers. To 
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reduce elephant-related accidents inside the estates, elephant trackers appointed by Tata 

Coffee drive in a tractor along the solar fence in the early morning to look for signs of 

elephants such as fence damage, fresh elephant footprints, and fresh coffee plant damage. 

 

Fig.15: A herd of Elephants returning from a coffee plantation to a forest: (Photo shared by 

Masi) 

If they find any such signs, they identify the elephant location and inform the company's 

office using wireless technology before the plantation labourers arrive at the plantation.  

Based on the elephants' location, the office determines which part of the plantation is safe for 

work on a particular day and informs the workers accordingly. If it is crucial to work on the 

part of the plantation where the elephants are located, the company will request the 

Department to drive the elephants away from that part of the estate. 

Mandanna, who has been working as a plantation worker at Tata Coffee for the last fifteen 

years, said, “Although a few elephants (mostly male ) enter the coffee plantation at night by 

breaking the fence, the number of elephants visiting the coffee plantation has reduced 
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significantly since the construction of the fence." While talking with him, I watched a herd of 

seven elephants walking across the mud path before entering an unfenced coffee plantation, 

which borders one of Tata's Coffee plantations (Emmegundi plantation). Seeing the elephant 

herd, Mandanna pointed in the direction of the elephants and claimed that the herd had been 

wandering in the area for more than two weeks. However, the elephants did not try to break 

the electric fence. Since the electric fence and early warning system reduced the incidence of 

elephant attacks (compared to the previous numbers) inside the fenced plantations, workers 

currently felt more secure inside the estate.  

Several planters and workers complained that although the electric fence ran along both sides 

of the road for several kilometres in a few areas, elephants walk on the main roads (because 

of the fence they cannot make any deviation) and often angry elephants block the roads and 

attack vehicles. According to Appayya and a few other farmers because the solar fence 

restricted elephant movement in the fenced estates, their presence/movement was heightened 

in unfenced areas. In addition to that, some residents believed the electric fence made the 

elephants more aggressive. They started attacking not only pedestrians and two-wheelers but 

also large vehicles such as tractors and buses. Consequently, the incidents of human-elephant 

conflict were on the rise in the unfenced areas and main roads. 

Rapid Response Teams (RRT) 

The current wildlife warden of Kodagu district explained to me that the district's agricultural 

areas are in the middle of protected areas and reserve forests, and they (agricultural areas) 

occupy a significant portion of the elephant corridor. Therefore, elephants have to walk 

through cultivated areas such as coffee plantations and paddy fields, while migrating from 

one forest area to another. According to him, the techno-fix approach, such as constructing 

electric fences and trenches, cannot per se stop the incidents of human-elephant conflict. 
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Consequently, the Forest Department established Rapid Response Teams (RRT) to chase the 

elephants from human habitations to the forest, as well as to capture ferocious elephants.  

There are several Rapid Response Teams in the area (one team for each forest range office), 

and I had the opportunity to talk with the members of one of the teams and a couple of former 

members. When I visited the RRT office of Ammatti Village with Shashi, six young men 

were playing cricket. Since Shashi had worked with them until last year and knew most of 

them, he introduced me to them. Almost all the RRT members are young men (except the 

forester, who heads the RRT), and they come from local plantation labourer families.  

Asked them to provide details of the RRT's function, they told me that whenever elephants 

visit a plantation, planters report them through WhatsApp messages or telephone calls and 

request them to chase off the elephants from their estates. Next, RRT members visit the 

plantation to look for the elephants, and if they found elephants there, they would 

immediately inform the Forest Department and seek permission to pursue the elephants. On 

several occasions, they need to chase the elephants for several kilometres inside the 

plantations before they reach the forest. On their way, elephants may encounter people 

(planters, workers), electric fences, roads, and vehicles. Therefore, according to the 

procedures, the Forest Department notifies the owners of adjoining plantations about the 

elephant-chasing activity to prevent possible elephant attacks on people. In addition to that, in 

case of elephants need to cross the main road, the Forest Department requests that the police 

block the main road to prevent accidents.  

Once they obtain permission from the Forest Department, the staff of the RRT enter the 

plantation with guns, firecrackers, and sirens. Since the elephants scatter all over the 

plantation, a member of RRT climbs a tree to look for the location of individual elephants. In 

addition to that, with the help of the other members of the RRT (they use conference call 
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techniques to communicate with one another simultaneously), he tries to identify the 

particular elephant herd 

 

Fig 16: RRT staff stopping a vehicle to allow elephant to cross the Road (Photos shared by 

RRT staff) 

 Subhash, who has been working with the RRT for the last three years, told me although a 

few new elephant herds visit the area every year, many herds are familiar to the senior 

members of the RRT. When I asked how they recognize an elephant herd, he said that they 

name all familiar elephant herds. For example, a couple of elephants in an elephant herd had 

large lumps on their bodies; hence, the RRT staff termed the herd the Tumor Gang. The 

matriarch of another herd is so large that she looks like a ghost; therefore, they named the 

herd Bhoota Gang (Ghost Gang). Subhash told me of many familiar elephant herds such as 

the Tumour Gang, Kulla Ane Gang (Short Elephants Gang), Moorane Gang (Three Elephants 

Gang), and Boota Ane Gang (Ghost Elephant Gang) that regularly visited the area for at least 

the past three years. Subhash confirmed having seen all of them in the previous three years.  
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Fig.17: RRT staff chasing the elephant herd from the plantation (Photo shared by RRT staff) 

RRT staff told me that not all elephant herds react in the same ways while they are being 

chased. For example, some elephant herds such as the Tumor Gang, begin to move back 

towards the forest without showing any resistance when they become aware that there are 

RRT members in the plantation. When I asked how the elephants know that they (RRT staff) 

come to the plantation to chase them, they informed me that after entering the estate, they 

switch on the siren. Although the siren sound is not familiar to new elephant groups, old 

elephant groups (elephant groups that are familiar to RRT) do recognize it. However, 

according to Adarsh, who has been working in the RRT for the past three years, in many 

cases, elephants seem to be aware of RRT members' presence without the sound of the siren. 

Adarsh thinks that old elephant herds (familiar herds) can even recognize RRT members as 

individuals. In addition to that, elephants may become aware of the RRT's presence through 

its vehicles and the smell of the type of gunpowder they use.  
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 Some elephant groups, such as the Bhoota Gang, do not move quickly; they resist and attack 

RRT members. For example, some two years ago, RRT staff went to an estate to chase the six 

elephants of the Bhoota Gang. A few local people were also present at the site to help the 

RRT. After getting out of the vehicle, before heading to the plantation, the RRT crew stood 

on the main road which bordered the estate and waited for a forester to join them. Then a 

local person who was there to help RRT members took photographs of the elephants. The 

huge angry elephant (Bhoota Ane) ran towards the person after seeing the camera's flashlight. 

Fortunately, there was an electric fence between the person and the elephant, and the elephant 

could not cross the fence. It trumpeted three times and stood near the fence until a forest 

guard fired a blank gunshot to chase it away. 

In another case, once, while chasing the Moorane Gang, the Range Forest Officer 

accompanied the RRT crew. The RRT crew wanted to send the elephants through the gate, as 

an electric fence was installed around the estate. According to Adarsh, because some 

elephants are scared of electric fences, they run in circles inside the plantations instead of 

going out of the estate, when being chased. Just after Subhash and Adarsh started chasing the 

elephants, the Range Officer and a few other RRT crews standing in a different corner of the 

estate (except the direction of the gate), started making noise and bursting firecrackers to 

prevent the elephants from moving in all directions. However, unlike several other elephant 

herds, the Moorane Gang suddenly ran towards the Range Officer and a couple of forest 

guards. Subhash said that elephants ran so fast that they could not follow them. The RRT ran 

in the same direction (the direction in which elephants rushed) until they saw a couple of 

guns dropped on the ground on their way. However, there was no sign of either the elephants 

or the staff of the Forest Department. Therefore, they continued until they noticed the sweaty 

Range Officer and a few other members of staff standing on the road outside the fence. 
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Adarsh told me the Moorane Gang had chased them almost 200 metres before they (RRT) 

ran out of the estate through the gate.  

According to the RRT crew, a few elephant herds in the region are not afraid of either people 

or fake gunshots. Since the noise of people irritates some elephants, they turn back and make 

an effort to attack people who are pursuing them. Therefore, when chasing elephants, they 

(RRT crew) always maintain a distance of approximately 20 metres from the elephants. In 

addition to that, in an emergency, the RRT crew fires rubber bullets at the elephants to 

prevent attacks. Rubber bullets cause severe pain, and many elephants flee. However, a few 

elephants are not afraid of rubber bullets either. For example, once, when RRT staff were 

chasing a herd of 12 elephants in an estate, a large elephant (they think she was the matriarch 

of the herd) was standing a few metres away from the staff, glaring at them. Her tight body, 

erect tail, and wide flapping ears indicated that she was going to charge at any moment. A 

forest guard shot her with a rubber bullet to scare her. However, the guard was mistaken; 

instead of scaring her, he angered her. The elephant rushed towards them. While three of the 

seven RRT staff hid under nearby coffee trees, the others ran away to escape from the 

elephant. The RRT crew told me that a few elephants have learned that rubber bullets cause 

only pain, not injury or death, and they are no longer frightened of being shot at. Thus, RRT 

staff currently carefully observe elephant herds before chasing them, and they do not attempt 

to pursue violent elephant herds such as the Moorane Gang and Bhoota Gang.  

RRT staff said elephants are very aggressive when there are young calves in the herd. When 

the RRT crew went to rescue an elephant calf that had fallen into a ditch, they did not see any 

elephants around before going into the ditch. However, the mother suddenly came running 

towards the ditch while Rama and Ravi (both were RRT Staff) were rescuing the calf. 

Although the elephant almost killed Ravi, they both ran away and saved themselves by 
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climbing a tree. Since they could not climb the tree while wearing sandals, they left them on 

the ground under the tree. Rama told me the angry elephant followed them up to the tree and 

purposefully tore up the sandals. The elephant then began to push the tree. However, since it 

was large, the elephant could not uproot it. Later, the Forest Department brought more people 

and chased the elephant some distance away. After the rescue, they allowed the mother to 

join her calf. However, in a few instances when planters shoot real bullets to chase off 

elephants, injured elephants abandon their calves in the estates and run away. RRT rescues 

such calves and takes them to elephant camps (I will discuss this in the next chapter). 

In the opinion of many planters and workers, the negligence of the Forest Department and 

RRT has caused many casualties in the area when chasing elephants. For example, a worker 

told me that while he was working in the plantation (a couple of hours before we were 

talking), a herd of elephants chased by the RRT passed him at a very close distance. 

However, neither the RRT nor the Forest Department had given advance information of their 

planned activities. Approximately three months earlier, when RRT chased off elephants 

without informing either people or police in the area, the herd blocked the road, attacked an 

auto-rickshaw, and injured several people.  

In another case, when RRT chased elephants from the adjoining plantation, an elephant ran 

into an estate and tried to attack a planter and workers who were busy working there. The 

planter told me that, for his own safety, he now brings a loaded gun with him whenever he 

visits the plantation. When he saw the elephant running towards him, he shot and killed it to 

save his and his workers’ lives. When I asked why the RRT had not informed him that they 

were chasing the elephants from an adjacent plantation, he answered that the forester had 

contacted the planter in the morning and informed him that the RRT staff would start chasing 

elephants around 10 am. However, since the planter and workers were picking coffee that 
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day, he requested that the forester not pursue the elephants until four o clock in the afternoon, 

and the forester too agreed with his request. However, the RRT began to chase the elephants 

around 2 pm.   

I was told by several planters and workers (including the planter who killed the elephant) that 

elephant-chasing activity had resulted in at least nine human deaths as well as extensive 

property loss. In addition to that, they also criticized the RRT for its lack of reliability and 

efficiency. According to many planters, in most cases, the RRT team starts chasing the 

elephants in the afternoon. Since they cannot pursue elephants in the dark, on several 

occasions, they leave the elephants in someone's plantation before ending their work, rather 

than push the elephants into a nearby forest. Therefore, many small and medium-scale 

planters do not want the RRT to chase elephants out of their estate or allow them to chase 

elephants through their plantations.  

Rajesh, a medium-scale planter, said that recently, the RRT was chasing a herd of ten 

elephants from an adjoining plantation owned by a corporation. Since he did not want 

elephants to enter his plantation, he asked the RRT crew to take the elephants along the main 

road, and the RRT staff agreed. But when the elephants were on the main road, a truck came 

from the opposite direction, and the elephants took a deviation and rushed into his estate. 

There, the elephants damaged around thirty to forty coffee plants. Next, they tried to push the 

elephants back to the main road, but they could not. Instead, the elephants moved to an 

adjoining estate owned by Rajesh's brother.  

When I spoke to the RRT crew about what the planters think of them, they stated that their 

opinion is only partially correct. As they explained, approximately 60 to 80 elephants visit the 

plantations almost every day during peak season (January to September). However, the Forest 

Department has employed only seven people to work in RRT. RRT staff asked me how it was 
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possible to chase all (60 to 80) elephants simultaneously. Planters do not want elephants 

passing through their estates, which means that the RRT staff have to take longer routes of 

roughly 10 to 15 kilometres to pursue elephants and send them to the nearby forest. 

Moreover, many elephant herds do not move fast. Instead, they try to go back by chasing the 

RRT staff. Hence, in many cases, RRT staff are ineffective in driving the elephants into the 

forest.  

Rama and Adarsh have been observing and chasing elephants for the past three years. 

According to them, in several instances, even though they (RRT crew) successfully drove the 

elephants to the forest border, some elephants did not enter the forest and returned to the 

plantations. Both of them believe that since some elephants are born and brought up in the 

plantations, they may not like the forest as much as they like the plantation. Some RRT 

members claimed that because many elephants love food grown on agricultural land more 

than forest food, it is tough to chase them away from the agricultural land. For example, the 

number of elephants increases in the plantations during the coffee ripening season and jack 

fruit season (From February to August) because elephants love to eat jack fruit and ripened 

coffee fruit. And because crops like rice, millets, and sugarcane are abundant in the eastern 

part of the Kodagu district from September to December, elephants migrate to the east at the 

end of the jackfruit season. 

Farmers from non-coffee-growing areas 

As I mentioned before, farmers from the non-coffee growing area are smallholders, and they 

take a loan to cultivate land every year. Unlike the planters, they practice animal husbandry 

along with framing. Many farmers stated that different species of wild animals such as 

elephants, tigers, leopards, wild boars, and ungulates are the main problems for farmers. I 

asked farmers why they did not request forest deities (as Adivasi people do) to protect their 
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crops and livestock from wild animals. They said that farmers also believed in the forest 

deities when the conservation laws were not strict. Before entering the forest, they prayed to 

the deities and asked the deity to protect their crops and cattle. Today, farmers do not go to 

the forest or extract any resources from the forest. Therefore, the new generation does not 

believe in forest deities.  

Although many farmers do not want wildlife inside their farms, they can understand that 

preventing wildlife movement between the forest and the farm is not easy. Wild animals enter 

the farm whenever they are hungry and farmers lose more than half of the crops. In each 

village located at the border of the protected area, leopards and tigers kill more than fifty 

heads of livestock every year. Therefore, farmers wanted the government to at least consider 

their economic losses. Since I was aware that there are financial schemes available for 

considering economic losses in the study area, I mentioned compensation schemes while 

talking with the farmers. However, farmers expressed dissatisfaction with government 

compensation schemes.  

They cited many reasons why economic compensation schemes have failed in the area. First 

of all, farmers do not get financial compensation if wild boars inflict crop damage. A farmer 

told me that around 75 to 100 wild boars live in the vicinity of his village. Last year, they 

damaged all the sugarcane grown on his farm of two acres, but the Forest Department did not 

compensate him. Several farmers stated that crop loss due to wild boar is much higher than 

from elephants in their villages. For instance, according to farmers, if a group of 25 wild 

boars enter the field, they finish peanuts grown on three acres of land in a single night. 

Further, unlike elephants, wild boars destroy more crops than they eat. A farmer stated that 

although the height of the matured sugarcane is around seven to eight feet, wild boar eat only 
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a lower portion (one to two feet) of the sugarcane, while the remaining parts of the sugarcane 

go waste.  

Several farmers received compensation for economic damage related to elephants, tigers, and 

leopards. However, the compensation money they received was less than 25 per cent of the 

actual loss. For example, even though the market value of hybrid cows is more than fifty 

thousand Indian rupees, people receive only around ten thousand rupees as compensation for 

the death of cows due to carnivore attacks. Moreover, people need to show evidence of 

carnivore attacks to claim compensation. However, if a carnivore carries off calves or sheep 

into a forest as they usually do and kills them there, farmers cannot claim compensation.   

Applying for compensation is a very cumbersome process; farmers need to get a certificate 

from the agriculture department that estimates the amount of crop loss (in the case of 

livestock, they need to get a certificate from veterinary doctors). In addition to that, they also 

need to submit photographs of the crop damage. Both veterinary doctors and agriculture 

officers are not easily available. So farmers told me they bribed them to visit their farms in a 

few instances. Farmers also need to pay for photographers. Further, since many farmers are 

illiterate, they have to depend on a literate person for writing the applications. Farmers told 

me that sometimes they have to spend around a thousand rupees to file a compensation 

application, including all the expenses mentioned above. 

As I explained before, small-scale farmers in the study area face a steep rise in agricultural 

production costs. At that same time, their income from agriculture is diminishing. Besides 

that, an increase in human-wildlife conflict incidents, such as crop-raiding and cattle lifting 

by wild animals, further reduces their returns from agriculture. Today, many small-scale 

farmers bear the cost of conservation in the study area. Since conservation-related conflicts 

are highly complex in nature and influenced by multiple factors such as culture, power 
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dynamics, religion, and belief (see Chapter 1), tools like financial compensation alone may 

not be adequate to reduce the conflict. However, a good compensation policy that pays the 

actual amount of loss, free from the clumsy bureaucratic procedure, and considers damage by 

all wild species (including less charismatic species such as wild boars) can be helpful in at 

least reducing the economic burden on small-scale farmers that results from human-wildlife 

conflict.  
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Chapter 5 

To Rewild or not to Rewild? Captive elephants, Tourists, and Animal 

rights activists interactions in the Dubare elephant camp. 

For at least the last 4000 years, elephants have been captured, trained, and used in armies, 

temples, and religious ceremonies by rulers of pre-colonial India (Sukumar, 2003). Since the 

colonial Government found trained elephants very useful in dragging logging timber, large-

scale capture of wild elephants began during colonial India  (Munster, 2016a). Many of the 

captive elephants worked as timber labour in post-colonial India until the Supreme court of 

India imposed a ban on the felling of trees in 1996 (Arunachalam and Kusum, 2012).    

Since timber extraction more-or-less stopped in India after the Supreme court order, most of 

the timber elephants lost their jobs. To provide work to some of them, the Karnataka Forest 

Department (a branch of the Government of Karnataka), which owns and manages the 

Dubare elephant camp, started employing them in the tourism industry operated by the 

Forestry Department. This chapter focuses on the relationships between captive elephants, 

tourists, and animal rights activists in the camp. 

Dubare elephant camp occupies a small portion of the Dubare reserve forest and is located on 

the bank of river Kaveri, one of the major rivers of south India. The camp is surrounded by 

semi-evergreen/ moist deciduous forest. In her article, based on fieldwork conducted in the 

1990s,  Hart (2020) wrote that elephant camps in my study area were far away from major 

cities and tourist centres of India.  In addition to that, there were very few direct flights to the 

nearest airport, which is located in Bangalore. However, today, the situation is different; 

hundreds of direct domestic and international flights fly between Bangalore and various big 
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cities of India and other parts of the world as well. In addition to that, there are major tourist 

destinations such as waterfalls, National Parks, and hill stations close to Dubare. 

The elephant camp attracts tourists from all over India. While carrying out fieldwork, I 

encountered tourists who speak Kannada, Tamil, Malayalam, Hindi, Marathi, Punjabi, and 

Bengali. Some foreign tourists also visit the camp. Most tourists spend one or two hours in 

the camp and interact with elephants before leaving to other tourist destinations. However, a 

few wealthy tourists stay in luxury resorts called "Jungle lodges " situated on the premises of 

the elephant camp. Since almost all tourists come by car and bus, the local village council 

provides paid parking for tourists' vehicles on the other side of the river, opposite the camp. 

They also allowed local people to run restaurants and sell homemade products such as wine, 

chocolate, artisan products, and spices on the way to the camp and around the parking lot. 

Near the parking lot, two horse owners offer a horse-riding facility. Just before parking on the 

roadside, two adventure parks are open for tourists. Recently the village council established 

boating activity in the river. Along with the Dubare elephant camp, the village council and 

some local people who work in the above-mentioned tourism activities earn income from 

elephant tourism.  

Elephant Bathing 

Dubare elephant camp is open for tourists every day from 9.30 am to11.30 am and again from 

4.30 pm to 6.30 pm. Since tourists need to cross the river to reach the camp, the Karnataka 

Forest Department, which manages the camp, uses motorboats to transport tourists when 

there is high water flow, mainly in the rainy and winter seasons. When the water reduces in 

the river during summer, tourists walk across the river to reach the camp. In summer, young 

tourists swim and play in the water for hours when coming back from the camp. While 

walking across the river multiple times during my fieldwork, I observed that tourists enjoyed 
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playing in the river as much as they enjoyed interacting with the elephants. Therefore, I think 

that the river is as pleasing as elephants for the tourists.   

 

Fig.18: Tourists participating in elephant bathing activities 

Most of the Mahouts and elephant handlers belong to the local Jenu Kuruba and Muslim 

community (except a few newly hired elephant handlers, I will explain it in the next chapter). 

They live close to the camp with their families. JenuKuraba elephant handlers tie the 

elephants to a tree in the nearby forest after the tourist activity ends or keep them near their 

homes. Since they tie long chains, elephants can move and browse freely around it. Since 

elephants like to eat wild leaves such as Ficus leaves, three to four days a week Mahouts take 

elephants to the nearby forest to carry wild leaves, and each elephant returns to the camp with 

huge bundles of leaves lopped off by Mahouts.  Before coming to the camp, elephant 

handlers dust the elephants' bodies and drive them to the bathing place in the rivers. 

Hundreds of tourists visit the camp every day; during the weekends, the number reaches a 

peak, and approximately 100 to 150 tourists participate in elephant bathing activities every 
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day. Tourists touched and scrubbed the elephants with joy. They took selfies, asked other 

tourists to take photographs while scrubbing and washing and sprinkling the water on the 

elephants. Although some children resisted going close to the elephants, their parents forced 

children to get wet, touch, and feel wet elephant skin.  

Most of the tourists enjoyed the bathing activity. Many tourists panicked and tried to run 

away from elephants when elephants turned around in the water, laid down, or stood up on 

their Mahouts’ commands.  However, except for very few incidents (I will explain them in 

the next chapter), elephants seemed calm when people crowded around them, touched them, 

and scrubbed their bodies. Since some experienced elephants learned to spray water like a 

shower from their trunk, they showered water on tourists when Mahouts asked them to do. So 

The tourist appreciated the showering activity; they screamed, danced with delight, and 

laughed with excitement. It takes almost one hour to complete the elephant bathing activity. 

After that, Mahouts drive their elephants to the feeding area. Many young tourists walk 

behind elephants and discuss among themselves how such a large animal follows the 

commands of Mahouts. When I asked tourists why they participated in elephant bathing 

activity, they said it is fun activities like swimming or playing in the river—one of the 

tourists posted on social media saying: ‘I loved taking part in bathing the elephants; it was 

almost meditative—one of my best moments in life (Pallavi, 202a). ‘Good memories- I always 

have a smile when I remember the moments I spent’ (Pallavi, 2021b). 

According to Serpell (2004), animals that are physically and cognitively and phylogenetically 

similar to us attract people's attention more. In addition to that, culturally, religiously, and 

symbolically important animals attract more interest from people. Therefore, I think 

elephants' cultural and religious importance in India and their cognitive similarity to people 

motivate tourists to participate in elephant bathing activities 
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Feeding  

A large circular wooden pole fence is construed in the feeding area. After the bathing 

activity, elephants walk inside the fence and stand under the sunlight to dry their skin. Some 

elephants rub their body against the wooden fence to ease their itching. Some elephants start 

playing with each other, and some Mahouts ask their new elephants to practice recently 

learned commands. They apply oil to the legs where the shackle touches the skin. Tourists 

watch all these activities standing outside the fence. While watching, they laugh, scream with 

enthusiasm, chat among themselves, make videos, and take photographs.  

 

Fig.19: Mahouts preparing Kusure to feed Subhash 

Elephants and their Mahouts gather at the feeding area. The Forest Department Provides 

prescribed quantities of paddy, rice straw, salt, and bella (unprocessed sugar) as supplements 
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to each Mahout to feed their elephants. Mahouts ask their elephants to walk towards the 

fence, and elephants walk slowly due to shackled front legs and stand facing their Mahouts. 

Mahouts sit in front of their elephants and make small packets of provisions called Kususre 

(in the local language) to feed elephants. While talking with Mahouts, I observe that many 

tourists like to feed elephants. Since the feeding activity is highly regulated in the Dubhare 

elephant camp, tourists are only permitted to offer Kusure (except in special circumstances). 

They do so with their hands by directly putting them in the elephant's mouths or trunks.  

Mahouts charge 20 Indian Rupees (approximately0.2 GBP) for each Kusure. Sometimes 

tourists spend more than 100 Indian rupees to feed multiple elephants.  

Before feeding elephants, many tourists learn their names from the Mahouts and call them a 

couple of times to get their attention. However, I have never seen elephants responding to 

tourists when they call elephants names or touch their bodies. Instead, they take food given 

by tourists mechanically. After feeding, nearly all tourists stand close to elephants and touch 

their trunks; some tourists show strong emotional responses and take photographs/ selfies 

using smartphones. When tourists touch and stand close to elephants (while taking 

photographs), the elephants do not bother to look at tourists. Many tourism studies showed 

that tourists taking pictures with animals are a common activity word wide.  For example,  

(Curtin, 2006) in her article on dolphin tourism, wrote that since tourists want to share their 

memories and experiences of interacting with dolphins with friends and family, they take 

photographs and videos.  

While feeding elephants, fear appeared on the faces of some tourists; they tried to stand as far 

as possible from the elephants, stretched their hands, and sometimes closed their eyes. 

However, their relatives and friends who are standing around them encouraged them to feed 

the elephants and stand close to them.  
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Very few tourists brought food from markets to feed elephants. During my fieldwork, two 

tourists from a nearby city got sacks of bananas, carrots, and sweet potatoes and provided 

them to elephants after obtaining permission from the camp authorities. Both knew the name 

of each elephant; they affectionately touched the elephant's forehead and the trunk and asked 

the elephant channagiddiya?(How are you?) before feeding each of them. Both the tourists 

told me they visit almost every year to camp to see, feed, and to receive blessings from 

elephants. That is how they know the names of each elephant. Many tourists (including the 

above-mentioned tourists) told me feeding, showing affection, and touching elephants make 

tourists happy. Some older people show reverence to elephants by doing Namaskara and 

asking for blessings (during the blessing, elephants touch the heads of people with their 

trunk) from elephants. However, younger people are more interested in knowing the history 

of elephants, such as when and where the elephant was caught, how old they are, and how 

Mahouts train such large animals.  

As I mentioned earlier, few wealthy tourists stay overnight in Jungle lodges and resorts 

located in the vicinity of the Dubare elephant camp. A naturalist appointed by the resort 

brings the tourists to the camp. He provides a brief introduction of every elephant, such as its 

name and age. Since many of these tourists do not speak the local language, Kannada, the 

naturalist, provides information such as the general natural history of Asian elephants, a brief 

history of some camp elephants in English. Although they do not converse much with 

Mahouts, the naturalist works as a translator between Mahouts and the tourists. The tourists 

spend almost half an hour to one hour in the camp feeding and taking photographs with 

elephants before heading off to Jungle Safari with the naturalists.  
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Feeding and religions 

Many tourists told me they enjoy the feeding process. I think besides fun/ enjoyment, cultural 

and religious traditions also encourage tourists to provide food to elephants.  Food sharing 

practice is prevalent in Indian religious and cultural traditions such as Sikhism, Hinduism, 

Sufism (Sufism is part of Islam), and Buddhism  (Jayashankar and Cross, 2020). According 

to Granoff,  in Buddhism:  

… feeding an animal to an act of great merit, equal to feeding a monk or caring for a 

sick monk, is related to the context in which these acts occur in the stories, a time of 

great famine. It is at such a time, when humans have become themselves like animals, 

eating scraps of leaves and whatever rotten food they can find, when they have even 

become like demons, devouring human flesh, that the gift of food to a starving animal 

becomes both an acknowledgement of a new shared kinship between human and 

animal and a way to reassert the possibilities of human morality                                                 

(Granoff, 2019: 1) 

Some Hindus share food with people, cows, and crows during special occasions such as 

marriages and festivals and the death anniversary of ancestors. Since some sects of Hindus 

believe that crows are related to ancestors, they cannot eat before offering pinda ( a special 

rice ball) to crows on the day of the death anniversary of their parents.  Khare, an 

anthropologist who studied food sharing ethics in India, wrote:  

As my Hindu informants repeatedly emphasized, caring for and feeding any and 

everybody (Even creatures) stands at the heart of what is called Sadharna dharma 

(literally, the ordinary or everyday dharma). This dharma precedes that more socially 

restrictive and entrenched -and better known – caste (or jati-varna) dharma. While 

caste rules rank, exclude, control, and even render faceless those who are low and 
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distant, everyday dharma includes every living being and ordains the sharing of food 

irrespective of the condition and status of the recipient (Khare, 1998: 261). 

Elephant welfare and tourism 

 Except for a few tourists, most of the people who visited the camp were ignorant of 

contemporary elephant welfare issues. For example, some asked the Mahouts about the 

possibility of riding an elephant, unaware that such activities have been prohibited in India 

for several years. Although animal rights organizations and animal welfare groups criticized 

the act of tying metal chains and shackles to captive elephants, most of the tourists are not 

disturbed after seeing chained/ shackled elephants. They told me it is natural to tie chains to 

either temple elephants or camp elephants.  However, several tourists and Mahouts think 

elephants are living God Ganesh. Some tourists showed reverence by making a gesture of 

Namaste (joining both hands). As I mentioned above, some took blessings from elephants, 

and a few wanted to purchase single hair of elephants. Since I was curious to know what they 

do with a single hair strand, I asked them. They told me since elephants are gods, their hair 

contains a special power. Therefore, they keep elephant hair in their finger ring or neck chain 

to protect them from evil forces.   

While I was talking with Mahouts in the local language, a young woman who did not know 

Kannada requested me to translate some of her questions. She was interested to know why 

the elephants were captured from the wild. Why had they been chained and shackled? What 

Mahouts fed to elephants? What elephants do in their free time? How are they trained? How 

are they treated when they become ill? After talking with the Mahout, she said: 

… although camp elephants are not as free as wild elephants, elephants' lives appear 

a little better in camps than in zoos.  
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According to her, elephants should not be caught and trained and should be allowed to live 

freely in the forest. Except for the young women, no other tourists discussed contemporary 

animal welfare issues with me during my fieldwork. However, in the following paragraphs, I 

will discuss how contemporary animal welfare issues are conceptualized in the Indian 

context.  

Although many religious traditions criticized animal cruelty in India, the current animal 

welfare movement originated during the colonial period. The movement is highly influenced 

by western religious and philosophical thought (Berti, 2019). In today's India, the largest 

animal shelters and prominent animal welfare NGOs such as PETA (People for the Ethical 

Treatment of Animals) are founded by outsiders  (Dave, 2014). From the colonial period, 

animal welfare organizations/activists depicted animals such as dogs and captive elephants as 

exploited by humans and believed that these animals should be protected from human cruelty 

(Lainé, 2020). Consequently, the colonial government enacted the first legislation for the 

prevention of cruelty to animals in India in 1869. Chakrabarti argued that:  

The Acts were essentially directed to check native cruel practices. To that extent, they 

were not just about cruelty towards animals, but also about introducing a legal and 

rational paradigm within the perceived irrationality of the human-animal relationship 

in Indian society (2010:7).  

 To modernize Hinduism and as a reaction to colonial experience, Hindu religious reform 

organizations brought animal rights issues into politics in India. For instance, to emphasize 

Hindus compassion towards other forms of life, Arya Samaj9 brought cow protection issues 

into the mainstream. According to Arya Samaj, cow-protecting Hindus are ethically superior 

 
9 Arya Samaj is a Hindu reform organization, and it was founded in 1875. ‘The Arya Samaj presented ancient 

Vedic religion as monotheistic and egalitarian, far superior to its degenerate Hindu successor, which had 

allegedly been corrupted by polytheism and the introduction of the caste system’ (Penslar, 2001:100). 
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to cow-eating British and Muslims (Gundimeda and Ashwin, 2018). The cow protection 

movement created conflict between Hindus and Muslims, and riots took place in many parts 

of India (Chakrabarti, 2010). 

Today cow protection is one of the main programmes of the ruling Bharatiya Janata Party 

(BJP) in India. The party is supported by right-wing Hindu nationalist organizations (Adcock 

and Govindrajan, 2019). Some scholars argue that since cow protection politics is solely 

interested in cows, it is improper to consider cow protection as politics of animal welfare 

(Dave, 2014). However, an elephant death incident recently revealed how Hindu nationalist 

politics could also make use of elephant welfare discourse. I will provide a brief description 

of the incident to explain further.  

A pregnant elephant was injured and died in the Kerala state of India after eating a pineapple 

stuffed with explosives. On the 30th of May 2020, a Forest Officer of Kerala Mohan Krishnan 

posted the photo of the elephant and described the incident on his Facebook page. His post 

read:   

She trusted everyone. When the pineapple she ate exploded, she must have been 

shocked to not think about herself, but about the child, she was going to give birth to 

in 18 to 20 months. She didn't harm a single human being even when she ran in 

searing pain in the streets of the village. She didn't crush a single home. This is why I 

said, she is full of goodness (Ellis-Petersen, 2020). 

The killing of the elephant caused national and international outrage. Many people, including 

Bollywood celebrities, cricketers, and industrialists/ businesspeople, condemned the incident. 

Right-wing Hindu nationalist organizations gave communal colour to the incident after 

Maneka Gandi, an MP (Member of Parliament) of Hindu nationalist party BJP (Bharatiya 

Janata Party) and prominent animal rights activist, inaccurately alleged that elephant death 
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had taken place in the Muslim majority Mallapuram district of Kerala (Govindrajan, 2020). 

While addressing media after the elephant's death, Maneka Gandi said: 

 It's murder,Malappuram is famous for such incidents, it's India's most violent district. 

For instance, they throw poison on roads so that 300-400 birds and dogs die at one 

time (ANI, 2020a). 

She alleged:  

Kerala Government has not taken any action in Malappuram, it seems they are scared. 

An elephant is killed every 3 days in Kerala. We have less than 20,000 elephants left 

in India, they are rapidly declining (ANI, 2020b). 

Tourists and elephant: Welfare issues in the Dubare camp  

 I wanted to know more about the views of tourists who are interested in contemporary 

animal welfare issues and decided to gather information from social network platforms such 

as Twitter and Facebook posts of tourists who visited the Dubare elephant camp.  

On Twitter, a tourist named Dipika posted photos of chained elephants, criticized it as 

elephant torture, and asked people to boycott the Dubare elephant camp. Dipika shared her 

blog post as well on Twitter.  In her blog, she wrote that:  

If you take a single look at the articles overflowing on the internet, there's a curiosity 

that will be built up in your mind. That's what exactly happened with me. Bathing 

elephants, feeding them, a date with an elephant looks all so enticing to the regular 

city dweller drowning in an endless sea of white documents, inked with ant-like black 

blocks of dry, unrelated data. But what I saw upon my arrival at the camp, broke my 

heart. It felt as if a knife cut through my body, leaving me with profuse wounds and 
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tears in my eyes. Huge giants, chained and beaten around with sticks. Filth all around, 

the elephants look unkempt with only dry grass to chew on. The giants looked sad, 

depressed and caught up in a web of human disregard, struggling to keep pace with 

the boundaries of credulities. My heart sank and the images I captured can't even 

highlight the plight of these beautiful creations of God (Deepika, 2015). 

 Mona Gaikwad (2016) who visited the Dubare elephant camp a few years ago, started an 

online petition to stop cruelty against elephants at the Dubare elephant camp. Until July 2021 

total of 14101 people supported the petition.  In her petition, she wrote:  

I went to this place thinking I'd get to see the elephants in their natural habitat. But I 

was in for a rude shock when I discovered that the forest officer's and handlers here 

have turned this place into a circus, where they charge for everything from elephant 

rides, to feeding and bathing the elephants (Mona Gaikwad 2016). 

What is even worse is the way these majestic animals are beaten and poked with 

metallic hooks. One of the "handlers" as you can see in the pics, is a boy about ten 

years old, and I can't stop thinking of the way he tugged at the elephants ear with the 

hook to make him sit. They even did that to the baby elephants. A few of the older 

elephants had visible holes in their ears, proving the sheer amount of times they had 

been tugged at with the hook. Their tusks were missing too. 

The tourist went crazy invading the space with their flashy cameras and paid to touch 

the baby elephant. They were unfazed by how scared the little one was. It's absolutely 
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tragic to see how people don't have any respect for these animals, their habitat and their 

space! I'm surprised the elephants didn't go on a rampage 10. 

Abhinav Singh, a travel blogger, posted a video on his YouTube channel called A Soul Window 

Travel Blog by Abhinav Singh. In the video, he condemned elephant bathing activity. As stated 

by him, elephants belong to the wild, and therefore, the government should let them live in the 

forest instead of capturing them. He mentioned in the video description that the training process 

of the elephant is highly violent. He condemned travel bloggers who promoted the Dubare 

elephant camp and requested the tourists to boycott the place (Singh, 2019).  

Many animal rights organizations and scholars too criticized Asian elephant tourism. 

According to some scholars, the tourism industry contributes to the objectification and 

commodification of wildlife. As a result of this, the tourism industry ignores the agency of 

animals and appreciates animals for their extrinsic value (Burns, 2015: 3). Animals’ rights 

organizations argue that in many Asian countries the tourist industry dominates and exploits 

captive elephants. Therefore, to enhance the welfare and protect the rights of elephants, they 

advocate releasing all captive elephants to the wild or rewilding them (Baker and Winkler, 

2020). However, the fourth chapter of this dissertation shows how human and wildlife 

conflict incidents such as shooting, chasing, and electric fences and crackers threatened the 

welfare of free-living (wild) elephants. In addition to that, capturing rogue elephants is an 

important response to human and elephant conflict in my study area.  

 

10 Stop cruelty against elephants at Dubare Elephant Camp in Madikeri. Ensure these elephants are handled by 

properly trained handlers (Mahauts) and not beaten/poked with metal hooks. Impose restrictions on elephant 

rides, public interaction, photography. 

 

https://www.change.org/p/help-stop-cruelty-against-elephants-at-dubare-elephant-camp-in-madikeri 
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To further explain how animal rights activists assume that elephant life is better in the wild 

than in the camp, I will narrate the story of an elephant named Kusha in the following few 

paragraphs.   

Animal rights activism and Kusha 

In February 2021, I visited the Dubare elephant camp for the first time after fieldwork there in 

2019. Although covid 19 restrictions were lifted in most parts of India a couple of months 

before my second visit to Dubare, there were very few tourists. Tourists were totally prohibited 

from elephant bathing and feeding activities, and a metal fence had been constructed between 

elephants and tourists to ensure social distancing.  

While talking with Mahouts, I learned that an elephant named Kusha had escaped to the forest 

around a year ago. Although the camp authorities tried many times to capture him, they failed. 

Kusha was captured in 2016 from the wild to mitigate human and wildlife conflict.  Mahouts 

and the camp staff thought it crucial to capture Kusha as soon as possible. Mahadeva, a Mahout, 

told me they used to leave elephants freely in the forest at night and bring them back to the 

camp every morning. Since many trained elephants get attracted by food crops grown at the 

forest border, sometimes they enter the plantations/field. In recent years farmers warned 

Mahouts and camp authorities not to allow their elephants to enter the agricultural field. A 

couple of years ago, when farmers physically abused Mahouts, camp authorities restricted the 

practice of permitting elephants to browse freely in the forest during the night.  

I discovered, from a local newspaper report, that the camp authorities re-captured Kusha on 

the 30th of March 2021. According to the Forestry Officer of the area, Kusha was not 

responding to the commands of Mahouts and behaving like an untrained elephant. Therefore, 

the camp authorities initiated his training once again. But within a few days of the re-capture 
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of Kusha, animal rights activists started an online campaign to release him into the wild. The 

online petition, which was supported by more than 8000 people, stated:   

Kusha, a male elephant, escaped from the camp living freely in the forest with his female 

companion in the forest close to the Dubare elephant camp. Although he was not interested in 

returning to the camp, the camp authorities separated Kusha from his female companion by 

forcefully capturing him. According to the petition, Kusha's companion protested while 

catching him, and Kusha started shedding tears after he was separated from her. 

Finally, the petitioner wrote:  

‘The elephant has been tied near a guest house and will be further tortured in the name of 

taming. Let us show unity and send him back to his companion. Please sign this petition for 

Kusha and his companion elephants; They belong in the wild and not camps’ (Sastry, 

2021:1)’. 

After learning about Kusha's story from other animal rights activists, Maneka Gandhi took an 

interest in Kusha. She claimed that Kusha was ill-treated by the camp authorities and 

demanded his rewilding. However, the Karnataka Forest Department defended the recapture 

and retraining of Kusha, saying that Kusha was captured initially five years ago to reduce 

human and elephant conflict. He was then a rogue elephant. If he was not captured and 

trained again, he was likely to become a rogue elephant. Animal rights activists argued that 

since Kusha never killed a single person when he escaped to the forest the previous year, it 

was not logical to put him in the camp. They suggested monitoring the movement of Kusha 

by using a radio collar once he is released into the forest to prevent incidents of conflict 

(SPECIAL CORRESPONDENT, 2021b) (SPECIAL CORRESPONDENT, 2021a). 
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 Since the BJP party rules the Karnataka state, the Karnataka Government responded 

positively to Maneka Gandhi. After meeting with the officials of the Forest Department, the 

Forest Minister of Karnataka ordered the release of Kusha to a Bandipur National Park, 

located some 100 kilometres away from the Dubare camp.  Lainé (2020) argues that since 

animal welfare plans are based on a nature-culture dichotomy, they fail to recognize the 

knowledge of local communities.  Consequently, Mehrkam and Fad (2020)  suggest including 

traditional Mahouts and local communities' knowledge in the captive elephant welfare 

program. The story of Kusha is an excellent example of how animal rights activists 

completely ignore the Mahouts and their knowledge.  

Therefore, the next chapter will examine the Mahouts and elephant relationships to explore 

how Mahouts knowledge plays an essential role in captive elephant welfare programmes. 
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Chapter 6 

God, Enemy, Child: Love and Hate relationships between Captured 

Elephants and Mahouts. 

It was a comparatively cold winter morning. Sunlight was trying to penetrate the thick layer 

of mist at Dubare elephant camp. A Forest Guard whom I have known for the last few days 

was standing alone. I approached him and greeted him, saying, ‘Good morning.’ Although it 

was 9.30, unlike the previous few days, when I started my fieldwork there, there was no sign 

of either a single elephant or a Mahout. When the sunlight almost dissolved the mist sheet 

around 10 am, I saw a male elephant called Subash and his Mahout, Mahadeva walking 

towards the camp.  

As I mentioned earlier in chapter four, as with the majority of the elephants of the Dubare 

elephant camp (at the time of fieldwork, there were 29 elephants in the camp), Subash was 

also caught from the nearby agricultural land to manage the incidents of human-elephant 

conflict in the region.   Mahadeva asked Subash to go and stand inside the wooden 

enclosure11 . Then he unlocked the bedi (shackle), which was tied to Subash's foreleg, and 

applied oil to both fore ankles, the place where the bedi touches the skin of the elephant's 

legs. Subash's dry and dusty skin indicates that Subash came to the camp without taking a 

bath from the river Kaveri, unlike most camp elephants. I walked towards Mahadeva and 

greeted him with 'Namaste'. He asked me If I had my breakfast (asking about breakfast, 

lunch, and dinner too, is a way of greeting in India). I asked Mahadeva why he did not take 

Subash to the river to wash his body, unlike any other camp elephant. Mahadeva told me that 

 
11 In Dubare elephant camp elephants were kept inside the wooden enclosure of around 5 feet height and tourist 

can watch them, feed them and in a few cases touch them by standing outside the enclosure. Although elephants 

can put their head and trunks outside the encloser they cannot easily break it or walk through it.  
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since Subash is a new elephant (he was captured around 2years ago) and is not fully 

accustomed to camp life; he does not like to go to the river and take a bath on cold winter 

mornings. According to Mahadeva, on comparatively colder days, older elephants also resist 

taking a bath in the morning. Therefore, all elephants were late that day; they arrived at the 

river around 10.30 am, when bright sunlight fully dissolved the fog, even though tourists 

were waiting near the river to participate in the elephant bathing activity from as early as 9.30 

am.  

While Mahadeva and I were chatting, Pavi and Annaya Mahouts of Ekadanta and Kanjan 

respectively were taking their elephants to the river. A forester responsible for managing the 

Dubare elephant camp was disappointed with the Mahouts and the elephants because they 

were late that day. He scolded the Mahouts when he saw them near the river, saying, 'You 

lazy Mahouts, can't you see tourists waiting for you and your elephants for the last one hour. 

Then he asked them where the other elephants and Mahouts were. Both Mahouts moved to 

the river silently (without replying to the Forester), sitting on their elephants’ backs. After 

both Mahouts climbed down from their elephants, a Forest Department staff started issuing 

tickets to tourists who wanted to join in the elephant bathing activity.  

In the river with the water level was just above the Mahouts' knees. Both the Mahouts asked 

their elephants to sit down in the water; they gave the command ‘Baith’ (‘sit down). Ekadanta 

sat down. Next, Pavi asked him to lie down on his side by saying tire, and Ekadanta followed 

the command.  However, Kanjan resisted sitting down in the cold water even though Annaya 

commanded him many times. Then Annaya smoothly put the Kokke12 near Kanjan's ear, 

slowly pulled him down, and simultaneously asked him to Baith. However, Kanjan resisted 

again. It seemed to me Annayya lost his temper; he scoldedKanjan, saying that I will teach 

 
12 Kokke is local version of Ankush.It is made from nailing the metal hook at the end of the around two feet 

long wooden stick, Kokke is comparatively shorter than Ankusha 
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you a lesson. Then he hit Kanjan's leg with his wooden stick. After realizing many tourists 

were recording the scene with their cameras, Annayya stopped forcing Kanjan to sit down 

and asked him to follow him to camp. Kanjan obeyed Annaya and started walking back to the 

camp.  

I, too, walked behind them (Annayya and Kanjan). When we reached camp, I asked Annayya 

what happened with Kanjan today and why he was not obeying his commands. Annayya 

replied that:  

If elephants are not in a good mood, they resist. Although many elephants follow a 

command after beating them a couple of times, thrashing/ punishing elephants does 

not work every time. However, without thrashing/punishing, we cannot train 

elephants. At the same time, it is also true that if we hit them too much, elephants 

become stubborn; they stop trusting us and begin to attack us.  

In that case, ‘Why did you not punish  Kanjan in the river instead of punishing him in the 

feeding area? I asked Annayya. Annaya replied that: 

 It is dangerous to punish elephants in front of the tourists; therefore, I asked him to come to 

the feeding area and punished him (there were no tourists in the feeding area at that time) 

Many tourists do not like to see Mahouts punishing elephants; they record it in their 

smartphone cameras and report it to higher officials and animal rights activists. 

Therefore, several human rights activists think that Mahouts use violent techniques to 

tame and train elephants and pressure higher officials to take action against 

Mahouts.  In a few instances, higher officials took disciplinary action against 

Mahouts, who punished elephants. However, either higher officials or animal rights 

activists could not understand how much we love elephants and how much they 
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(elephants) love us. No one can train elephants only through violence; it is a myth.  

Almost every Mahout sees elephants in three different ways: one, as God; two, as a 

child; and three, as an enemy.  Along with worshipping elephants, we punish them or 

beat them when they do not follow a command or try to attack us; in addition to that, 

we also love them and treat them like our children and our family member.    

This chapter explores love and hate relationship between captured elephants, Mahouts, and 

elephant deities. Over the next few paragraphs of this chapter, I will focus on human and 

elephant interaction during the elephant capture process. 

Elephant Catching 

Although elephants were captured, trained, and used in armies and temples by rulers of pre-

colonial India, large-scale capture of wild elephants began during colonial India to use them 

in the timber industry (Trautmann, 2015). Various elephant capture techniques were used, 

such as the pit method  Khedda, and female decoy in south India  (Münster, 2016a; Nanjappa, 

2020; Sanderson 1907). However, currently, only tranquillizers are used to capture wild 

elephants in the study area.  

When free-roaming elephants turn into the so-called rogue animals and kill people, local 

people start pressuring the local politicians and the Forest Department to capture them. 

Hundreds of local people take part in the procession, block the roads and walk to the local 

Forest Department office to submit a petition/request letters and photographs of pundane 

(rogue elephant) to capture pundane. For example, Ajaya, an elephant of Dubare elephant 

camp, was captured in 2007 from a village called Avaregunda, a few kilometres from the 

camp.. Before his capture, Ajaya used to walk around Avaregund village's temple and eat 

coconut, banana, and other fruits offered to the temple deity by local people. Later he started 

blocking the temple's route and chasing the people to eat fruits and coconut carried by people. 
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In addition to that, Ajay killed a couple of people and dogs, and pursued some vehicles. 

Therefore, Ajay was captured by the Forest Department to protect people and their property. 

Since elephants are protected animals in India, obtaining permission to capture rogue 

elephants is no easy task. Both strict wildlife laws and wildlife conservation pose a 

significant obstacle to capturing protected species (Mathur, 2019). In order to capture 

pundane the local forest officers must get permission from the Principal Chief Conservator of 

Forests (PCCF), who the resides in state capital. Elephants are only permitted to be captured 

if there is enough evidence to prove that the elephant is pundane. In case of the Principal 

Chief Conservator of Forest allowing the capture of non–rogue elephants by mistake and a 

relatively large number of elephants, it provokes conservationist anger. Given these sensitive 

issues, it takes a long time to get permission to catch elephants. In addition to that, the 

Principal Chief Conservator of Forests permits the capture of only a few elephants in a year. 

For example, as I mentioned in chapter four, although many planters submitted a petition to 

catch six elephants in the study area, the Principal Chief Conservator of Forest allowed the 

capture of only two.  

Once the PCCF permits the capture, the Forest Department sets up a team to track down the 

rogue elephants. Although Kumki/Konki13 elephants (trained elephants) play an essential role 

while capturing rogue elephants in the study area, their (Kumki) role is absent during the 

elephant tracking process. However, as explained by Lainé  (2018), Konki elephants are one 

of the main trackers in North East India. He wrote that:  

 
13 Trained elephants are called Kumki (in south India)/Konki (In North India and Nepal). Generally, Kumki 

elephants are used to capture, train and control elephants.  As mentioned by Hobson-Jobson In the Moghal 

Army the term Coomkee used for auxiliary troops. The word Coomkee is derived from Persian term Kumak 

(Yule and Burnell 1903).  
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The first task of the konki is to be a tracker. With its trunk, it seeks out the presence or 

a route taken by a herd. It smells each and every branch. If some wild elephants have 

recently passed nearby, their traces will be on trees and branches. The konki also 

looks for footsteps on the ground’ (Lainé, 2018: 228). 

 In my study area Rapid Response Team local people, and the Forest Department's staff, track 

down the rogue elephant with the help of previously taken photographs of the elephant. Since 

most rogue elephants live in the area for a long time (a few months to a few years), they use 

the same routes to move inside plantations and between plantations and Forest. Therefore, 

trackers carefully observe the elephant's movement patterns (time, path) before attempting to 

capture him/her. 

Capturing Subash 

Mahadeva (the Mahout of Subash) worked as an elephant tracker and catcher before he 

started training elephants in camps. He was also part of the team which captured Subash 

around two years previously.  Mahadeva explained that they tracked Subash's movements for 

almost seven days, during which time he was with a female elephant herd. Subash and the 

female herd were walking from the coffee plantation to the forest in the early morning around 

7 am to 8 am, and they were coming back to the plantation every evening using two different 

routes a few days one way and some days other. 

On the day of Subash's capture, six Kumki elephants, their Mahouts, and other staff reached 

the plantation around six o clock in the morning. Some staff blocked one of the two routes 

used by Subash and the female herd and they played loud music to prevent Subash from 

walking on the blocked route.  A few team members and two Kumkis slowly chased the 

Subash and the female herd towards the forest from the plantation. Four Kumkis, Mahouts, 
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veterinary doctors, and other staff were standing under a tree near another route that was 

unblocked. 

 

Fig.20: Kumki elephants bringing a captured elephant to the Camp (Photo shared by 

Mahouts) 

Each Kumki carried two Mahouts on his back, and a helper stood beside each Kumki to help 

them in an emergency.  A veterinary doctor was seated between two Mahouts on the back of 

one of the four Kumki elephants. He was carrying a dart gun loaded with a tranquillizer14  to 

tranquillize Subash. Other crews were carrying ropes and many cans of water, and a couple 

of staff climbed on the tree to look for Subash. Mahadeva told me there was a possibility that 

Subash and the elephant herd would change their path if they saw/heard/smelt the Kumki 

elephants and people on their way.  Therefore, they (Kumki elephants and people) hid behind 

a couple of trees a few metres away from the spot where Subash usually entered the forest by 

crossing the trench. Besides that, they maintained absolute silence.  

 
14 Based of expert mahouts/elephant catcher’s description (Size and age of the elephant) and self-observation 

doctor decides dosage of tranquilizing drug. 
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Around 7.30 in the morning, as the tracking team expected, people in the tree saw Subash and 

the female herd walking towards the forest and signalled the people who were standing 

behind the tree. The veterinary doctor handed over the dart gun loaded with a tranquillizer to 

the Mahout sitting in front of him on the elephant. Mahadeva told me that although doctors 

decide how much tranquillizer (in millilitres) should be injected into a particular elephant, the 

responsibility for shooting the tranquillizers (injecting) is that of an experienced Mahout. 

First, a female elephant crossed the elephant-proof trench with Subash behind her. When 

Subash began to cross the trench, the Mahout shot the tranquillizer. Subash ran almost five 

hundred metres into the forest before he fell on the forest floor. Sometimes, elephants get hurt 

severely or die by crashing on a tree or falling on the ground immediately after being shot 

with a tranquillizer. For example, a couple of years ago, when they shot a tranquillizer to 

catch a huge Makhana elephant (male elephant without tusks), he fell into a pit after colliding 

with a tree. When the Forest Department's staff approached him, he was already dead.  

However, fortunately, that was not the case with Subash. Many men from the Forest 

Department and Dubare elephant camp ran behind Subash, and kumki elephants and Mahouts 

walked behind them. The staff tied three ropes to Subash: one around the neck and two more 

ropes to his rear legs. Once they knotted the other ends of all three ropes to three different 

Kumkis the veterinary doctor injected a chemical to reverse the tranquillizer effect. After that, 

the Forest Department men poured cans of cold water on Subash's body to cool him down 

and wake him up.  

Mahadeva told me that when Subash woke up, he pulled his legs and tried to attack kumkis 

even though his legs and neck were tied. The Mahouts said that some elephants attempt to 

attack Kumki and Mahouts immediately after shooting the tranquillizer and sometime after 

they woke up. They told me that since Abhimanyu is one of the expert kumki elephants in the 
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region, he leads the kumkis during an elephant catching operation. - usually, five to six kumki 

elephants are used in such an operation. Whenever a forest elephant tries to attack kumkis and 

Mahouts, Abhimanyu fights with them to stop them. 

According to Locke (2006:163), Nepali Mahouts think elephants whose loyalty to humans is 

more significant than any other elephants become ideal kumki elephants. However, Mahouts 

of Abhimanyu and a few other kumki elephants said that elephants with unique qualities such 

as bravery and the ability to learn elephant-catching skills could become good kumkis. In 

addition to that, Mahouts of kumki elephants also should be daring and have the capacity to 

train kumki elephants. For example, the Mahout of Abhimanyu told me that, in some 

instances, many Mahouts, including himself, feel nervous, and their bodies start shivering 

when a forest elephant tries to fight with them. Most of the time, Mahouts' trembling bodies 

make kumki elephants feel a rush of panic, and they run away instead of fighting with forest 

elephants. However, bold Mahouts do not express their fear; instead, they hide it from kumki 

and encourage the kumki to fight with forest elephants. Usually, two Mahouts accompany 

each kumki elephant during the elephant capturing operation. If one Mahout starts quivering, 

he will get down, and another Mahout mounts on a kumki elephant.  

As told by Mahadeva and Chandra, Subash was in mada15 (musth) when he was captured. 

Since elephants who are in must are more aggressive and robust, even expert Kumki 

elephants such as Abhimanyu are scared of them and try to avoid them. Therefore, when 

Subash tried to attack them, all the kumukis stepped back even though Mahouts forced them 

to stop Subash. After the veterinary doctor injected a drug, Subash calmed down and stopped 

fighting with Kumki elephants. Since Subash was pulling his rope-tied legs to escape, both his 

 
15 During Musth bad smelling liquid oozing down from temporal glands of adult male Asian elephnats and 

continue drip of bad smelled urine from their penis. In local language Kannada Musth is called Mada. The word 

Mada is literally translated as: Strong sexual desire, intoxication, overbearing.  
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legs were wounded by the time the injection made him exhausted.  Subash slowly walked 

towards a truck with five kumkis who surrounded him on all sides:  one at the front, two at the 

back, and two kumkis on either side. According to Mahadeva and Chandra, Subash was 

walking like an intoxicated man with other men's help.   

A truck was parked in a spot excavated by a bulldozer so that Subash could walk into the 

truck easily without climbing up. Although Subash resisted going onto the truck, Abimanyu 

and other kumki elephants pushed him forcefully. As told by Mahadeva, even if Mahouts give 

the command to their kumkis to push the captured elephants into a truck, only expert kumkis, 

know how much strength they need to use, as well as which part and angle of captured 

elephant body they need to hold and push. In addition to that, kumki elephants need to 

coordinate with each other to place captured elephants into a truck. Once the captured 

elephant arrives at a camp, the staff use the kumkis to drive the animal into a kraal. 

Kraal 

A kraal is a wooden enclosure. Captured elephants are locked inside these for the first few 

months of training. In Dubare elephant camp, kraals are constructed from thick eucalyptus 

poles. After showing me the kraals of the camp, Dhobi, a senior Mahout, told me that they 

cannot construct them without the help of kumki elephants. Since kraals have been built with 

massive logs (around 20 feet long) without kumki elephants, it is not easy to lift them and 

install them. Dhobi told me that since kraals' length and breadth are around 14 feet, the place 

inside the kraals is enough for elephants to move easily within them. Locke (2006) wrote that 

elephants are tied to Kamari (a tall post) to train them in Nepal. In some instances, elephants 

get severely injured after attempting to free themselves from restraint. However, as Dhobi 

stated, elephants get comparatively less injured in a kraal because they are not tied up inside.  
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Mahouts 

In Karnataka, traditionally, only people from two communities: Jenu Kurubas (Adivasi) and 

Muslims, worked as Mahouts and Kavadis16 (Assistant Mahouts). It is believed that the Jenu 

Kuruba people captured and trained elephants for centuries in the region. However, Muslim 

Mahouts were brought by a British officer called Sanderson to the area from East Bengal 

(Bangladesh) to operate  Kheddas (Chowta (2010). Although there are currently around fifty 

Mahouts and Kavadis working in the Dubare elephant camp, only two are from the Muslim 

community. Since all Jenu Kuruba Mahouts are from the region, they live with their families 

in the camp. However, both Muslim Mahouts from outside the area (one from Shivamogga, 

which is around 200km from the camp, and another from Mysore, which is around 100 km 

away from the camp) and their family lived in their hometown.  

In the camp, I observed that Jenu Kuruba children of around 15 years old sit on the elephants 

with Mahouts and learn to ride elephants by giving oral commands such as Mat (go front) 

Aare (stop). I was surprised to see that elephants were responding to the children's 

commands. When I asked the children how they learned to communicate with elephants, they 

told me that each experienced Mahout (most of them have children) allows one or two 

children to feed, ride and wash them. They also train them to communicate with elephants. 

 
16  Kavadi is an assistant Mahout. However, in Dubare elephant camp, many experienced Kavadis know 

Mahouts' work, such as training and driving elephants. Many of the experienced Kavadis are as skilled as 

Mahouts. The Forest Department does not appoint Mahouts directly. They hire Kavadis first and promote them 

to Mahouts after they get work experience (due to the Forest Department's financial constraints, do not promote 

them regularly). In Dubare elephant camp, all of the Mahouts are permanent employees of the Forest 

Department. However, most of the Kavadies (even highly experienced) are daily wage labourers, except 

Kavadies hired by the Forest Department through the written test. 
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Children also learned to communicate with the elephants non–verbally. For example, if they 

want their elephant to turn right side or left side, they press their right or left foot at the base 

of the elephant's right or left ear, respectively, and if they pull the elephant's chin, the 

elephant will trumpet.  

Elders of most of the current elephant trainers of Dubare camp were Mahouts, and nearly all 

of the current Mahouts learned the technique of elephant training from their elders. For 

example, Pavi, around a twenty-year-old Kavadi from the Jenu Kuruba community, said that 

he was fascinated by his father's elephant from his childhood, and he used to feed it from his 

plate. He also played with the elephant.  His father taught him how to drive and train an 

elephant.  

Since the Forest Department manages tamed elephants and elephant camps, some (mostly 

senior) Mahouts are permanent employees of the Karnataka Forest Department.  However, 

younger people who are training and have handled elephants from the last few years (some 

have been training elephants for more than ten years) still work as daily wage labourers. In 

recent years, the Forest Department has started appointing people from communities other 

than Jenu Kuruba and Muslims, such as Kavadies. According to Mahouts and Kavadis of the 

Dubare elephant camp, the Forest Department changed the eligibility criteria for the 

appointment of Kavadies. Earlier the Forest Officers were looking for trained apprentices 

under senior Mahouts (mostly from their fathers and relatives). However, in recent years the 

Forest Department made it compulsory to complete high school (10th standard) to be 

appointed as a Kavadi. In addition to that, the Forest Department replaced traineeship 

(apprenticeship under a senior Mahout) with a written test. Many daily wage Kavadies said 

that they completed several years of apprenticeship, trained a couple of elephants with the 

help of senior Mahouts (few daily wage Kavadis trained elephants independently)', and 
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handled elephants. Still, they are not eligible to sit for tests because they are school dropouts. 

Therefore, the Forest Department cannot hire them as permanent Kavadis. Many current daily 

wage Kavadis expressed their fear, saying that once the Forest Department selects more 

permanent Kavadis, they may remove some of the daily wage Kavadies from their work.  

According to Jenu Kuruba Mahouts, the Kavadis appointed by the Forest Department through 

the written test are from farmer's families. Although they do not have either passion or 

expertise for elephant training, they joined as Kavadis just for the salary.  Apart from that, 

because newly appointed Kavadis do not know how to handle elephants, they mistreat them 

and punish them when they do not follow their commands. Three out of the seven who have 

been appointed in the last couple of years have been attacked by tamed elephants. While 

talking with Kavadis appointed by the Forest Department, a newly appointed Kavadi from 

Ballari (Ballari is around 400 km from Dubare elephant camp) told me since he wanted a 

permanent government job, he applied for many government jobs such as police constable, 

forest guard, and Kavadi.  Although he was unsuccessful in securing other government jobs, 

he was selected as a Kavadi by the Forest Department. As he was not actually interested in 

the Kavadi job, he wanted to try other government jobs once again and decided to reject the 

Forest Department's job offer. However, since getting a government job is highly competitive 

in India, his family members forced him to join as Kavadi. Three of the newly appointed 

Kavadis told me that although they have been working at Dubare elephant camp for the last 

two years, they had not learned how to drive elephants. Even though Chandra, a newly 

appointed Kavadi, learned to ride his elephant, he had not acquired the skill to control its 

speed. His elephant moved very fast (compared to other camp elephants) when Chandra rode 
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it. However, the elephant moved at a normal pace when Chandra's assistant, Ravi,17 rode it. 

Ravi told me regulating the pace of elephants is one of the essential skills of elephant 

training. Elephant drivers push the base of an elephant's ear to control the elephant's pace. 

Ravi said that one could learn elephant handling skills only by practice, not by reading books.  

Therefore, Jenu Kuruba and Muslim Mahouts and Kavadis think that the Forest Department's 

appointment approach is inappropriate. When I was carrying out fieldwork, there was news 

that the Forest Department was going to hire some more Kavadis through written tests. This 

news made daily wage Kavadis organize a series of meetings with senior Mahouts. Finally, 

Mahouts and Kavadis wrote letters to higher officials requesting them to halt the current 

appointment system and asked higher officials to discuss the issue with senior Mahouts 

before they began new appointment processes. Senior Mahouts expressed their 

disappointment, saying that: 'Nowadays, the Forest Department stopped consulting expert 

Mahouts while appointing new Kavadis.' A senior Mahout told me if the Forest Department 

did not consider their request, they would organize a protest.   

Deities, Elephants, and Mahouts. 

Mahadeva, who is currently training Subash, told me that although he is a daily wage Kavadi, 

he trained a couple of elephants in the last eight years. Since the Forest Department sold both 

elephants that he had trained (I will write about the sale of elephants in the latter parts of the 

chapter), senior Mahouts asked him to train/handle Subash. According to Mahadeva, 

sometimes, there will be no harmony between elephants and their trainers. Therefore, before 

 
17 Ravi is a temporary Kavadi. Although he learned to handle elephants from his childhood and helped many 

senior Mahouts train elephants for the last ten years, he is a school dropout. Therefore, the Forest Department 

cannot appoint him as permanent Kavadi. Currently, he is helping Chandra to handle his (Chandra's) elephant.  
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choosing the elephant trainer, senior Mahouts discuss between themselves. Then they ask 

Guddappa if the elephant and Mahout can work together. In Mahadeva and Subash's case, 

Guddappa told them that they were a good match.  

Guddappa 

Guddapa is a Jenu Kuruba person who can communicate with a deity who enters his body to 

talk/communicate with people. A boy or girl older than 16 years can become Guddappa. 

Person before turning into Guddappa, in her/his dreams, the ancestors' spirit of Jenu Kuruba, 

called Adi ayya, appears and provides him/her special power. Adi ayya teaches the rituals 

person needs to do once he/she becomes a  Guddappa. In addition, Adi ayya explains to the 

person their responsibilities.  

Some of the Responsibilities of Guddappa are: 

1) Curing diseases of people of his Haadi 

2)Identifying and punishing people who break customary rules 

3)If someone dies in the Haadi, Guddappa communicates with the dead person's soul to 

know the reason for that person's death. The ritual is called Neralu kareyodu (literal 

translation: calling shadow). 

If people of the Haadi face any problem such as theft, deciding on a match between boy and 

girl for marriage, if there is a problem during childbirth, or deciding on a match between 

elephants and Mahouts, they consult Guddappa to find the solution. Guddappa carries out a 

ritual called Gali kareyuvudu (calling the wind) to find a solution.  
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Since I did not attend the ritual personally, I translate here the description of the ritual 

provided by Kikkeri Narayana (2011) in his Kannada language book titled Jenu Kuruba 

budakattu janangada avyakata samskrutika parampare (Oral cultural tradition of Jenu 

Kuruba people).  

One of the important things used in the Gali Kareyuva ritual is Bunde. Bunde is made from in 

a mature bottle gourd. First, the Guddappa makes a small hole on the top of the gourd to 

remove the pulp. Next, they dry it in the sun for a few days. During a full-moon day or a 

new-moon day, Guddappa offers Pooja to the Bunde and makes the Adi ayya enter it and 

closes the hole with the gum of the jackfruit tree or banyan tree and Gulaganji (Abrus 

precatorius) is tied around the bundle. 

During the ritual, people of the Haadi gather around the fireplace located at the centre of the 

Haadi. Guddappa makes a circle around the fire by spraying sacred water and sits inside the 

circle with his Bunde. People who want to solve their problems place betel nut, betel leaf, 

banana and turmeric, and vermillion near Guddappa. Next, Guddappa moves the  Bunde in a 

figure of eight and makes the sound oohuhu oohuhu. After 15 to 20 minutes, he sits down and 

drinks a mug of water. Then he holds a burning cotton wick and touches it on his chest, 

cheeks, and tongue to indicate that Gaali (deity or spirit) has entered his body. Later, persons 

who are in trouble or want an answer from the deity, ask questions to Guddappa. However, 

the Guddappa does not answer directly. Instead, he makes the sound oohuhu oohuhu. An 

assistant then translates the words of Guddappa to people. Finally, Guddappa moves Bunde 

again to send the Gaali out of his body. 

Kikkert Narayana wrote that usually, Guddappa do not talk about how they felt when Gaali 

entered their body. However, Gejje, a Guddappa from Bharatawadi who was a long-term 

friend of Narayana, told him when Gaali first entered his body, he felt his body was burning 
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in a fire. Next, he felt he had lost his body. Without his body, he began to move to another 

world—the world of Adi ayya. To reach the place of Adi ayya he crossed the seven hills and 

went through seven doors. When he entered the other world, he saw Adi ayya sitting in the 

garden surrounded by jasmine flowers. Then Adi ayya came to the Haadi on his horse with 

Gejje to answer people. The same process repeated whenever Gejje started to move Bunde. 

According to the Jenu kuruba belief system, each elephant belongs to one of the seven forest 

deities (not only elephants, but other animals such as deer and gaur also belong to one of the 

forest deities). As (Lainé (2020: 81) wrote, a similar belief exists among the Khamaties of 

Northeast India also. He noted that Chao Pling Chang literally means “the one who takes 

care of elephants."  

He is considered to be the Mahout of forest elephants. During each capture 

expedition, the owner must offer a hen and a cock to Chao Chang Pling. By offering 

him the pairs of animals, the owner hopes to receive an elephant in return: the human 

owner, therefore, attempts to establish a ritual exchange with the divinity (Lainé, 

2018).  

Although Jenu Kuruba Mahouts of South India do not think that deities are the Mahouts of 

forest elephants, however, they do believe that Mahouts cannot train elephants without the 

permission and support of deities. Many Mahouts said that while skill and knowledge are 

crucial for training elephants, without the help of a deity, even highly skilled/experienced 

Mahouts fail to train elephants.  

Since the Guddappa believed that Subash belonged to the deity of Gonigadde, he asked   

Mahadeva to approach the deity before he began training Subash.  Mahadeva went to 

Gonigadde along with a few senior Mahouts and petitioned the deity, saying that: 
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 For my family's livelihood, I started training/handling elephants and for training 

Subash, I need your help and support.  

Since the deity is vegetarian, Mahadeva offered flowers and fruit and oil and wick to the 

deity and lit a lamp. They offer animal sacrifice (chicken and goat) to non-vegetarian deities 

and fruits and flowers to vegetarian ones. Since Subash had been severely wounded during 

the capture operation and his fight with Komaki elephants, Mahadeva requested the deity to 

cure him quickly. Mahouts believe that deities play a crucial role in managing both the 

Mahouts’ and captive elephants’ health.  Therefore, whenever elephants resist training, 

escape to the forest, attack and kill Mahouts, when a tamed elephant or a Mahout becomes 

sick, they consult a diety and their Adi ayya, through a Guddappa.  

Elephant Training-Mahout training 

Singing and music are an integral part of the elephant training process in many Asian 

countries (Lainé, 2016; Locke,  2006).  Lainé (2016) explains that in Northeast India, 

elephant training involves two steps. His suggestion is that the meaning of the lyrics of the 

song/chant sung in the first step of the elephant training ‘reveals an educative register close as 

a parent do with children. It is based on affection and authority’ (2016:6) 

…the role of a chant here is less educative than that of a socializing one: just like any 

parent does with a newborn child, it helps the animal to become familiar with the human 

environment, Songs/chants sang in the second step are based on the diction of 

commands  (Lainé, 2016: 7). 

                                                                                       

In Dubare elephant camp as well, music and dance are an essential part of the elephant 

training process. Once the deity agrees to allow the Mahouts to train elephants, they 
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celebrate. Almost all the Mahouts, Kavadis, and their family members gather near the kraal, 

where the captured elephant is held. They set up a fire in front of the kraal, beat drums, tins, 

and chains. They sing songs of their choice, tell jokes, wear costumes, and dance around the 

fire. Urune, a senior Mahout, told me that: since captured elephants are like newborn babies 

in their family, they celebrate a new elephant's arrival into their camp. The celebration 

continues for up to two days. According to Dhobi, during the celebration, the captured 

elephants watch Mahouts dancing and singing through gaps in the kraal.  

As in North-East India, at Dubare, Mahouts also carry out elephant training in two steps. The 

first step begins in a kraal. At the end of the celebration, the principal Mahout 

and kavadi (who are responsible for training the new elephant) shift their entire family to next 

to the Kraal. According to many Mahouts, because new elephants are not in a good mood and 

do not trust people, they do not eat any food for the first two to three days or a little 

longer.  In addition to that, many Mahouts told me that for the first few weeks, elephants are 

scared of people because the memory of their capturing process is still fresh in their minds, 

and elephants may think that people may kill them in the kraal.  Therefore, elephants try to 

break the wooden poles by hitting them, and they try to escape from the Kraal by climbing 

out of it. In some instances, elephants get injured. 

According to Mahouts, feeding helps build trust between Mahout and the captured elephants 

by calming them. Therefore, Mahouts and Kavadis try to feed Kusure, Jaggery, and leaves to 

elephants from a safe distance with a long stick from the day after their capture. Elephants 

slowly start to eat after a couple of days or a little earlier once they are 

hungry. Since Mahouts know elephants love to eat sweet food, they aim to put Jaggery 

directly into the captured elephant's mouth by using a stick, and they become successful after 

many failed attempts. Once elephants taste Jaggery, they never refuse to eat Jaggery in their 
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lives unless they are unwell. Therefore, Mahouts think that Jaggery is a vital food that helps 

build trust between Mahouts and captured elephants.  To reduce the fear of people or calm 

down elephants, family members of principal Mahouts, kavadi, and few other camp members 

set up a fire in front of the Kraal and sing and dance for a week. Along with the Mahouts and 

kavadis, their children move around the kraal and talk with the elephant every day. 

It takes almost two weeks for elephants to calm down and reduce their attempts to escape 

from the kraal. Once the Mahouts learn that elephants have become less aggressive, with the 

help of kumkis, Mahouts divide the Kraal into two parts by inserting wooden poles in the 

middle. Since the division reduces space for elephant movement, elephants cannot turn 360 

degrees. During the first couple of weeks after the division, along with principal 

Mahouts/kavadis and a few other Mahouts and staff, rub the body of the elephant by standing 

both inside and outside the kraal.  

 Since the rubbing ritual takes place almost for an hour during both morning and evening, 

Mahouts insert wooden poles in the morning and remove them at night with the help of kumki 

elephants. Mahouts and staff use split bamboo poles and split plastic bottles to rub elephants' 

bodies, and sometimes they tie pebble-filled plastic bottles to rubbing sticks to create unique 

sounds/beats/ music. In addition to that, they sing a chorus song (a group of people repeating 

the lyrics after the main singer) while rubbing the elephant. Like lyrics of chants used in the 

second step of elephant training in Northeast India, the lyrics used by Mahouts of Dubare are 

also based on basic commands, and they may sing different lyrics each day. But the singing 

style does not change. According to Mahouts, both rubbing and music help to build trust 

between elephants and people by reducing the fear of people in elephants. I will translate 

some lines here.  

Aare Kano Aare                                                          Stop guy Stop 
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Aare beta Aare                                                            Stop child Stop  

Sai Saraka                                                                    Go Back Go Back 

Sabhash Sabhash                                                         Well done. Well Done 

 

Aare Kano Aare                                                          Stop guy Stop 

Aare beta Aare                                                            Stop child Stop 

Mat Mat                                                                      Come front, Come front 

Sabhash Sabhash                                                         Well done. Well Done 

Since Mahouts and elephants are afraid of each other, both try to avoid touching each other 

directly (body to body) initially. Almost after one to two months of capture, Mahouts start 

rubbing the elephant's body and feeding the elephant directly by hand. According to Mahouts, 

both rubbing by hand and feeding by hand leads to harmony between them.  

The principal Mahout and Kavadi carefully look for a sign of illness such as pain, wounds, 

and infection in elephants. They treat illnesses and wounds with both allopathic and 

traditional herbal medicine (most commonly prepared by mixing roots, bark, and leaves 

extract of specific plants with turmeric and neem oil). They also apply hot water to reduce 

pain in elephants. Many Mahouts have told me that treating elephant illness with love and 

affection makes them (elephants) think that not all people are bad. 18  

 

 
18 According to Mahouts, since most of the elephants captured in Dubare elephant camp, experienced human 

violence earlier, in plantations and attacked/killed people they may think that people are bad and violent.  
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Language Learning. 

Although Mahouts and Kavadis start talking with elephants within a few days of elephant 

capture, formal training does not begin for almost a month. Mahouts and Kavadi enter one 

section of the kraal to teach basic commands such as Mat (come forward), Sarak (go back), 

Aare (Stop), Ala (Lift the front leg), and Adi (Lift the back leg) to the elephants. Mahouts said 

that even if elephants often heard basic commands (while rubbing/singing), elephants cannot 

understand the meaning of the words. Therefore, Mahouts use the Kokke t(the hooked stick) 

to teach language to elephants. For example, when Mahouts say Mat Mat, elephants do not 

respond initially, so Mahouts puts the Kokke on the elephant's forehead and pull the elephant 

gently forward with the Kokke and simultaneously repeats Mat Mat. Similarly, when they say 

Sarak Sarak, they pull elephants back by pulling his/her back leg with the Kokke. Once the 

elephant learns to respond to each command, Mahouts pat the elephants on the back and 

sometimes they polish their back for a minute while simultaneously saying 'Sabhash, 

Sabhash' (well done well done). After saying 'Sabhash', some Mahouts feed Jaggery to 

elephants as a reward. Mahouts also lose their temper and punish elephants in a few cases if 

they do not respond to commands (I will explain about punishments later). Mahouts told me 

that the elephants could understand that Mahouts reward them when they respond to 

commands and punish them when they do not respond. Therefore, both reward and 

punishment are a vital part of elephant training.  

Since the coordination between Mahouts and the captured elephants gets stronger day by day, 

Mahouts start reducing the wooden divider's height in a Kraal to interact with the elephant 

more closely. When Mahouts are fully confident that the elephant will not hurt them, they 

then remove all the poles, so the wall disappears between Mahout and the elephant. Next, 

Mahout and Kavadi start walking around the elephant inside the krall, touching its face by 
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hand, tying its legs with ropes and teaching it a few more basic commands, including Salam 

(salute), Dhare (carry a stick) or Kokke (using its trunk).   

As stated by Mahouts, it usually takes three to six months to teach basic commands to 

elephants. However, some take longer than six months. When I asked Mahouts why some 

elephants are slow learners, they told me the length of the training period depends on many 

things, including the personal history and nature of elephants and the skill and nature of 

Mahouts. For example, elephants who experienced human violence such as gunshots and 

injuries before their capture show more resistance to learning the language and interacting 

with people. In some cases, mostly newly appointed inexperienced Mahouts and alcoholic 

Mahouts, who lose patience when elephants do not learn the language quickly, try to control 

elephants by punishing them. According to senior Mahouts, elephants become stubborn and 

resist training when Mahouts punish them too much. Additionally, the training time of 

captured elephants also depends on how dedicated Mahouts are. For instance, since new 

elephants do not like the smell of soaps and detergents, few Mahouts (almost all Mahouts in 

older days) do not shower/bathe or wash their clothes until they finish the first step of the 

elephant training.  

Punishment and Reward 

I asked Mahouts how to decide how much punishment is needed to train an elephant. Dhobi, 

a senior Mahout, said that his father (also a Mahout) used to say Ombattu kelasa kalisalikke 

ondu eatu saaku. (To teach nine commands/words, one lashing is enough). According to 

Doreyappa: 

… lashing elephants once in a while when they commit a mistake (when an elephant 

tries to charge Mahout or not responding to command) is an essential part of 

elephant training. Since elephants are intelligent animals, they can understand that 
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they get punishment if they make a repeated error while learning/responding to 

commands. Experienced Mahouts explain to the elephant what mistake he/she 

committed before punishing the elephant. 

According to Urune: 

 Elephants are like people; if Mahouts punish (hurts them physically) repeatedly, 

some elephants may think that Mahouts may kill them and try to escape to the forest. 

However, a few elephants get angry at Mahouts and Kavadi and attack them. Since 

elephants have their own buddi (wisdom/understanding), no Mahout can control them 

forcefully. However, trust between Mahouts and elephants will help them to work 

together.  

Hence, experienced Mahouts punish elephants only when it is essential.   As stated by Gopal, 

'good Mahouts achieve hondanike (harmony) with elephants very quickly.' I asked him what 

"good Mahout" means?  His response was that 'a good Mahout is one who loves and cares 

for the elephant.' He further explained that: 

Since each elephant belongs to a forest deity, the deity test Mahouts whether they are 

good or bad.  If they are good Mahouts, the deity will help them to train the elephant. If 

they are bad (not loving, caring, and punishing unnecessarily), the deity does not allow 

the elephant to be co-operative with Mahouts. Hence Bad Mahouts are one of the main 

reasons why elephants escape to a forest. 

Mahadeva had been training elephants for the previous eight years. He said that he had lost 

patience and punished elephants many times in the previous eight years. However, he felt 

depressed almost every time after punishing the elephants, and he apologized to the 

elephants, saying, ‘You provide me anna (food), but I punished you, please forgive me for my 
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mistake’. According to Mahadeva, many times Mahout faces the dilemma of whether to 

punish or not to punish elephants.  

The second step of training  

As stated by the Mahouts, elephant training is not a one-way process. Mahouts, too, have to 

learn to co-operate and communicate with elephants. Once both elephants and Mahouts gain 

confidence and trust to live comfortably in the presence of each other, elephants are allowed 

to come out of the kraal. However, some elephants try to run away to the nearby forest when 

released. Therefore, Mahouts tie one end of a rope to both hind legs and the other end to a 

nearby tree. Both forelegs are secured with bedi (shackle made by a metal chain) to prevent 

elephants from running fast. In addition to that, Mahouts take the help of two Kumkis while 

training elephants outside to avoid possible elephant attack/escape. 

Mahouts spend almost two to three hours everyday training elephants in the second step. 

Because elephants need to practice a lot to remember each command taught earlier, Mahouts 

ask elephants to repeat all the commands every day (including commands taught in the 

kraal). They also introduce new work such as lifting rope, chain and kokke from the ground 

and holding the other elephants' legs and trunks.  As with the first step of elephant training, 

the second step also emphasizes the strengthening of trust between Mahouts and elephants. 

Therefore, Mahouts try to establish a fine balance between punishment, reward, and care. 

Since it is common to get injured when elephants' legs are tied with ropes and shackles (skin 

tear happens mostly in legs when elephants try to break the ropes and shackles tied to their 

legs), Mahouts apply oil as a lubricant to elephant legs to reduce the injury. Because sand and 

soil particles that are deposited on ropes can increase the chances of skin damage in elephant 

legs (since elephants are tied in open areas, a large number of dust particles deposit on the 
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rope every day), Mahouts change the ropes every two to three days, they also apply herbal 

medicine and allopathic medicine to wounds.  

Roughly between one to three months after beginning the second step of training, when 

elephants reduce their attempts to run away to the forest (some continue to escape to the 

forest even after 10 to 20 years of their capture), the Mahout unties the ropes from both hind 

legs. However, Mahouts continue to attach bedi19  and drag chains20. Around four months 

after elephants come out of the krall, Mahouts take elephants to the Kaveri River (to wash 

them.  As the first step of elephant washing/bathing, they (elephants) have to learn how to 

bait (sit down) in the water. For this, some six to seven Mahouts and Kavadis accompany 

each elephant to wash him/her for the first week. In the river, all Mahouts/Kavadis say 'bait' 

and pull down the elephant from one side using kokke simultaneously to make him/her lie 

down in the river. After washing one side of the elephant body, they teach elephants how to 

turn the other side when Mahouts say 'tire.' According to Mahouts, since it takes elephants 

almost a week to respond to the command bait, and tire, they continue the same process for 

up to one week.  

Since trust and the bond between elephants and Mahouts develops very slowly, and elephants 

take a long time to learn commands, it takes up to twelve months to complete both the first 

and second training stages.  However, the second step is not the end of elephant training. For 

example, when tourists visited the Dubare elephant camp, they often came towards Subash (I 

will explain tourists and elephant interaction in the latter parts of the chapter) to take 

photographs with him or feed him. Mahadeva told tourists that since Subash is still 

undergoing training, it might be dangerous to stand next to him to take a picture. Mahadeva 

 
19 Shackles are used to lock the front legs of elephants to reduce their walking/running speed.  
20 Drag chain usually tied to one of the front legs to helps to track elephants when they are browsing in the 

forest. As well as Mahouts tie drag chain to a tree when elephants try to escape.  
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also held up Subash's trunk so that tourists could put the food directly inside his mouth from a 

relatively safe distance. Since I had seen Mahouts of many other elephant camps allowing 

tourists to get close to camp elephants while taking photographs and feeding, I asked 

Mahadeva why he thought Subash might be dangerous. Mahadeva replied: 

 we have been interacting with each other only for the last two years; we cannot 

completely trust each other. However, many other older elephants (whose Mahouts 

allow tourists to go very close to the elephants) have interacted with people (Mahouts 

and tourists) for many years (some are more than twenty years); therefore, they are 

more trustworthy than Subash.  

Next, Mahadeva pointed towards Subash's trunk's tip and told me, (For as long as Subash 

does not trust me completely, he does not allow me to touch the tip of his trunk, nails, and he 

does not allow me to go under his legs. According to Mahadeva and Dhobi, generally it takes 

up to six to seven years to teach all commands to elephants and gain a considerable amount 

of trust. However, many Mahouts told me since some elephants think that Mahouts are their 

enemy, they resist training. Therefore, resisting elephants cannot be trained fully. I asked 

them how they decided when an elephant is thoroughly trained or not. 

They said that both Mahouts and elephants have to face a test called onti hogodu (literally 

"going alone") to determine elephants' training level. To pass this test, the Mahout should go 

alone to the elephant, lock his/her front legs with a shackle and untangle ropes (which are 

attached to a nearby tree) to free the elephant. After tying the drag chain to one of the 

forelegs of elephants, the Mahout should ask the elephant to fold his/her leg (ala) so that he 

can use it as a step to climb on its back. The Mahout must then drive the elephant to the 

nearby forest. After spending a couple of hours in the forest, the Mahout has to ride the 

elephant back to camp without the help of other Mahouts and kumkies.  
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Mahouts explained that ontihogodu is not an easy test. If Mahouts and elephants cannot 

communicate effectively, Mahouts may get injured or may fall from the elephant’s back 

when it walks under a tree branch or walks through a bush. In a few instances, Mahouts are 

injured by hitting their head/chest to a tree branch when elephants walk under a tree branch. 

In addition to that, elephants who do not trust the Mahouts enough or who are angry with the 

Mahout, may try to throw and attack him, or try to run away into the forest. Therefore, 

ontihogodu tests the extent of trust between Mahouts and the elephants. Also, this test 

determines the level of elephant training.  

Resisting elephants and negotiating Mahouts 

As I explained in previous sections, elephant resistance is expected during the capturing and 

training process.  However, many elephants resist even after seven or eight years of their 

capture and training. Mahouts try to negotiate with resisting elephants, sometimes they 

successfully calm them, but sometimes not. This section of the chapter will focus on the 

interaction between resisting elephants and negotiating the Mahouts after the second step of 

elephant training.  

Ayyappa 

Ayyappa is around 11 years old, a playful sub-adult male elephant. He was born in the 

Dubare camp, and when he turned around 2.5 to 3 years old, he was separated from 

his mother to begin his training. Doreyappa had been the Mahout of Ayyappa for the 

previous seven to eight years. I saw them both walking to the Kaveri River every 

morning to have a bath. One day while I was watching the elephant-bathing activity 

with tourists, Ayyappa suddenly ran into the middle of the river away from the 

bathing area. Although Doreyappa called Ayyappa back, he did not respond. Instead, 

Ayyappa started moving (swimming/running) fast towards a small island. Both 
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Doreyappa and the Kavadi jumped into the river and started walking towards 

Ayyappa. Behind Doreyappa, another Mahout took a Kumki elephant to try to catch 

him. After a few minutes of walking/swimming, Ayyappa climbed onto the island and 

began eating grass there. When Doreyappa was about to reach the island, Ayyappa 

jumped back into the river and started swimming. After a few minutes of following 

Ayyappa, Doreyappa climbed on him and started softly prodding on him on the head 

with a Kokke and ordered him to return to the camp. However, Ayyappa took a long 

route and played in the water before reaching the camp with Doreyappa on his back. 

Later in the day, while Doreyappa was feeding the rations to Ayyappa, I went there to 

talk with him. Doreyappa told me: 

 He has previously run into the river four times (this is the fifth time). Ayyappa's 

mother also had the habit of running into the river, and Ayyappa might have learned 

it from her.  

Two months earlier, Ayyappa escaped to a nearby forest by breaking both the bedi and drag 

chain. Doreyappa told me that twenty people, with the help of six kumki elephants, searched 

for Ayyappa for seven days in the forest and nearby villages. However, they did not find a 

single sign of him. On the eighth day, someone called and told Doreyappa he had seen 

Ayyappa in a coffee plantation near Siddapur town (around 15 km from the camp). 

Doreyappa and other people went there to search for Ayyappa. However, they did not find 

him there either. The next day Doreyappa and the other four Mahouts approached the 

Chowdamma deity, who resides on the bank of the river Kaveri. They requested the deity to 

help them find Ayyappa and promised that if they found him within the next three days, the 

principal Mahout would offer a lamp, bell, and food21 (rice and chicken) to the deity. The 

 
21 Offering food to a deity is symbolic act. People consume food after offering to deity, they considered it as 

Prasad (gracious gift from a deity) 
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next day they received a phone call from Prajna Chowta Madam (Prajna Chowta was running 

a private elephant camp a few kilometres away from Dubare) saying that she had seen 

Ayyappa with a wild elephant herd near a village called Navilooru, which is around 10 Km 

away from Dubare camp. When Doreyappa and other Mahouts reached Navilooru, they saw 

Ayyappa walking behind the group of fifteen wild elephants. Doreyappa walked towards 

Ayyappa and called him. Fortunately, Ayyappa responded to Doreyappa's command and 

walked toward him. Dorerappa fed him ration and Jaggery, and while feeding him, 

Doreyappa tied a new shackle and chain to his leg. Then Appayya walked with Doreyappa 

and other Mahouts to Camp.  

Doreyappa told me whenever elephants run away from camp, almost every Mahout consults a 

deity. Most of the time, elephants either come back, or people sight them within two to three 

days of the deity consultation. However, consulting a deity is an expensive ritual. Doreyappa 

spent almost twenty thousand Indian Rupees (roughly a month and a half salary) to harake22 

(Ex Voto).  The Forest Department does not believe in harake, and higher officials think that 

harake is nothing but superstition. Therefore, there is no provision to compensate money 

spent on harake in the Forest Department's budget.  Since many Mahouts, specifically daily 

wage elephant trainers, cannot afford to offer harake they only consult deity as the last 

option. Hence Doreyappa waited for eight days to consult the deity. Doreyappa informed me 

that he fed almost half a kilogram of Jaggery to Ayappa every day for a month to gain his 

trust after Ayyappa returned to the camp.  

Some elephants are highly aggressive in the wild 

Urune explained that some trained elephants are more willful in the forest than in the camp, 

and they are more aggressive there. He pointed towards an elephant called Ajay, who was 

 
22 As part of Harake Doreyappa offered lamp, bell and chicken and rice meal to people. 
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eating ration in the camp, and said that: ‘we could not trust Ajay in the forest.’ Once, a few 

years earlier, Urune and another Mahout were riding him in the forest. Ajay suddenly started 

running. Usually, fast-moving/running elephants slow down or stop when Mahouts softly 

touch the sharp tip of kokke on their heads. Both Mahouts tried hard to stop Ajay by using 

both kokke and verbal commands. However, they could not. Instead, Ajay threw them from 

his back and ran into the forest. 

 Eight people, including Mahouts and the Forest Department's crew, searched for him and the 

first day itself, they traced him near the village where he was captured in 2007. Ajay charged 

both the principal Mahout and Kavadi when they walked towards him, calling him to take 

food; they escaped by climbing up a tree. Although both Mahout and Kavadi tried, for three 

days, to persuade to return to camp, they were unsuccessful. Since the villagers of 

Averegunda, from where he had been captured, had previously experienced his violent 

behaviour (before his capture) were scared. Therefore, they forced the Mahout, Kavadi, and 

other staff to catch him immediately. Therefore, Mahouts approached the deity at six o clock 

in the evening of the third day. After thirty minutes of discussing with the deity, Mahout and 

Kavadi called the elephant and offered food. Ajay was now calm, as they expected. Instead of 

charging like earlier, Ajay strolled towards the Mahout and Kavadi and calmly ate the food 

thrown towards him. 

According to Mahouts, when elephants are in a good mood and calm, they respond to 

commands positively and eat food given by them. In addition to that, experienced Mahouts 

can understand elephants' temperaments by looking at their facial expressions and ears. For 

example, as Mahouts said, angry elephants open their eyes (sometimes their eyes turn red), 

with their ears wide, and stare at a person directly. Therefore, their ears look larger than calm 

elephants. Another significant difference is relaxed elephants beat (move like a fan) their ears 
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more often than angry elephants. After carefully observing Ajay's body language and his 

facial expression, both Mahout and Kavadi, shackled his legs. Then they asked Ajay to walk 

with them to camp. When Ajay had walked with them for about 100 metres, the Mahout said 

'Ala', and Ajay responded positively to commands by bending one of his front legs so that the 

Mahout could use it as a step to climb on his back.  

As well as escaping to the Forest, Ajay attacked tourists a few times who visited the camp, 

and he fought with other camp elephants as well. Therefore, the camp authorities wanted to 

sell him.  There is a demand for trained elephants in other parts of the country, and the Forest 

Department sells a few almost every year, as I will explain it later). To transport them they 

use large trucks, and the Mahout, with the help of kumkis, forced Ajay to climb on a truck. 

However, Ajay resisted so much that the veterinary doctor injected tranquillizers to make him 

weak in the end. Finally, however, they were unsuccessful in sending him on the truck, and 

Ajay stayed in the camp.  

Short-tempered elephants 

According to Mahouts, seven elephants in the camp, namely Ajay, Ayyappa, Ekadanta, 

Subash, Ranjan, Kartik, and Lava, are short-tempered, and their mood changes very rapidly. 

Since they can attack at any time, Mahouts cannot trust them fully. According to Mahouts, an 

evil spirit called Rahu lives in the body of most of every short-tempered camp elephant and 

wild elephant, and many times Rahu makes elephants attack or kill people. Experienced 

Mahouts can see Rahu in their faces. To pacify elephants, Mahouts should remove Rahu with 

the help of deities. However, this process takes a long time. For example, Mahouts told me 

even after more than eight to ten years of trying, they failed to eliminate Rahu from Kartik 

and Ajay.  
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Just a couple of days before I started fieldwork, the elephant called Kartik, had attacked his 

Mahout, Naveen. The news appeared in a local newspaper too. In the next few paragraphs, I 

will narrate Kartik and his Mahout's story. Kartik was born around 12 years previously in 

Dubare elephant camp. He was separated from his mother when he turned three years old. 

Mahouts said that Naveen was neither the first Mahout of Kartik nor the first person who was 

attacked by him. Previously he had injured three Mahouts/Kavadis and killed two. According 

to Dhobi and other Mahouts, Kartik drank two Mahouts' blood after the killing. Since 

normally elephants do not drink blood after killing people, Mahouts thought that it was Rahu, 

living in his body, who made him drink human blood.  

Two years before Kartik injured Naveen, when Kartik killed a Mahout and tried to strike 

tourists, he was locked in a kraal as punishment. Since Kartik showed good conduct inside 

the kraal, senior Mahouts released him after six months, and Naveen was appointed as 

Mahout for Kartik. Naveen was hired by the Forest Department around two years before my 

fieldwork, after a written test. According to a few senior Mahouts, because Naveen was not 

trained as a Mahout from his childhood (as I mentioned earlier, most of the traditional 

Mahouts start their training from childhood), he lacked elephant training skills. Therefore, 

they asked him to handle Kartik, who had completed his training already. 

The elephant camp staff said that Kartik was very friendly with Naveen, and he used to 

respond to Naveen's call and walk towards him even when Naveen called him from a distance 

of around 100 metres. Naveen often told other Mahouts how Kartik turned into a good 

elephant after he was released from the kraal. However, since Kartik had killed and attacked 

people earlier, many senior Mahouts doubted his good conduct and warned Naveen to take 

extra care while dealing with him. They also instructed Naveen always to carry a kokke while 

interacting with Kartik for his self-protection (most of the time, Mahouts escape from 
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elephant attacks by jabbing elephants' bodies with kokke). An hour before Katrik wounded 

Naveen, Doreyappa, and a couple of senior Mahouts had noticed a change in his mood; his 

eyes were little red, and his ears were open. Therefore, they instructed Naveen to either keep 

a safe distance from Kartik or tie him to a tree for at least two days until his mood recovered. 

However, Naveen ignored the instructions of the senior Mahouts and began to walk with 

Kartik to the river.  

Like many new generation Mahouts, Naveen is also somewhat addicted to his smartphone. 

According to older Mahouts, since both alcohol and smartphone-addicted Mahouts fail to 

observe and hear elephants carefully, their ability to notice the change in elephants' moods 

reduces. Since Naveen was engrossed with his smartphone while walking, his attention was 

not on Kartik. In addition to that, he was not carrying a Kokke. Therefore, there was no 

chance to escape when Katrik attacked him from behind. At first, Kartik pushed Naveen to 

the ground, and subsequently stabbed Naveen's back with his tusk. A Mahout, who was 

riding on his elephant to the river, was walking close to Kartik, saw the incident, and with his 

elephant's help, the Mahout pushed Kartik away from Naveen to prevent him from stepping 

on Naveen. Although Naveen survived, he was severely injured, and Kartik ran into the 

forest. Finally, Kartik was captured with Kumki elephants' help and tied to a tree in the forest.  

Mada (Musht) 

While talking with Mahouts about elephant mada, a middle-aged man was packing ration 

(food) in an old plastic bag. Annayya told me that the man was named Rehman, and the 

Kavadi of Gopi. Since Rehman could not manage Gopi when he was in mada, the elephant 

was tied to a tree a few hundred metres away from the camp. To feed Gopi, Rehman carried 

the ration every morning and evening. I accompanied him the day I met him. We walked to 

where Gopi was tied, and he expressed his excitement by moving back and forth and raising 
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his trunk a couple of times (See the video) when he saw his Mahout walking towards him 

carrying a bag full of rations. Gopi's front legs were shackled, and a chain was tied between 

one of his front legs and a tree. Rehman went close to him and gave a couple of kusure 

directly to Gopi's trunk, carefully, and Rehman was very cautious. Rehman told me that since 

Gopi injured his Kavadi, Appaji, a couple of weeks ago, he could not trust Gopi until his 

mada declined. Next, Rehman emptied the entire bag of Kusure in front of Gopi by keeping a 

safe distance and quietly pulled the bag towards him with the help of a long wooden hook.  

When Gopi commenced eating Kusure, Rehman started to bring water from a nearby 

borehole. Next, he placed a plastic container attached with a rope near Gopi (almost opposite 

Kusure), poured water into it, and asked Gopi to drink water. Gopi ate all the Kusure first and 

turned to drink water. I asked Rehman why he attached a rope to the plastic container. He 

replied:  

It is likely Gopi will not try to charge until he finishes eating and drinking. However, 

once Gopi finishes drinking, he will not allow me to go near him to take out the 

plastic container. I tied the rope to pull the container away from Gopi after he 

finishes drinking.  

According to Rehman, although Gopi is a polite elephant while eating /drinking, he turns out 

to be rude once he finishes drinking/eating. Rehman wanted to show me how Gopi responded 

to commands after he finished food, we went behind him and Rehman asked Gopi to sit down 

(bait). Rehman was right. Gopi suddenly turned back; he shook his head and trunk in anger 

and took a couple of steps forward to charge us.  
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When I was conducting fieldwork, although a total of four elephants, including Rama, Indra, 

Ekadanta, and Gopi, were in mada23, Mahouts of Rama and Indra were still bringing their 

elephants to camp for feeding ration and taking them to the river to drink water. Many 

Mahouts told me not all elephants are fierce when they are in mada, and some of the mada 

elephants respond positively to Mahouts' commands (unlike Gopi and Ekadanta)24. However, 

since mada elephants love to fight with other male elephants, they may get injured or injure 

both camp and forest elephants. Therefore, Mahouts tie them to a tree near their house for 

most of the day and night, but they allow relatively peaceful elephants to go to the river to 

drink water and visit the camp to eat ration. However, in earlier days, it was not the case. A 

couple of old Mahouts told me that although they tied up mada elephants in night, during the 

day, they made them work hard (mainly timberwork). In addition to that, they allowed mada 

elephants to mate with female elephants of the camp. There was currently only one female 

elephant in the camp because the Forest Department captures mostly ferocious male 

elephants. Therefore, not all elephants with mada get the opportunity to mate. As Dhobi 

explained, mating reduces ferocity and hard work reduces the duration of Mada in elephants 

(compared with that in current non-working and non-mating elephants). So, elephants who 

cannot mate and roam during mada become angrier, and some of them run away from the 

camp by breaking chains/ropes.   

Like some mada elephants, Gopi also escaped from the camp. One morning on the way to 

camp, I noticed that the camp staff were stopping the tourists and telling them that the camp 

was closed because of an emergency and requested them to go back. The Forester and a 

 
23 Not all elephants get mada simultaneously, and newly captured elephants get mada only five to six years after 

their capture.  

 
24 Every day Mahouts test the mood of mada elephants before releasing them. If elephants are in a bad mood 

and do not respond to commands, Mahouts do not free them.  
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couple of staff standing next to the camp entrance told me Gopi had escaped during the 

previous night, and a team of Mahouts and Kavadis would start the search soon. I asked the 

Forester if I could join the team. However, since Gopi was in mada, the Forester told me it is 

too dangerous to be part of the search team, especially for inexperienced people like me. The 

Forest Department's staff told me it was not even safe to be inside the camp because Gopi 

might return to the camp at any moment. So, they were not allowing any tourists to cross the 

Kaveri River (one needs to cross the river to enter the camp). Other mahouts took their 

elephants to the other side of the river to protect them from Gopi. 

Dhobi maintained that because Gopi's Mahout was inexperienced, he failed to train Gopi 

well. Therefore, he was a poli (wasteful elephant); he often ran into the forest by breaking 

chains or throwing off his Mahout.  When Gopi's first Mahout failed to train him even after 

six years of his capture, the Forest Department asked Dhobi to train Gopi. Dhobi's son, 

Ganesh, assisted Dhobi with the training. After completing the second step of training, Dhobi 

moved to train Subash, and Ganesh handled Gopi for six months. However, because Ganesh 

was not a permanent employee of the Forest Department, he could not be the official handler 

of Gopi for a long time. Thus, the Forest Department appointed a new official Kavadi, after a 

written test, to handle Gopi. Since Ganesh did not qualify in the written test, he could not be a 

permanent Kavadi and was asked to assist the newly appointed Kavadi. However, there was a 

conflict between them within a year. Consequently, Ganesh stopped handling Gopi, and after 

Mahadeva and Dhobi completed the second phase of training of Subash, Ganesh started 

handling Subash with Mahadev. 

Since the newly appointed Mahout lacked the training, he tortured Gopi quite a lot to control 

him forcefully. Gopi threw the Mahout from his back and ran away from the camp the year 

before my fieldwork began. After that, the new Mahout refused to handle Gopi. Therefore, 
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more experienced Rehman and Appaji were appointed as Mahout and Kavadi, respectively. 

Many Mahouts, including Dhobi, opined that although Gopi was dangerous and 

unmanageable when he was in mada, normally he behaves well after because of Dhobi’s 

training, and one could trust him. He was selected to participate in the Mysore Dasara 

festival's procession 25 for the previous two years because of his good conduct.  

Six days after his escape, Gopi returned to the camp around 4 pm. When Gopi entered the 

camp premises, the people who saw him first (mostly family members of staff who lived in 

the camp premises) shouted and informed other people. When Gopi's Mahout and Kavadi 

saw him walking towards the feeding area during the feeding time (Mahouts provide kusure 

to elephants every day between 4 pm to 4.30 pm), they threw some kusure and green leaves 

towards him and asked him to eat. However, Gopi did not touch the food. Instead, he went to 

the river, drank water, and remained in the river for almost 30 minutes. The Mahout and 

Kavadi followed Gopi and called him from a distance.  Fortunately, Gopi responded to their 

commands, walked towards them and ate the food they offered. Rehman and Appaji said that 

since they took some dhairya (courage) after Gopi ate food given by them, they touched his 

face first, and then Rehman climbed on his back. Later they tied Gopi to the same tree.  

Some elephants, such as Ayyappa, Ajay, and Gopi, return to camp; however, a few, including 

Bhima and another elephant from the Titimati camp (located just a few kilometres away from 

the Dubare), escaped permanently from the camps. Mahouts explained to me there are three 

homes for elephants: one is the forest, the second is an elephant camp, and the third is the 

home of Mahouts. If Mahouts and their families do not treat elephants well and punish them a 

lot, elephants run away to their other home, the forest. Besides that, sometimes a deity gets 

 
25 Since thousands of people participate in Mysore Dasara procession, only well-behaved elephant are allowed 

to take part in it.  
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angry at Mahouts when they commit a mistake during training or do not practice rituals (fail 

to offer harake) makes elephants run away from the camp or attack Mahouts.  

Elephants as God and family members 

I observed that Mahouts remove their footwear and do namaskara (to bow is a mark of 

respect or reverence) before climbing on elephants. Mahouts told me they consider elephants 

as living Ganesha. The staff of Dubare elephant camp celebrates the elephant festival every 

year. I had an opportunity to participate in one such festival. Mahouts, staff, family members, 

and trained elephants walked to the Ammale deity's shrine during the festival. Guddappa 

decorated elephants and statues of Ammale deity with flowers and applied Kunkuma 

(vermilion) and turmeric. Then they offered food such as bananas, coconut, and parched rice 

to both deities and elephants. Like most of the Hindu rituals, they did Mangalarati, (waving 

lights before elephants and the image of the deity). On the way back to camp after the Pooja, 

Mahouts said that elephants are not only Gods, but they are also family members of Mahouts. 

As explained before, Mahouts tie their elephants close to their houses most of the time26;  

their children play with elephants and feed elephants with fruits and leftover food. According 

to Mahouts, since almost all family members of Mahouts treat elephants as their children, 

they feel depressed and mourn when their elephants die, or the Forest  

 
26 Mahouts used to leave elephants in a forest during the night to browse and bring back them to the camp each 

morning. However, in recent years nearby farmers started complaining that camp elephants eat and destroy their 

crops. A few years ago, angry farmers warned Mahouts and the Forest Department not to allow camp elephants 

to enter the field. Therefore, Mahouts stopped the practice of permitting elephants to browse freely in a forest 

during the night.  
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Fig.21:Guddappa Worshipping the elephant deity 

 

Fig.22: Elephant worship 
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Department sells them to the Government agencies of other states27. While grieving, the 

entire family neither cooks nor eats. For instance, Pavi and his family members did not cook 

or eat food on the day elephant Kapila and her calf Ananya (Pavi handled both elephants) 

were sold to the Uttarakhand state. Urune, a senior Mahout, expressed his anger saying that 

the Forest Department's office does not even consult the principal Mahouts before deciding 

to sell elephants.' When the Forest Department informed him that they would sell his 

elephant Teertharama to Chattisgarh the next day, Urune became both angry and sad at the 

same time. He walked towards Teertharama with tear-filled eyes and told him, Today, our 

relationship ended, tomorrow they will take you somewhere else. Then he went to the forest 

and did not return to the camp until the Forest Department moved the elephant on a truck. 

According to Urune, the Forest Department should inform Mahouts at least fifteen days 

earlier, so Mahouts can mentally prepare for the separation from their elephants.  

Elephant Calves. 

During the fieldwork, I observed that Kamali, a roughly three-year-old calf, was limping 

while walking. Kullarama, a permanent Mahout, and her caretaker told me that when they 

found her in an Elephant Proof Trench, one of her legs was injured due to a gunshot. 

Kullarama thinks that her mother and other elephants of the herd left Kamali alone after they 

found that the gunshot had wounded her. When they found her two years previously, she was 

too small to eat grass, so the Forest Department provided her with 14 litres of cow milk every 

day. Kullarama used to sleep next to her every night, and whenever she woke up in the night, 

he fed her a mixture of milk and ganji ( rice-gruel). Kullarama had been bathing Kamali 

every morning with warm water since the first day of her arrival. He also used to clean the 

 
27 The Forest Department sold around 30 trained elephants to government agencies of other states of India.  
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wound and apply medicine to it every day until it cured. However, her leg was partially 

disabled due to the gunshot. Every day after eating food in the camp, Kamali followed Kulla 

Rama to the river to drink water, after which Kulla Rama left her free to browse near his 

house. Kulla Rama informed me that he had raised three injured calves so far and cared for 

them like his own children, with love and affection. Kamali is the fourth one. Senior Mahouts 

trained all three calves after their injuries/wounds were cured, and two of them were sold by 

the Forest Department. The remaining calf is now a twenty-year-old adult bull who lives in a 

camp near Dubare. Kulla Rama was ecstatic when he told me the adult bull remembered sand 

recognizes him today even after such a long time.  

Ramesh has been training Prutvi, a four and half-year-old elephant calf, for the previous two 

years. Earlier, Ramesh was the Mahout of Prutvi's Mother. Ramesh told me from the day of 

Prutvi's birth, he decided to train him because he loved calves a lot. I asked him why. He 

replied, ‘I do not have children, and Prutvi is my child now. I very much enjoy her company, 

especially when she plays with me and runs and jumps into the river’. When Pruthvi learned 

to eat green leaves and grass around at the age of two and a half, Mahouts separated him from 

his mother to begin his training. However, Prutvi resisted initially. Although Ramesh 

interacted with him from the first few days of her birth, he did not allow Ramesh to touch 

him. I had seen that Ramesh lashed Prutvi occasionally when Prutvi resisted learning new 

commands and repeating learned commands. I told Ramesh, you say Prutvi is your child, but 

you beat her when he resists. Ramesh responded: 

I allow Prutvi to make a mistake two or three times, but if he makes the same mistake 

many times, I have to beat him to teach him good conduct. If I cannot mold him now, 

he would be like Katrik when he grows up’.  

To explain how both love and punishment can co-exist, he said:  
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… just as parents and teachers punish children when they misbehave, we punish the 

elephant calves for rectifying their mistakes.  

Animal agency and wildlife conservation.  

Since most of the current wildlife conservation programmes fail to acknowledge the animals’ 

agency, they are not entirely adequate for addressing the complex issues of wildlife 

conservation (Edelblutte et al., 2022). Therefore, some scholars suggest considering animals 

as active conservation agents (Edelblutte et al., 2022; Gibbs, 2021). Consequently, the current 

chapter used ethnography to explore the diverse forms of the elephants’ agency. Scholars of 

animal studies theorised agency differently (Carter and Charles, 2013). For example, 

Hathaway argues that,  

In the Western anthropocentric frame, non-humans are regarded as ‘passive’ 

counterparts to ‘active’ human subjects, the latter with conscious intent and agency and 

the former without. As a result, non-human species are posited as the victims of human 

actions: domestic animals are turned into living commodities, and wild species suffer 

from human destruction of their habitat. A number of animal studies scholars consider 

the concept of non-human agency in one of two frames, by either lamenting the 

condition of animals as victims or celebrating their acts of ‘resistance’ against the 

human world (2015:222). 

Since the notion of ‘resistance’ is just one form of animal agency, stressing only resistance 

forces us to ignore the diverse forms of animal agency. Therefore, there is a need to explore 

animal agency beyond the simplistic notion of ‘victims’ and ‘resistance’. Edelblutte et al., ’s 

(2022) article is helpful for thinking outside of these two simplistic notions, as according to 

their definition,  
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[animal agency] in wildlife conservation and management is the ability of animals to 

actively influence conservation and management outcomes through their adaptive, 

context-specific, and complex behaviours that are predicated on their sentience, 

individuality, lived experiences, cognition, sociality, and cultures in ways that shape 

and reshape shared human-wildlife cultures, spaces, and histories (2022:3). 

Several wildlife-conservation approaches in India emphasise simplistic notions of human-

wildlife interactions, such as conflict. These approaches overlook several factors such as 

animal agency, human culture, and other external factors such as landscape. Hence, the 

current chapter (Chapter 6) and previous chapters (Chapters 3 and 4) explored diverse forms 

of animal agency. In the next chapter, I will discuss why it is essential to take non–human 

agency into consideration in the Anthropocene.  
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Chapter 7 

Conclusion 

Years before beginning my research in the study area, I was aware that the Western Ghats 

faces severe environmental challenges such as biodiversity loss, chemical and resource-

intensive agriculture, human-wildlife conflict, and many more. I began my study by focusing 

on only one challenge: the human-elephant conflict/coexistence. However, during the 

fieldwork, I learned that many of the environmental challenges faced by the Western Ghats 

(including human-wildlife conflict/coexistence) are interlinked. Therefore, in Chapter 2, I 

make use of the ecological history to explore the root cause of current environmental 

challenges faced by the Western Ghats.  

As previously mentioned, my study draws insights from the works of multispecies 

anthropology and human-animal studies (see Chapter 1). Most of these works treat animals 

(for example, elephants, tigers, leopards, and birds), plants, and microbes as “subjects”. Even 

in my dissertation, I have presented elephants as “subjects”. 

In this dissertation, I used ethnography to explore the relationship between different human 

groups and two types of elephants – wild and trained. The study was conducted over two 

types of land use: conservation and agriculture zones. I utilised a non-anthropocentric 

framework to tell human and elephant entanglement stories in the dissertation. In addition to 

that, the dissertation focused on justice in both non-human and human terms.  

Before beginning the study, I asked myself why there is a need for more stories that critique 

the concept of human exceptionalism. Some of the literature of anthropology helped me find 

convincing answers to the question.  
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Stories of human exceptionalism believe that humans are outside the ecology, and there is no 

room for human and nonhuman entanglement in these stories (Smith, 2013). According to  

Val Plumwood:  

‘.. human-centred conceptual frameworks are direct hazards to nonhumans, but are 

also an indirect prudential hazard to self, to humans, especially in a situation where 

we press limits’ (Plumwood, 2010:36) 

In the following few paragraphs, I will explain how the non-anthropocentric stories I narrated 

in chapters three, four, and six might be a valuable set of resources for imagining human-

elephant coexistence in the study area.  

As mentioned in all three chapters, Adivasi people and Mahouts reported that elephants kill 

people when the latter commit tappu (Tappu can be translated as a mistake, sin, or failure to 

follow customary practice). For instance, many Adivasi people narrated a story to explain the 

concept tappu.  

Mara, an Adivasi man, possessed a special power called maddu (Maddu can be translated as 

medicine, drug, black magic, or a special kind of supernatural power). Using his power, he 

controlled wild elephants for many years. He beat them with sticks and tortured them. As a 

result, the elephants behaved like domesticated animals in his presence. However, the power 

of maddu is not long-lasting. At some point in their lives, people lose this special power. It is 

believed that elephants will kill their abusers once they lose the power of maddu. A few days 

after Mara lost his maddu, he was killed by an elephant at the border of his Haadi. Around 

4.30 in the evening, while cutting firewood near his house, Bomma, an Adivasi man from the 

same Haadi, heard an elephant trumpet about a hundred metres away. According to Bomma, 

the elephant sounded angry. Usually, elephants trumpet like that when attacking someone. 

Hearing the elephant trumpet, Timma, a teenager from Achikeri (the other side of the Haadi), 
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came running to Bomma and asked if something had happened and why the elephant was 

trumpeting so unusually and that it was too close to the Haadi. Bomma knew that Mara had 

gone into the forest to collect firewood, so Bomma, his three brothers, and Timma went to 

find out if Mara was in trouble. They eventually found Mara's dead body lying near a bamboo 

clump; his chest skin was torn apart, and the elephant had trampled his upper body. The 

elephant was standing about a hundred metres away from his body. While Bomma and his 

brothers carried away the dead body, the elephant was still standing there but did not chase 

them (Bhat Dundi, 2017:69). 

I have narrated many such stories in chapters three, four, and six. When I heard similar 

stories during fieldwork, I was confused. I asked myself whether these stories were real. I 

shared some of the stories with my friends who studied natural science. In their opinion, these 

stories are irrational. However, the literature of multispecies anthropology suggested to me 

that many of these stories recognise the agency and intelligence of non-human animals, such 

as elephants demonstrated in these stories. In addition to that, the story I narrated above 

addresses ethics. It condemns the notion of human dominance over elephants. Mahouts also 

told me such stories while explaining the ethics of elephant training. As mentioned in chapter 

six , a non-hierarchical relationship between Mahouts and elephants builds trust between 

them. If Mahouts try to dominate or torture captured elephants, it would be a violation of the 

ethics of elephant training. As a consequence, and response, it is believed that elephant deity 

allows elephants to attack Mahouts or run away into the forest.  

According to the perspective of most local people, based on the stories they have told, 

elephants are not merely a generic species. Instead, each elephant is different. During the 

fieldwork, many local people told me that each elephant possesses unique characteristics as 

we do; some are good elephants, some are bad elephants, while some just want to quarrel. 
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These stories explained that elephants are thinking and feeling beings who may resist 

humans, explore new food and places, overcome human intelligence, and punish people when 

they sin or trouble them. For example, Mada, an Adivasi man, told me that elephants usually 

attack people or damage their houses when they have been irritated by throwing stones and 

shouting. In fact, a few years ago, a tusker came out of the nearby plantation in the evening 

and started walking along one of the streets of the Tattekere Haadi. A few teenage boys who 

were sitting near the water tank started throwing stones at the elephant for fun. This made the 

elephant furious. It charged towards Mada's house and pushed against the wall with its tusks. 

The story of Maddu above revealed its new face during the monsoon of 2021. While writing 

my dissertation in my ancestral home in the Western Ghats, it rained heavily for two days and 

two nights without a break. My 92-year-old grandfather, who lived his entire life there, told 

me he had never before seen such heavy rain in such a short period. Although the Western 

Ghats is known for receiving heavy rains, incidents of such cloudbursts are very rare. 

However, in 2018, 2019, and 2020, a short spell of unprecedented rain caused severe 

landslides and floods, damaging property and displacing and killing people in Kodagu and 

the neighbouring districts of Kerala. According to an atmospheric scientist, a new 

phenomenon (never reported in the Western Ghats before) called ‘mesoscale cloudburst’ 

(Vijaykumar et al., 2021), the main reason for the disastrous rain in the region. Since I was in 

London during the disasters in Kodagu, I did not experience their intensity first-hand.  

Although the 2021 rains in my district made me remember Kodagu, I had hoped the rain 

would not wreak similar havoc in my district. However, I was wrong. In some pockets of my 

district, landslides resulted in the disappearance of houses, agricultural land, and the deaths of 

some people, and bridges and vehicles were washed away in floods. Studies by 

environmental scientists and geologists and opinion pieces of local residents and journalists 
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listed the destruction of forests, levelling of hills, and blockage of waterways due to the 

construction of roads, resorts, and dams as reasons that contributed to the disaster along with 

the rains.  

Direct experience of the disaster made me remember the story about Maddu told by Bomma. 

As the power of Maddu enabled Maara to dominate elephants, so the power of technology, 

capitalism, and fossil fuels helped us to try to dominate nature. However, unlike the story’s 

narrator, we forget that these powers are not long-lasting. Illustrations of the agentive action 

of the elephants in the stories told by the Adivasis helped me recognise the agency of rain and 

flood during disasters. To make my argument clearer, I quote Mathur:   

 Mutual predation is not, however, restricted to animals and humans in this epoch. 

Rivers, mountains, soil, and even the gods are furious at humans for their wanton 

destruction of the Himalayas. This fury is expressed in diverse ways, with a 

prominent mode being recurrent disasters (apada) such as floods, famines, 

avalanches, forest fires, and earthquakes.' (Mathur, 2020: 344-345) 

Although the Adivasi people from my study area have been telling stories of entanglements 

between humans and non-human animals for generations, why are conservation and 

developmental policies still based on anthropocentric narratives? (See chapter 2). One of the 

main reasons is that our policies are influenced by European political thinkers of the Age of 

Enlightenment. Chakrabarty comments:  

Clearly, however one thinks of human futures, one condition set by European political 

thinkers of modernity will have to hold in any definition of the political: humans will 

need protection from predators (Chakrabarty 2021: 194-195) 

http://thewire.in/32844/the-greed-for-timber-and-climate-change-have-made-the-himalayan-foothills-a-tinderbox/
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 Agriculture, animal domestication, and the rise of modern cities demanded more safety from 

predators and wildlife. To keep humans safe from other living beings, stories of human 

dominance were spread and flourished in the modern world. Today, human flourishing 

threatens not only other species but also humans themselves (Chakrabarty, 2021). Therefore, 

we need to build a new system of political thought that can overcome human dominance 

stories to coexist with nonhumans. Chakrabarty (2021) argues that to build such a system of 

political thought, 'we would need to find ways of combining elements of both wonderments 

and reverence28 in our relationship to places we inhabit’(2021:201).  

Limitations and the ways forward 

The stories I presented in the dissertation describe how reverence shown towards elephants 

enabled Adivasi people to coexist with elephants. However, since human wellbeing depends 

on all components of nature, such as animals, plants, rivers, forests, and mountains, exploring 

human relationships with a single species such as elephants may not be adequate for 

conserving the whole of nature. Therefore, I think the focus on a single species is the main 

limitation of my study.  

Allow me to use anecdotes to explain the argument more clearly. In my native place, I 

observed that people worship Indian cobras. Even though cobras enter houses, most people 

do not kill them. Popular stories explain how cobras wait up to twelve years to take revenge 

against the people who injure them or kill their relatives. Consequently, most people request 

snake catchers to remove cobras from their homes. However, the same people who are afraid 

of harming cobras kill other snakes without any fear. People from the area categorise snakes 

into two groups: olle haavu (good snakes) and ketta haavu (bad snakes). Although cobras are 

 
28 According to Chakrabarty (2021: 198) ‘Reverence is not simply about curiosity, wonderment, or biophilia. 

Reverence suggests a relationship of respect mixed in with fear and awe, with proto-Italic roots that mean to be 

wary’. 
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venomous, they are considered olle haavu, and other venomous and non-venomous snakes 

fall under the category of ketta haavu. Therefore, I think reverence shown towards one 

species does not mean people revere all species. However, at the same time, scholars such as 

Chakrabarty (2021) argue that ancient indigenous religions revere the entire earth (including 

animals, plants, rivers, and mountains). Thus, I think modernity, which is one of the main 

reasons for people’s loss of reverence for the earth, influenced different communities in 

varying degrees. The influence of modernity made communities forgetful of certain 

traditions. For example, most of the planters and farmers who were Hindus traditionally 

worshipped the elephant god Ganesha. However, now they do not want to see elephants on 

their farms and nor they mention the divinity of elephants while talking with me. Thus, I 

believe there is a need to conduct more studies to explore the relationship between people and 

different components of nature.  

The second limitation of the study is that my interaction with elephants themselves was very 

limited compared with my interaction with people. Although people told me stories of 

elephants in great detail, I could not listen to the elephants’ versions of the stories nor engage 

with their views of the world. I explained why it is so hard to do so in the methods section. 

Hence, I think there is a need to explore new techniques to listen to elephant's versions of the 

stories in the future. 

As explained in the section on methodology, the third limitation of the study is that my 

interaction with young people was minimal. However, during my interaction with a very few 

youngsters, I learned that today’s young people from the area are increasingly exposed to the 

outside world compared with earlier generations; more young people are getting formal 

education in schools, and they are exposed to new technologies such as smartphones. 

Therefore, it is important to engage with new generations for the long term to examine how 
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new technologies and formal education influence their way of thinking and their relationship 

with their surrounding environment.  
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Appendix 

Ethical Considerations 

My approach to issues relating to my ethical duties and responsibilities towards those whom I 

asked to participate in this project in terms of asking questions of them, joining in their 

conversations, and participating in, and observing, their daily practices was generally 

informed by my general reading of ethics and fieldwork (see for example Brewer 2000: pp. 

88-99), and my understanding, formed during my MA fieldwork in the same area, of the 

concerns of local people and their elephant world. I also read carefully, and acted in 

accordance with, the ethics guidelines of the Association of Social Anthropologists of the UK 

(one of the two professional bodies of social anthropologists in the UK. 

https://www.theasa.org/downloads/ethics/asa_ethicsgl_2021.pdf 

Underpinning my concern for good ethical practice was an awareness that I should treat all 

my interlocutors and potential interlocutors with respect, that I should not cause them any 

harm, that I should be mindful of how I represented my discipline, and that I should not bring 

the University of Roehampton into disrepute. Overall, I felt, as do many field-working 

anthropologists, that I was welcomed into their worlds as a guest and as such I had an ethical 

responsibility towards my hosts. 

At all times, when first meeting people, I tried to explain as clearly and openly as possible, 

that I was a PhD student based in the UK (and certainly not a government official nor a 

member of an NGO) who was interested to learn about how it was to share their lives with 

wild, and sometimes tamed, elephants. I also explained that my understanding of their lives 

would result in a PhD thesis and later academic articles, which, I hoped, would give readers 

beyond the Western Ghats, an understanding of the rich complexity of those lives. Prior to 
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any questions, I asked if I might take notes or make a voice recording. Where appropriate and 

possible I asked them to read and sign the Participant Consent Form. If my interlocutors were 

non-literate, I explained what was in the form and recorded their verbal consent. I further 

explained that my fieldnotes, recordings of discussions, and other material would not be 

made public as raw material and would be secured, whether on a computer, on a password-

protected iCloud platform, or in a locked filing cabinet, that would be inaccessible to anyone 

except me. I also assured them, except in in the case of named officials, that, through 

pseudonymising them, they would not be identifiable individually. 
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